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Abstract

This thesis presents the details of two reservation models created for improved re-
source allocation in wireless All-IP networks in order to meet the Quality of Service
(QoS) requirements of real-time applications whilst maintaining resource utilisation
at high levels. The two mechanisms are proposed as extensions to the Resource
Reservation Protocol (RSVP). The first was designed to exploitthe future compati-
bility provisions built into the RSVP standard architectureand can therefore be eas-
ily installed at end systems without affecting the operation of unmodified nodes in
a network. The second model provides better overall performance at the expense of
a higher level of complexity, and requires changes to be madeto all RSVP-capable
nodes in a network.

Wireless networks are rapidly evolving into an All-IP, or Fourth Generation
(4G) architecture, and are expected to deliver real-time services such as Voice-
over-IP (VoIP) and Video-over-IP (VIP) seamlessly and efficiently even for mo-
bile users. These applications impose strict QoS constraints on timely delivery of
packets and packet loss. QoS guarantees for such applications require additional
network resource control mechanisms to be added to the existing TCP/IP protocol
stack. Firstly, a mechanism is needed to replicate the channel characteristics of
Public Switched Telephone Networks (PSTNs). This is achieved using RSVP, the
industry’s de facto standard for wired network resource control. RSVP explicitly re-
serves network resources to ensure a low and fixed amount of delay with effectively
no loss. Secondly, another mechanism is required to allow a node to move freely
across different wireless subnets whilst maintaining its connectivity. Mobile IPv6
(MIPv6) is the standard developed by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)
to facilitate such seamless mobility in wireless IPv6 networks.

However, RSVP was designed for end-systems whose IP addresses do not change.
Once mobility of an end-system is allowed, the dynamically changing MIPv6 ad-
dress inevitably impacts on RSVP performance. The first part of this thesis aims
to quantify the significance of this impact using a frameworkconsisting of a sim-
ulation model to assess application-level performance, and a signaling cost model
to measure the network-level performance. The objective ofthis effort is twofold:
To highlight the critical issues involved in such an interaction, and to serve as a
performance benchmark in the design process of a more efficient QoS scheme.

The second part of this thesis proposes the Mobility Aware Resource Reser-
vation Protocol (MARSVP) in which mobility and QoS signalingare performed
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as a single functional block. The key concept of MARSVP is to convey mobility-
specific information (binding updates and their associatedacknowledgments) by us-
ing newly defined RSVP objects embedded in existing RSVP messages. An appeal-
ing feature of MARSVP is that it adheres to the current RSVP standard (RFC 2205)
and thus requires minimal changes at end nodes without affecting any of the con-
ventional RSVP routers in between. MARSVP addresses several of RSVP’s defi-
ciencies by reducing the QoS re-establishment time from twoRound Trip Times
(RTT) to 1.5 RTT. The results of the simulation-based experiments confirm that the
proposed MARSVP mechanism provides superior application-level performance
during handoffs than standard RSVP. Moreover, its use reduces the network-level
signaling costs accordingly.

The third part of this thesis proposes a new packet classification mechanism for
RSVP (called RSVP-HoA) in which routers are configured to classify flows based
on the home address option in the MIPv6 destination options header. Through
this approach, intermediate RSVP routers are able to correctly identify an RSVP
flow, even after a Mobile Node (MN) changes its Care-of-Address. Moreover, a
crossover router (COR) using this mechanism can detect the changed portion of the
end-to-end RSVP session and confine RSVP signaling to the changed nodes. As a
result, the RSVP re-establishment time and network signaling costs drop substan-
tially. Another key advantage of the proposed mechanism is that it overcomes the
dual reservations issue confronted when using standard RSVPpacket classification
for a roaming MN.

Depending on a service provider’s desired level of complexity, any of the two
outlined QoS mechanisms presented in this thesis report could be implemented as
extensions to the RSVP to improve the level of performance in wireless networks:
While MARSVP provides a simple and efficient alternative, RSVP-HoA delivers
superior application-level performance to the end user while at the same time im-
posing fewer signaling costs on the network. This however, is achieved at the ex-
pense of a higher level of complexity since changes are required to be made to all
RSVP-capable nodes in the network.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background and Motivation

Mobile phone usage began with the launch of the First Generation (1G) mobile

technology in the early 1980s [FAG95]. The main design objective of 1G mobile

networks was to provide a wireless architecture that allowssubscribers to place mo-

bile calls and maintain connectivity as they moved from one coverage area (cell) to

another. 1G standards include the Analogue Mobile Phone Service (AMPS) in the

United States, Total Access Communications System (TACS) in the United King-

dom, in addition to the C-450 in West Germany, Portugal and South Africa. The

second generation (2G) on the other hand, witnessed the introduction of digital mo-

bile communications [ZAB99]. Digitised voice signals have the advantage of being

compressed and multiplexed much more efficiently than analog signals, thus result-

ing in a significant increase in link capacity utilisation. Although this was the main

driving force behind the development of 2G, an all-digital system also has the capa-

bility of delivering some data services such as the Short Messaging System (SMS)

and email. Another key advantage is that digital mobile calls are much more less to

eavesdropping [SMMA06]; thereby making 2G phone communications immensely

more private than their predecessors. 2G standards includeGSM (Global System
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for Mobile telecommunications) [GSMb], originally from Europe but used world-

wide and CDMA1 (Code Division Multiple Access) [CDM] used in theAmericas

and parts of Asia.

With the massive success of 2G technology, the number of mobile subscribers

increased from 214 million in 1997 to 1.162 billion in 2002 [ITU02]. It is pre-

dicted that this figure will continue to grow, reaching 1.7 billion by 2010 [KJC+03].

This indicates that voice-oriented mobile technology is approaching its saturation

point (as depicted in Figure 1.1 [IR02]). With this notion in mind, service providers

started exploring ways of creating new demand by introducing new (and more band-

width hungry) services, including faster Internet access and the Multimedia Mes-

saging Service (MMS) [Ope]. To explore the pickup rate of these new services and

demand potential with minimal financial risks, intermediate generations were in-

troduced as add-ons to the existing 2G infrastructure to facilitate packet-switched

connections (thereby improving data transfer capability). A popular 2.5G standard

is GPRS (General Packet Radio Services) offering an average data rate of 40 kbps

[GSMa]. Another standard is the 2.75G Enhanced Data rates for GSM Evolution

(EDGE) [Glo] capable of delivering data at a theoretical maximum rate of 384 kbps,

although actual data rates average at around 100 kbps.

While 2.5G and 2.75G offered basic data services, the most significant feature

offered by the third generation (3G) mobile technology is its broadband capabilities

to support the increasing demand for high data rates. Marketing of 3G services

often focused on video telephony, although upon roll-out, music downloading and

video streaming proved to be the most popular. The two dominant 3G standards

are CDMA2000 in the United States, and Wide-band CDMA (WCDMA) [UMT] in

Europe and Asia.

Despite its promising potential, 3G adoption has been largely underwhelming;

part of the reason is the separate standards maintained for 3G such as the 3rd Gener-

ation Partnership Project (3GPP) [Thea] and 3GPP2 [Theb]. The initial speculation

was that 3G would serve as a universal standard, although from an economic point
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Figure 1.1:Evolution of Mobile and Fixed Subscribers [IR02].

of view, it was far more cost-effective for service providers to make 3G networks

backwards compatible with their existing 2G infrastructure. This propagated the

incompatibility of the competing 2G standards into 3G, and hence 3GPP was based

on GSM, while 3GPP2 on CDMA1.

Another drawback is the financial costs of launching 3G systems, which include

the billions of dollars invested in acquiring 3G licenses alone. As a result, the reluc-

tant Telecom industry slowed down the roll-out of 3G networks (confining coverage

to metropolitan areas) and relied on the intermediate 2.5G and 2.75G technologies

to meet demand for greater bandwidth.

Even though the speculated 3G maximum data speeds of 2 Mbps were theoreti-

cally sound, they where not practically attainable in real life implementations. As a

result, 3G subscribers had to temporarily settle for speedsbelow 384 kbps [Dur01],

which made them start to question 3G network’s ability to deliver genuine broad-

band capability. As demand for mobile broadband services increased and compe-

tition matured, another intermediate generation (3.5G) was launched. With 3.5G,

users are able to reach download speeds ranging from 800 kbpsto 2 Mbps depend-
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Figure 1.2:Evolution of Wireless Communications.

ing on location and network configuration. The two dominant 3.5G standards in-

clude the Evolution-Data Optimized (EV-DO) [3GP], based onCDMA2000 in the

United States; and High-Speed Packet Access (HSPA) [GSMc] based on WCDMA

in Europe and Asia.

While 3G and 3.5G mobile technologies promise to support mobile broadband

access, they will soon find themselves competing with emerging wireless access

technologies. Competition first appeared in the form of 802.11b wireless LAN

(WLAN) [IEEc] hotspots, which provide Mbps speeds in public areas (albeit within

a limited coverage area). Hotspot deployment has been expanding ever since, mainly

due to the cost savings involved: WLAN access points cost a fraction of the mo-

bile infrastructure equivalent since there are no licensing fees involved in deploy-

ing WLAN networks. Moreover, equipment costs are significantly lower due to

the highly competitive nature of hardware manufacturing inthe computer world

(in contrast to highly monopolised telecommunications hardware manufacturing).

Early applications already started to appear in the marketplace such as dual mode
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mobile phones that could connect to hotspots for access to cheaper broadband ser-

vices. Nonetheless, the 802.11 group of technologies do notpose a direct threat

to 3G mobile networks due to their limited coverage and lack of seamless mobility

(yet).

However, newly proposed wireless access technologies suchas the IEEE 802.16

World Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX) [IEEa] and the IEEE 802.20

Mobile Broadband Wireless Access (MBWA) [IEEb] have the potential to create a

big impact on the mobile broadband market. WiMAX and MBWA not only promise

continuous and ubiquitous metropolitan network coverage,but also offer high data

rates surpassing those of 3G mobile networks. Not surprisingly, these advanced

wireless access systems received an unwelcome response from giant 3G manufac-

turers1. This however has not hindered their development. WiMAX research, for

example, is actively supported by chipset manufacturing giant Intel2. Moreover, the

price paid per Hz for WiMAX and MBWA spectrum is approximatelya thousand

fold cheaper than that for 3G spectrum [Mar07]. This resulted in a high number

of licensees with a total of 721 licenses worldwide for WiMAX/MBWA, compared

with 106 for 3G [Mar07]. Endless debates have spurred concerning the future of

mobile networks. A comprehensive 52-page report [Dat05] regarding this issue

reached the following conclusions:

1. With more than 2 billion wireless subscribers globally, no single mobile tech-

nology can satisfy all market needs. A mixture of diverse networks is needed

to provide optimal service both indoors and outdoors.

2. The report shows the dramatic decline in subscribers that3G mobile networks

can support as users adopt broadband services. The only way to support

more broadband users is to employ more densely deployed wireless networks

whether WiMAX or MBWA.
1In July 2005, EU frequency allocation for WiMAX was blocked by France and Finland, where

manufacturers have invested heavily in 3G technology [Cia05].
2Intel’s WiMAX chipset, Code-named Rosedale 2, is currentlyshipping in sample quantities to

allow equipment manufacturers to develop their products [S. 06].
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3. In mobile markets, WiMAX/MBWA operators must employ low-cost, high-

density base station architectures to deliver superior capacity and in-building

penetration. A feasible solution is to design and integrateWiMAX/MBWA

into existing 2.5 and 3G base stations.

The conclusions presented in [Dat05] (and various other recommendations sug-

gested by the research community) lay the foundations of an IP-based Fourth Gen-

eration (4G) wireless network solution in which all technologies are integrated

through a single IPv6-based core [JTKK05]. An all-IP 4G network has inherent

advantages over its precursors, the principal advantage being that IP supports trans-

parency above the radio access technology (i.e. IP can operate over different un-

derlying network platforms such as UMTS and WiMAX). This eliminates the close

coupling between the core networking protocol and the link layer (radio) proto-

col, thereby allowing a high degree of flexibility in selecting the access network.

Moreover, both layers could be developed independently of each other. Another

advantage is that an open system IP network offers a high level of equipment in-

teroperability, resulting in significant cost savings for service providers since they

would not be constrained to a single vendor for the entire network system. Further-

more, because an all-IP core layer is easily scalable, it is well suited to meet the

increasing demand for rich wireless multimedia content. Finally, using an IP-based

4G wireless solution, network providers can offload broadband data services from

the valuable mobile network spectrum on to the less expensive WiMAX/MBWA ac-

cess networks. According to [Tac03], the cost per bit shouldbe reduced to between

10% to 1% of current 3G systems costs.

1.2 Basic Concepts

Voice and data networks serve different purposes, and hencediffer in their design

and application. Traditional voice networks are comprisedof circuit-switched con-

nections over Public Switched Telephone Networks (PSTN). Data networks, how-
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Figure 1.3:A Fourth Generation All-IP Network.

ever, rely on packet-switched datagrams over the Internet.Two different modes of

transmission are used in packet-switched networks:

• Connection-oriented (virtual circuit networks): Developed to emulate circuit-

switched functionality over the packet-switched Internet. It necessitates the

establishment of a session between the sender and receiver.A virtual circuit

network guarantees correct packet sequencing (packets routed along the same

path with minimal delay variation), although it suffers from greater overhead

than a connectionless one.

• Connectionless (datagram networks): Does not require session initiation, pack-

ets are delivered independently to the receiver (each may use different paths).

A datagram network provides minimal services with neither guarantees to

packet delivery nor correct packet sequence.
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Virtual circuit networks are not widely used nowadays. The Internet’s basic archi-

tecture is built on connectionless mode of transmission. Connection-oriented trans-

port layer protocols that operate over connectionless modeof transmission such as

the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) was originally designed to reliably deliver

a packet with little emphasis on the amount of time it takes toreach its destination.

This type of “guaranteed delivery” transmission is adequate for delay-tolerant ap-

plications such as web browsing or file downloading. Today the convergence of

voice, video and streaming multimedia results in highly diverse traffic; with each

traffic type requiring different levels of bandwidth allocation, delay and tolerable

packet loss. The guaranteed delivery service provided by TCPis not suitable for

such time-sensitive applications (since packet retransmission goes against the na-

ture of real-time services). Voice applications, for example, which originate from

PSTN, exhibit a very deterministic behaviour. In PSTN, voice traffic experiences

a low and fixed amount of delay with effectively no loss. However, when voice

is transported over an IP network, a variable and unpredictable amount of delay is

introduced with some voice packets being dropped during congestion periods. As a

result, the traditional IP network does not provide the behaviour that the voice ap-

plication requires. To address the issue, the Quality-of-Service (QoS) concept was

developed with the following design objectives:

• Support dedicated bandwidth;

• Set traffic priorities across the network;

• Improve loss and delay characteristics;

• Maximise network utilisation.

By deploying QoS provisioning mechanisms in an IP network, anapplication could

specify a set of parameters essential to guarantee its application level performance.

These QoS parameters may range from bandwidth and packet loss to delay and jit-

ter, depending on the specific traffic characteristics. The QoS mechanism would
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then manage network resources by setting certain routing priorities and traffic shap-

ing in order to ensure that the services are delivered in an acceptable form to the

end user.

In the Internet research community, two main schools of thought have been

developed with regards to QoS provisioning: Differentiated Services (DiffServ)

[BBC+98] and the Integrated Services (IntServ) [BCS94]. The DiffServ model

follows a flexible approach in classifying its datagrams. Packets are marked in-

dividually by setting specific DiffServ Code Point (DSCP, an 8-bit field in the IP

packet header) values and are forwarded in a hop-by-hop (connectionless) manner

by routers in the network. The way packets are forwarded by the routers is referred

to as Per-Hop Behaviour (PHB). Since no end-to-end sessions are set up. DiffServ

provides a high level of scalability and is therefore well suited to manage resources

in core IP networks.

IntServ, on the other hand, abides by a thorough classification system: Network

resources are explicitly identified and reserved, and datagrams are treated in a per-

flow manner. Each particular data flow is assigned specific QoSparameters known

as FlowSpec; imposing explicit reservations on the end-to-end path which works in

a similar fashion to conventional circuit-switched networks.

Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP) [BZB+97] is a robust signaling proto-

col developed to operate within the IntServ model. It defineshow applications place

reservations and how they can relinquish the reserved resources once an RSVP ses-

sion is terminated. RSVP operation generally results in resources being reserved in

each node along the end-to-end path, although it can function through non-RSVP

routers along the way.

While QoS mechanisms ensure application level performance,IP mobility refers

to mechanisms that allow a node to move freely across different subnets whilst

maintaining IP connectivity. Mobile IP (MIP) [Per02] is thecurrent standardised

mobility protocol by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) to facilitate mo-

bility of end nodes mainly in a wireless environment. The limitations of traditional
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IP addressing and routing are the main driving force behind developing MIP. In an

IP network each host maintains at least one unique IP address. An IP address is

essentially comprised of two parts: A network prefix and a host suffix. This IP ad-

dress is not only used to uniquely identify the host, but alsoto find a path to this

host from hosts in other subnets3 across an IP network.

The close coupling of the IP address a host uses means that if it changes sub-

nets due to mobility, its current IP address should be considered invalid as it would

not reflect its new location at the newly connected subnet. MIP addresses this is-

sue by allowing a host, called Mobile Node (MN) in MIP parlance, to have two

IP addresses: a permanent Home Address (HoA) and a Care-of-Address (CoA),

which is associated with the foreign subnet. Using MIP, nodes may move across

different subnets whilst maintaining connectivity and transparency at the applica-

tion level. With introduction of IPv6 networks, a new MIP standard named Mobile

IPv6 (MIPv6) [JP04] was proposed accordingly. Since its standardisation, various

deficiencies have been addressed and proposed as extensions. Among these, Hier-

archical Mobile IP (HMIPv6) [Cas00] and Fast Handovers for Mobile IP (FMIPv6)

[Koo05] are the most promising [PCTMH03]. The first aims to reduce the num-

ber of mobility signaling messages transmitted to the home subnet, while the latter

aims to reduce the handoff delay by acting proactively once ahandoff is deemed

imminent.

1.3 Migrating to 4G

In 4G wireless All-IP networks, two contradicting demands exist: ubiquity and di-

versity. Users expect a large variety of services (with different QoS requirements) to

be delivered across a diverse platform of mobile and wireless access technologies.

Since 4G systems will be based on an IP core network, architectural considerations

3A subnet, or “subnetwork”, is a logical group of connected network devices, typically within
close physical proximity, sharing a common network prefix.
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Figure 1.4:Vertical and horizontal handoffs of a mobile terminal [HY03].

in the IP layer become a key factor to 4G’s success. 4G mobile terminals are ex-

pected to roam freely across different wireless systems and, in doing so, undergo

handoffs both horizontally and vertically. Figure 1.4 [HY03] illustrates the concept

of horizontal and vertical handoffs. A horizontal handoff occurs when a mobile

terminal moves from one access point to another within the same wireless system

(e.g. from one GSM cell to another). A vertical handoff, however, occurs when

a mobile terminal moves from one wireless system to another (e.g. from WiMAX

to GSM). The key challenges to migrate current systems to 4G have been reviewed

extensively in [HY03]. In the work presented in this thesis,the focus is on two main

network-level issues:

• Seamless Mobility:A mobile terminal should be able to roam across differ-

ent access points with minimal disruption in service (i.e. handoff execution

should be seamless at the application level).
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• Resource Control:An active application should be restored to an acceptable

level of performance (minimal, or no, degradation in QoS) once a handoff is

completed.

Supporting QoS in 4G wireless networks poses a major challenge, mainly due to the

varying characteristics of the different wireless systemsinvolved. End-to-end QoS

guarantees have to be established in the IP core layer (usingRSVP). Once a mobile

terminal undergoes a vertical handoff (e.g. from an IP-based WiMAX network

to a UMTS network), the IP-level QoS parameters could then bemapped on to the

equivalent UMTS-specific QoS parameters. Consequently, end-to-end IP-level QoS

guarantees serve as a common ground in managing application-level performance

for such heterogeneous wireless systems.

Internet telephony services in the UK shed some light on the future of 4G. Mo-

bile Internet operator Truphone has launched the first mobile VoIP service for Wi-

Fi enabled handsets4. Using the well-established Session Initiation Protocol (SIP)

[RSC+02], users can place and receive VoIP calls when they are within the range

of a Wi-Fi hotspot and use the licensed mobile network at other times. While the

concept of Voice-over-Wi-Fi (VoWiFi) is not considered a pioneering development,

a stepping milestone achieved by Truphone is its ability to facilitate seamless han-

dovers between mobile and Wi-Fi networks. Although the precise definition of a

true 4G network varies, Truphone’s mobile VoIP satisfies thebasic requirements

of a 4G system: high data rates, all-IP infrastructure and the use of open Internet

standards (e.g. SIP).

In terms of broadband capabilities, research in Japan reveals optimistic results:

In controlled experiments, prototype phones were used to view 32 high definition

video streams in a vehicle traveling at 2 km/h. Officials fromNTT DoCoMo claim

that the phones were able to receive data at 100 Mbps on the move and at up to

1 Gbps while stationary [DoC07]. This was further increased fivefold at the end

4Truphone (Software Cellular Network Limited) has declareditself the world’s first 4G network
operator with the launch of its mobile VoIP services based onNokia’s E-series handsets.
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of 20065. In spite of this substantial achievement, researchers argue that initial

implementations may restrict data speeds to 20 Mbps due to the current high cost

of the technology. This however is still considered a substantial improvement from

the current 3G/3.5G speeds.

It is evident that the future of 4G looks bright. The two main motivations pro-

pelling its development are the broadband capabilities (always-on connection), and

the economical incentives of a truly worldwide wireless network based on a hybrid

of mobile and wireless access technologies.

1.4 Critical Issues and Research Aims

The research presented in this thesis focuses on resource control and seamless mo-

bility in the IP layer which will be the backbone of the 4G technology [JTKK05].

Although QoS mechanisms, such as RSVP, address application-level performance

efficiently, they were initially designed for land-based systems whose end nodes do

not move. Once mobility of the end nodes is allowed, several issues arise which

inevitably impact the RSVP performance.

The first issue relates to the failure of RSVP routers to establish reservations for

a MN, such as a Truphone handset, in foreign subnets. As outlined in Section 1.2,

a MN would start using a new IP address called the CoA once it moves outside the

boundaries of its home subnet. In MIPv6, however, the Home Agent (HA) forwards

the MN’s packets to its new location using IP-in-IP encapsulation [Per96], which

basically wraps packets with an external IP header. As a result, if a sender tries to

start an RSVP session with the roaming MN, the RSVP messages would be first

encapsulated by the HA and then forwarded to the MN at the foreign subnet. How-

ever, RSVP routers along the way would not be able to identify these “concealed”

RSVP packets and hence no resources would be reserved for the MN.

5In December 2006 in Yokosuka, Kanagawa; Japanese mobile communications company NTT
DoCoMo, claimed that it has achieved a maximum packet transmission rate of approximately 5 Gbps
in the downlink using 100 MHz frequency bandwidth to a mobilestation moving at 10 km/h.
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Similarly, if a MN has an active RSVP communication session before it moves

to another subnet, it will lose any existing reservations after a handoff occurs. This

is because the MN’s IP address has changed while the RSVP routers are still in the

process of reserving resources using the old IP address. A MNwould therefore have

to initiate a new RSVP session using its new CoA. However, MIPv6and RSVP

were designed independently of each other and therefore operate as two distinct

functional blocks. A MN with an existing RSVP session would therefore undergo

two phases during a handoff: Mobility signaling and RSVP signaling.

The first relates to the basic MIPv6 handoff delay, which is the amount of time

it takes the MN to connect to the new subnet and acquire a new CoA. During this

time, any traffic sent to or from the MN is lost (i.e. destination host unreachable).

The second phase refers to the amount of time it takes the MN tocreate a new RSVP

session using its new CoA (RSVP signaling delay). During this time, communica-

tion is resumed with the MN, but receives best-effort treatment until the necessary

resources are reserved on the new link.

At the application level, the above-mentioned phases wouldbe observed first as

a disruption in service (handoff delay), followed by a temporary substandard level

of service (RSVP signaling delay). Since we are mostly concerned with real-time

applications, we measure the Total Interruption in QoS (TIQoS) as the time it takes

the application to return to its previous QoS level. Therefore, TIQoS is simply the

sum of the handoff delay and the RSVP signaling delay. The aim of this research is

to reduce this value as much as possible.

Furthermore, a handoff would most likely change only a smallsegment of the

complete path between the sender and the receiver. However,RSVP currently has

no mechanisms to identify this and has to therefore establish a completely new ses-

sion along the end-to-end path. This results in double reservations on the unchanged

portion of the link for the same MN (one reservation using theold IP address while

the other using the new CoA). In severe congestion scenarios,a MN’s own old reser-

vation could possibly block it from acquiring a new reservation after a handoff.
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With these issues in mind, a feasible reservation model should satisfy the fol-

lowing design requirements:

• Interoperable with Mobile IP (specifically with IP-in-IP encapsulation);

• Minimise TIQoS in the event of a handoff;

• Localise RSVP signaling to the affected sections of the end-to-end path.

A key aspect in the design process of any optimisation problem is to identify the

constraint. In this particular case, the optimisation constraint is to adhere to the

current RSVP standard (RFC 2205) [BZB+97] and hence be backwards compatible

with it. Although incorporating this constraint into the design process would limit

the efficiency of the solution (since modifications to the protocol would be kept to

a minimum), it has the advantage of simple integration into RSVP routers. Within

the scope of this research, two reservation models are proposed. The first takes

into account the optimisation constraint and hence requires minimal changes to the

end nodes (without affecting other routers in the network).The second, however,

reduces TIQoS further, at the expense of requiring changes be made to all RSVP

routers in the network. Nonetheless, one could argue that the second solution would

still be considered viable since RSVP routers are not widely deployed and hence

such a solution could be standardised and integrated into RSVP routers in the near

future.

1.5 Thesis Overview and Contributions

The remainder of this thesis is organised as follows:

The next chapter lays the necessary background theory required for this research

by presenting an overview of the Resource Reservation Protocol and the Mobile In-

ternet Protocol. The functionalities and limitations of both protocols are discussed,

in addition to a review of proposed extensions. The chapter then continues with a
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critical review of the research community’s related work inthe area of QoS provi-

sioning mechanisms in wireless IP networks. This literature survey was presented

at the Third Workshop on the Internet, Telecommunications and Signal Processing

(WITSP’04) in Adelaide, Australia, and published in the conference proceedings

[BcM04].

In order to accurately measure any improvements achieved bynewly proposed

mechanisms, a performance benchmark needs to be established as a point of refer-

ence. Prior to this work, few speculations have been made by the research commu-

nity as to how would RSVP and MIPv6 nodes most likely interact in real networks

[Tho02]; although no experimental or analytical models were developed to fully

comprehend the issue.

Chapter 3 addresses this requirement by introducing a performance analysis

study to investigate the interaction of RSVP and Mobile IPv6 (including its exten-

sions). The analysis framework is comprised of a simulation-based section to mea-

sure application-level performance, and a signaling cost analysis section to measure

network-level performance. Preliminary results of this study were presented at the

IEEE International Conference on Communications (ICC’06) in Istanbul, Turkey,

and published in the conference proceedings [BcM06b].

Chapter 4 presents a mechanism for enhancing RSVP performanceover Mo-

bile IPv6 and its extensions, called Mobility Aware ResourceReservation Protocol

(MARSVP). The key concept of MARSVP is to convey mobility-specific infor-

mation using newly defined RSVP objects embedded in existing RSVP messages.

This allows a single message exchange to establish both IP-level connectivity as

well as QoS guarantees on the new link. The appealing attribute of MARSVP is

that it requires minimal changes to end nodes and hence compatible with the RSVP

standard RFC 2205. Preliminary results of this work were presented at the IEEE

Global Conference on Telecommunications (GLOBECOM’06) in SanFrancisco,

USA, and published in the conference proceedings [BcM06a]. Comprehensive re-

sults were submitted as a journal article to the Computer Communications journal,
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published by Elsevier.

In Chapter 5, stronger emphasis is put on improving RSVP performance over

Mobile IPv6 with less obligation to comply with RFC 2205. In view of this, a

new packet classification mechanism for RSVP (called RSVP-HoA) is proposed in

which routers are configured to classify flows based on the home address option in

the MIPv6 destination options header. Through this approach, intermediate RSVP

routers are able to correctly identify an RSVP flow, even aftera MN changes its

CoA. Moreover, a crossover router (COR) using this mechanism can detect the

changed portion of the end-to-end RSVP session and confine RSVPsignaling to

the changed nodes. Results of this study were accepted for publication as a journal

article in the Wireless Communications and Mobile Computing journal, published

by Wiley InterScience.

Finally, in Chapter 6 we conclude the thesis by presenting ourrecommendations

and identifying the research directions for future work in the field.
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Chapter 2

Mobility and QoS Support in

Wireless All-IP Networks

2.1 Overview

This chapter first reviews the basic principles of RSVP, MIPv4and MIPv6 (in ad-

dition to two mobility extensions: HMIPv6 and FMIPv6). The functionalities and

limitations of each protocol are discussed. Once the readeris familiarised with the

basic concepts, the chapter then continues with a comprehensive literature survey

of the research community’s prior work in the field. The literature can be subdi-

vided into two sections according to the approach used: RSVP-based approaches,

and handoff-based approaches. The chapter then concludes with a summary of the

remaining issues of RSVP and Mobile IP interaction and pointsout the method in

which they should be addressed.

2.2 Resource Reservation Protocol

The Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP) [BZB+97] was standardised by the

Internet Engineering Task Force [IETF] to operate within the Integrated Service
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Figure 2.1:RSVP message format.

(IntServ) model [BCS94]. RSVP is essentially a network-control protocol used by

hosts to guarantee certain levels of Quality-of-Service (QoS) for time-sensitive ap-

plications such as Voice-over-IP (VoIP) or Video-over-IP (VIP). RSVP is a receiver-

initiated protocol in which the sender advertises the characteristics of its pending

data flow (data rate, token bucket rate and token bucket size). If the receiver chooses

to accept the connection, necessary resources (bandwidth required to satisfy the ad-

vertised data flow characteristics) are reserved upstream towards the sender.

The main motivation behind this receiver-initiated designis to cater for large

multicast broadcasts where different receivers may request different levels of QoS.

RSVP also permits merging of multiple reservations which increases its scalability

for such broadcast applications. Within the scope of this thesis, however, RSVP’s

multicast and merging abilities are not delved into, mainlybecause we focus our

attention to unicast communications typically used in reallife mobile networks. It

is also worth noting that RSVP does not perform its own routingbut rather com-

plements the underlying routing protocol by prioritising the way in which certain

packets are handled by routers. RSVP is usually transported over UDP or directly

over IP.
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Two main message types exist in RSVP: The Path message and the Resv mes-

sage. A sender establishes an RSVP session by sending a Path message which

contains three important pieces of information known as Objects (Figure 2.1):

1. Sender Template, which essentially consists of information used to correctly

identify packets that belong to the sender’s data flow (e.g. sender’s IP address

and port number).

2. Sender Tspec, that specifies the characteristics of the traffic to be sent, and

hence the desired level of QoS.

3. PHOP, which is used to store the IP address of the previous hop router.

As the Path message propagates downstream towards the receiver (Figure 2.2), it

does not reserve any resources but rather installs what is referred to as thePath State

in every intermediate router along the way. The Path State isused to store the IP

address of the previous hop (PHOP) router. This informationis used to ensure that

when the receiver replies with a Resv message, it is routed hop-by-hop upstream

along the reverse path of this associated Path message.

Once the Path message reaches its destination, the receiverhas the choice of

either accepting the connection or rejecting it. If the receiver accepts the connection,

it generates a Resv message which contains the following RSVP objects:

1. FlowSpec: Defines the desired QoS level to be assigned to the data flow (may

not necessarily be the same as the advertised QoS level in thePath message).

2. FilterSpec: Contains information needed to correctly identify the sender’s

data flow, in addition to the session information.

At every RSVP-enabled router along the way, the Resv message isprocessed by

the router’s RSVP module which first consults two decision modules (Figure 2.3):

1. Policy Control Module: To check whether or not the user has administrative

permission to make the reservation.
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Figure 2.2: Path and Resv messages exchanged between sender and re-
ceiver to reserve resources along the way.

2. Admission Control Module: To check whether or not there aresufficient

available resources to deliver the desired QoS level.

If the request successfully passes both decision modules, QoS guarantees are

implemented using two modules that together constitute theTraffic Control Mech-

anism:

1. Packet Classifier: Used to classify packets and identify RSVP flows.

2. Packet Scheduler: Implements QoS for each flow, using one of the service

models defined by the Integrated Services Work Group.

The RSVP module passes the FilterSpec object to the packet classifier and the

FlowSpec object to the packet scheduler. This effectively establishes the required

reservation for that particular flow and the Resv message is forwarded upstream to

the next router using the address stored in PHOP. The processis repeated for every

router along the way until it reaches the sender which is now ready to send its data

flow. However, in the case that any router fails to reserve thenecessary resources,

a ResvErr message is generated and is sent downstream towardsthe receiver, relin-

quishing all preceding reservations.
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Figure 2.3:RSVP functional diagram.

If a reservation request is successful and the sender has sent all its data flow

(i.e. is ready to terminate the connection), it sends a ResvTear message that tra-

verses downstream towards the receiver, relinquishing theexisting reservations and

hence freeing up valuable network resources. However, the ResvTear message is

not restricted to the sender: A receiver aware that the session has ended (or is no

longer interested in the session) could send a ResvTear message upstream, thereby

releasing the reservations.

An important characteristic of RSVP is that its reservationsrequire periodical

refresh messages to keep them alive. This is performed at setintervals where the

sender generates a Path message down towards the receiver and expects a Resv

message in reply. The advantage of this method is that if the transmission from the

sender to the receiver ends abruptly (i.e. none of the two hosts sends a ResvTear

message) the existing reservation’s refresh timer (located in each RSVP router)

would eventually expire after a certain period of time and hence resources would be

freed regardless of the ResvTear message. The disadvantage of this approach is ap-

parent: network resources are consumed by the periodical RSVP refresh messages.

As a result, every active call will create significant signaling overhead.

Another important characteristic is that RSVP reservationsare simplex. As a re-

sult, RSVP treats the sender as an exclusively independent entity from the receiver;
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even though in duplex applications sender and receiver act simultaneously. There-

fore for such applications, two distinct reservations would have to be made: One in

the downstream direction (Caller A to Caller B) and another in the reverse direction

(Caller B to Caller A).

Finally, RSVP is flexible in that it can operate through paths that cross networks

which do not deploy RSVP-enabled routers. In such networks, if an RSVP message

arrives at a non RSVP-enabled router, the router forwards theRSVP message with-

out inspecting it or making any reservations. However, if this message reaches an

RSVP-enabled router further down the way, reservations could still be established

in that portion regardless of the preceding non-RSVP section. This proves useful

in realistic implementations of reservations across the Internet. RSVP is typically

deployed in access networks where bandwidth needs to be regulated and could be

in scarcity; while in Internet backbones there is usually ample bandwidth and hence

tight resource control may not be critical. Therefore a typical RSVP session would

reserve resources at the sender’s access network, followedby a non-RSVP cloud

across the Internet, then once again reserve resources at the receiver’s access net-

work.

2.3 Mobile Internet Protocol

The Internet Protocol (IP) has proven to be a successful network layer protocol. It

provides a host with an IP address used by other hosts to communicate with it across

the Internet. IP achieves this by implementing a distinct addressing mechanism that

splits an IP address into two portions: a network prefix and a host suffix. The first

specifies the network in which the host is located while the latter uniquely identifies

the host within that network. This addressing format allowsrouters to efficiently

route packets across the Internet since IP packets are essentially routed according

to their network prefixes. Once a packet arrives at the destination’s edge router,

the host suffix is used to deliver the packet to the concerned host in the destination
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network.

Although this approach which couples closely a host’s IP address to its home

network facilitates universal packet routing, it is strictly confined to stationary nodes.

Once the mobility of a host from network to network is permitted, complications

start to occur: a Mobile Node’s (MN’s) IP address becomes invalid as it moves

from one network to another since it no longer reflects the MN’s current location

at the foreign network (the network prefix still points to thehome network). To

address this issue, the IETF standard called Mobile IP (MIP)[Per02] was proposed.

MIP provides an efficient mechanism that enables a MN to seamlessly roam across

different subnets whilst maintaining its IP connectivity.This transparency above

the IP layer allows a user, for example, to maintain an activeapplication such as

VoIP while moving freely from one WLAN to another. MIP accomplishes this by

allowing a MN to have two IP addresses:

• Home Address (HoA): The conventional permanent IP address of the MN

used by all nodes to communicate with it, regardless of its exact location.

• Care-of-Address (CoA): A temporary IP address assigned to theMN when it

moves into a foreign subnet.

These IP addresses are managed by two MIP entities: The Home Agent (HA) and

the Foreign Agent (FA). The HA is essentially a MIP-enabled gateway at the edge of

the home network that stores information in its binding cache (a regularly-updated

table containing information about local MNs). The FA, on the other hand, is a

MIP-enabled gateway at the foreign network that assigns CoAsto visiting MNs.

When a MN leaves the boundaries of its home subnet and enters a foreign subnet

(Figure 2.4), it acquires a CoA from the FA and has to then notify its HA by send-

ing it a Binding Update (BU) message which contains the MN’s HoA and CoA.

Upon receiving the BU, the HA creates an entry in its binding cache associating

the MN’s new CoA with its HoA, in addition to replying to the MN with a Binding

Acknowledgment (BAck). Any packets destined to this particular MN (using the
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Figure 2.4:A Mobile Node undergoing a handoff in Mobile IP.

HoA) would be intercepted by the HA, encapsulated with the CoAas the destina-

tion address and forwarded to the MN (i.e. packets are tunneled from the HA to

the MN). In essence, this forwarding mechanism is analogousto the conventional

postal system in which a customer could move cross-country and acquire a new

mailing address. The customer would then subscribe to the mail forwarding ser-

vice, in which all mail destined to the old mailing address would be forwarded by

the local post office to the customer’s new mailing address.

As is the case in such postal systems, it is more efficient for the MN to directly

receive its packets (using the CoA) rather than have them tunneled by the HA. A

Correspondent Node (CN), for example, could be co-located with the MN at the

visited foreign network but would still have to send packetsusing the HoA across

the Internet to the MN’s home subnet, only to have them tunneled back to the MN

by the HA. This indirect routing delays the delivery of the MN’s packets, in addition

to placing unnecessary burden on networks and routers alongthe way. To overcome

this, an extension called Route Optimisation was proposed [JP00] where the MN

sends an additional BU to the CN. This notifies the CN of the MN’s new CoA,

thereby facilitating direct communication and avoiding the previously mentioned

triangular routing.
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The initial MIP proposal was principally designed to offer mobility to IPv4

nodes, and is hence duly referred to as MIPv4. With the adventof IPv6, Mobile

IP naturally evolved from MIPv4 to MIPv6. The new MIPv6 proposal not only of-

fers the inherit large addressing space of IPv6, but also adds several improvements

[JP04]:

• MIPv6 does not require a dedicated FA to assign CoAs at the foreign network.

• Route optimisation is a fundamental part of MIPv6 and is not anadded ex-

tension.

• Route optimisation operates securely without pre-arrangedsecurity associa-

tions.

In MIPv6, a MN acquires its CoA using either a stateful or stateless address configu-

ration. Stateful address configuration utilises the Dynamic Host Configuration Pro-

tocol for IPv6 (DHCPv6) [DBV+03] and hence requires a dedicated DHCP server

(located within the boundaries of the visited network) to assign and control IP ad-

dresses. This address configuration mechanism is useful if the network administra-

tor requires tight control of addressing. Stateless auto-configuration, on the other

hand, gives the MN the flexibility to configure its own CoA. Thisis accomplished

by appending the MN’s Ethernet hardware address (also knownas MAC address)

to the network prefix received in the advertisement generated by the visited access

router. Furthermore, according to [TN98], the MN should perform Duplicate Ad-

dress Detection (DAD) in order to verify the uniqueness of the generated IP address.

This is done by the MN advertising the generated CoA, and if no hosts reply indicat-

ing that an address conflict exists, the CoA is considered valid and is hence assigned

to the MN.
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2.4 Hierarchical Mobile IPv6

Although Mobile IP enables seamless mobility of end nodes, it does not take net-

work scalability into account: Every time a MN performs a handoff, it acquires

a new CoA and has to send BU messages across the Internet to its HA and CN

(in addition to receiving the associated acknowledgments). When considering the

growing number of mobile devices and available access networks, MIPv6’s signal-

ing overhead could impose a significant burden in such high mobility scenarios.

Hierarchical Mobile IPv6 [Cas00] was introduced as an extension to MIPv6.

HMIPv6 organises a foreign network into a multi-level hierarchy architecture, iso-

lating a MN’s global mobility (movement across different subnets) from its local

mobility (movement between two access points that belong tothe same subnet).

When a MN first enters a HMIPv6-enabled foreign network (i.e. global mobility

occurs), it acquires two CoAs from the Mobility Anchor Point (MAP) which is

essentially an FA at the highest level of the hierarchy (Figure 2.5):

• Regional Care-of-Address (RCoA)

• Local Care-of-Address (LCoA)

The RCoA is valid throughout the MN’s duration of stay at the foreign network

(regardless of any local movement), and is therefore the address used by external

nodes to communicate with it. The LCoA, on the other hand, is valid only on the

exact link that the MN is connected to and is only known to the MAP, in addition to

any local nodes within the foreign network. The MN then notifies its HA and CN

of the RCoA through a BU message. It also notifies the MAP of its exact location

by sending it another BU message indicating its LCoA. As a result any packets

destined to the MN are sent using the RCoA. Once a packet reachesthe MAP, it

checks its binding cache and retrieves the MN’s LCoA, encapsulates the packet

with the LCoA, and then forwards it down to the MN’s exact location.

Although this multi-addressing mechanism might seem inefficient at first, it sig-
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Figure 2.5:Local and Global Handoffs in Hierarchical Mobile IPv6.

nificantly reduces signaling overhead and handoff latency when considering local

mobility: When the MN experiences a local handoff (i.e. connects to a different

access point within the same HMIPv6 foreign network), it only acquires a new

LCoA whereas the RCoA remains unchanged. The MN then notifies itsMAP of its

new location by sending it a BU message. This hierarchical addressing limits local

mobility signaling to the edge of the foreign network, in addition to significantly

reducing handoff latency since the BU only traverses to the local MAP (as opposed

to across the Internet to the HA and CN). As a result, the MN’s local movement at

the foreign network is completely transparent to the HA and CN.

Due to its efficiency in managing local mobility, HMIPv6 is often referred to as

a Micro-Mobility protocol and is used within access networks. MIPv6 on the other

hand, is used for global mobility (Macro-Mobility protocol). Another advantage of

HMIPv6 is that it is backwards compatible with MIPv6: In the case that a MN’s

home network deploys only MIPv6, the MN could still use HMIPv6 at the foreign

network while using the RCoA as theconventionalCoA to communicate with its

HA.
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2.5 Fast Handovers for Mobile IPv6

Fast Handovers for Mobile IPv6 (FMIPv6) [Koo05] was developed to reduce the

latency perceived by a MN during a handoff, without much emphasis on mobility

signaling load. The main goal of FMIPv6 is to allow a MN to pre-configure its CoA

before it moves into the new subnet, and be able to immediately use it once it gets

connected to the new Access Router (nAR). Another key advantage of FMIPv6 is

that it also establishes a temporary forwarding tunnel between the old Access Router

(oAR) and the nAR during handoff execution. The idea is that once the new CoA

(nCoA) has been negotiated and the MN is about to disconnect from its existing

subnet, the oAR is requested to forward any incoming data forthe MN to the nAR.

This temporary tunnel ensures that no packets are dropped during handoff execution

since the nAR would buffer them temporarily and once the MN reconnects at the

nAR, the nAR would deliver them using the nCoA.

A handoff is essentially comprised of two sub-processes: the Layer-2 handoff

and the Layer-3 handoff. The first consists of the physical process of the MN con-

necting to the new access router, while the latter consists of network-level signaling

required to gain a new IP address and hence resume IP-level connectivity. A key

requirement of FMIPv6 involves the anticipation of the MN’smovement.

This requires the involved nodes to gather information fromlower layers (e.g.

signal power measurements) to inform the Layer-3 mechanism(FMIPv6) that a

handoff is about to occur. This ensures that the Layer-3 handoff commences before

the one at Layer-2 (i.e.make-before-break). However, in the case that FMIPv6

fails to anticipate a handoff, a MN could still perform a conventional handover as

outlined in the MIPv6 standard. Four message types are introduced in FMIPv6:

• Router Solicitation for Proxy(RtSolPr);

• Proxy Router Advertisement(PrRtAdv);

• Handover Initiation(HI);
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Figure 2.6:FMIPv6 Signaling.

• Handover Acknowledgment(HAck).

FMIPv6 is executed in two phases, the first ispre-handoffand involves nCoA con-

figuration while the second is executed during the actual handoff and involves trig-

gering the forwarding mechanism:

Pre-handoff

When a MN receives information about an anticipated handover(through Layer-

2 triggers), it sends a RtSolPr to its oAR containing the IP address of the nAR to

which it wishes to attach to (Figure 2.6). The oAR uses this information to configure

the nCoA and sends this information back to the MN in a PrRtAdv message. The

oAR also sends a HI message to the nAR, informing it of the MN’s current CoA

and the proposed nCoA. The nAR checks the nCoA and, if valid, will reply with a

HAck to the oAR; the two ARs then stand by for the actual handoff.
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Handoff Execution

When the Layer-2 handoff is imminent, the MN sending a BU to theoAR just before

it disconnects. Upon receiving the BU, the oAR sends two BAckmessages, one to

the MN (to inform it that the binding was successful) and another to the nAR to

notify it of the incoming forwarded packets for the MN. During the actual handoff,

the oAR forwards all the MN’s packets to the nAR which temporarily buffers them.

Once the MN enters the nAR’s subnet, it notifies the nAR by sending it a Neighbour

Advertisement (NA), to start receiving the forwarded packets. The MN continues

receiving its forwarded packets (using the oCoA) until it notifies the CN and the

HA of the nCoA through two BU messages. Once the CN and the HA are notified,

packets could then be delivered directly to the MN using its nCoA.

2.6 QoS Provisioning Mechanisms in Wireless Net-

works

2.6.1 The Two Approaches for QoS Provisioning in Wireless Net-

works

IP protocols have been designed to operate in wired networksusing fixed IP ad-

dresses. The behaviour of these protocols can be affected (sometimes considerably,

as in the case of RSVP) once mobility is allowed and IP addresses are dynami-

cally assigned and changed constantly. This is largely due to the fact that protocols

supporting mobility and QoS have been developed independently of each other.

To resolve this matter, two main approaches have been undertaken by the re-

search community (Figure 2.7): The RSVP-based approach, andthe Handoff-based

approach. The first aims to modify default RSVP in order to makeit more efficient

and feasible in wireless scenarios, while the latter modifies the mobility signaling

mechanism to incorporate QoS signaling. The following sections review several
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Figure 2.7:QoS Provisioning Mechanisms in Wireless Networks.

proposals that fall within these two approaches, outliningthe contributions and lim-

itations of each.

2.6.2 RSVP-based Approaches

Mobile Resource Reservation Protocol

Talukdaret al. [TB01, TB99] proposed one of the first extensions to RSVP, called

Mobile RSVP (MRSVP) in order make it feasible for deployment inwireless net-

works. MRSVP relies primarily on advance resource reservations in neighbouring

subnets made by the Mobile Agent (MA) on behalf of the MN. In order to achieve

this, however, a MN must provide a message calledMSpecwhich contains informa-

tion about the MN’s movement and the prospective subnet to bevisited. MRSVP

also supports two type of reservations:Active reservations(currently used by the

MN) and Passive reservations(advance reservations for the MN but not currently

allocated to it). Three new message types are also introduced by MRSVP:

1. MSpec message.

2. Passive Path message.
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3. Passive Resv message.

A typical MRSVP session commences in a similar manner to that of standard

RSVP: A sender sends a Path message to the receiver (installing Path state in routers

along the way), and the receiver (MN) replies with a Resv message to activate the

soft-state reservations along the reverse path. MRSVP, on the other hand, adds the

following procedure: The MN also sends an MSpec message to its MA which estab-

lishes passive reservations (using the Passive Path and Passive Resv messages) on

behalf of the MN at the nominated subnets indicated in the MSpec message. Once

the MN moves into one of these subnets, the passive reservation in that particular

subnet is activated while the active reservation in the old subnet becomes a passive

one (Figure 2.8). Although this approach reduces the time required to re-establish

an RSVP session after a handoff, it suffers from several drawbacks:

• It assumes a MN’s movement to be deterministic, which is not necessarily the

case in real life scenarios.

• It forms a possibly large set of passive reservations which affects the net-

work’s bandwidth utilization.

• A MN may have to suffer from a long waiting time before all the passive

reservations are completed in order to start receiving its MRSVP data flow.

• In order to make the passive reservations, a communication protocol needs to

be implemented between the mobility proxies; which increases the complex-

ity of the network.

To improve network utilisation, passive reservations in neighbouring subnets

could either be assigned to other data flows requiring weakerQoS levels or used for

best-effort services. However, when the MN moves into the subnet and activates the

reservations, theses flows may be affected. Mahmoodianet al. [MH99] proposed a

Progressive Resource Registrationmechanism as an extension to MRSVP in order
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Figure 2.8:MRSVP active and passive reservations.

to address the first issue mentioned above: The MA acts as an RSVP sender and dis-

tributes a Path message to all neighbouring mobile proxies (rather than use MSpec

to send a Passive Resv message to nominated mobile proxies). This method checks

for the available resources at router-level along the pathsto all surrounding MAs.

Each MA could then either reply with a Resv message (invoking passive reserva-

tions) or reject the reservation with a ResvErr message. Although this procedure

eliminates the need for the MSpec message, it still suffers from the same disad-

vantage of poor resource utilization, as well as additionaltraffic overhead (since all

surrounding cells are invoked).

Sender-initiated and Mobility-support Reservation Protocol

Shangguanet al. [SSK00] proposed Sender-initiated and Mobility-support Reser-

vation Protocol (SMRP) as a fundamental modification to RSVP, rather than a com-

plementing extension. The authors argue that RSVP was designed specifically for

multicast groups and hence incurs additional processing and storage overheads on

the network routers. This is mainly due to RSVP’s receiver initiated approach:
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Each receiver makes its own reservation based on the information advertised by

the sender. This detachment of the path-finding process and reservation-setup is

reflected in RSVP’s implementation (Sender sends Path, receiver replies with Resv)

SMRP is essentially a sender-initiated protocol, adapted for unicast communi-

cation. The path selection and resource reservation is combined into one process.

An SMRP sender initiates a session by sending aRequestmessage to the receiver.

This message is processed by every intermediate router along the way, checking

for the available resources. Every router stores the reservation request as a success

or a failure, modifies the Request message accordingly and forwards the message

downstream to the receiver. The receiver then simply returns these results through

anEchomessage sent back to the sender. This technique cuts the processing time

in half since all processing is done in the Request message while the echo message

simply informs the sender of the results and is not processedby any routers.

Another advantage of SMRP is the improved soft-state reservation mechanism:

A sender does not have to periodically send Request messages in order to refresh

the reservations as along as data is being transmitted. Request messages are only

required in idle mode (no data is being sent to the receiver).

Given the above mentioned advantages, SMRP still suffers from one setback:

An SMRP Agent needs to be installed in all nodes along the end-to-end path be-

tween the sender and receiver in order to successfully deploy SMRP. Although

SMRP could function in non-SMRP clouds, it would not be able to function if

any RSVP routers exist at any point down the line. Therefore from a practical point

of view, SMRP would not be commercially appealing since it is not backwards

compatible with RSVP.

Wireless Lightweight Reservation Protocol

The Wireless Lightweight Reservation Protocol (WLRP) [Par03]proposed by Param-

eswaran, incorporates loss tolerance into the reservationprocess. A MN not only

specifies the required QoS level, but also the degradation level it is willing to toler-
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ate. The author argues that this approach increases the probability of an on-going

application to establish a successful reservation in the visited subnet. Moreover,

WLRP utilises passive reservations in neighbouring subnets and implements hard-

state for its active reservations in the existing subnet. A WLRP-enabled MN peri-

odically sends out two messages: AMobility Profile (anticipated motion path), and

anApplication Profile, which consists of the following:

• br: Application data rate.

• LNEG: Loss negotiability, which is a negative degradation of theapplication’s

acceptable loss in data rate (from 0 to 1) that an applicationis willing to accept

in order to avoid rejection under overload.

• LProfile: Loss Profile, an application can choose either a distributed or a

bursty loss.

• QHO: Levels of service an application expects during a handoff.

The Mobility Agent (MA) monitors the periodically receivedMobility Profile (to

predict the MN’s anticipated subnets to be visited) and Application Profiles (to send

passive reservations to the nominated subnets). The success or failure of these pas-

sive reservations is then fed back to the MN, thereby providing the user with a QoS

forecast of the surrounding subnets. In the case that the passive reservations fail in

a particular subnet, the user has the choice of either changing the route to another

subnet or staying in the current subnet.

Unlike RSVP, WLRP requires no refresh messages since its activereservations

are hard-state. An active reservation expires by an explicit Teardown message sent

to the old subnet. Passive reservations, on the other hand, are soft-state and can be

used to support best-effort traffic in neighbouring subnetsuntil they becomes active

when the MN enters the subnet. Since these passive reservations are soft-state, they

automatically expire after a network-tunable duration of time.
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When reviewing WLRP, the true benefit of utilising hard-state reservations seems

particularly questionable. In hostile environments of wireless communications, the

probability of an active session being ended abruptly is significant. For example, a

session could be terminated due to low signal levels (call drop), or a mobile device’s

battery running out. In such conceivable situations, an active WLRP reservation

would theoretically be held for an indefinite amount of time since the MN would

not have sent a Teardown message to the subnet.

Another questionable attribute of WLRP is its tolerance for a lower level of

QoS. From a commercial point of view, a service provider is held accountable for

the level of service it provides. Whereas in WLRP, there is no specific guarantee

to deliver the desired QoS. Some applications, such as Voiceand Video over IP,

explicitly specify a set of QoS parameters necessary to ensure an acceptable level

application performance. In WLRP however, there is always a chance that a user

will be assigned the lower-bound QoS level. With a growing number of occurrences,

this could affect the user’s experience and dissatisfaction with the service provider.

Adaptive Resource Reservation Protocol

When a handoff occurs, only a specific portion of the entire end-to-end path be-

tween the sender and receiver is affected. Nonetheless, RSVPtreats this session as

a completely new one and hence renews the entire end-to-end path. Adaptive RSVP

(ARSVP) [MTT+03] was proposed to confine the RSVP re-establishment process

to the changed portion of the link. Routers are required to record the next hop

(NHOP) router address, in addition to the standard PHOP (as specified in the RSVP

specification). ARSVP introduces a new message, calledSearch, used to identify

the changed nodes in the event of a handoff. When a MN with an existing RSVP

session is about to disconnect from its subnet, the following procedure is followed

(Figure 2.9):

1. A MN sends a Search message from its old Access Router (oAR) tothe new
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Figure 2.9:ARSVP existing and renewed reservations.

Access Router (nAR).

2. Since this message travels from the oAR to the nAR, it effectively passes

through the nodes that will change in the new RSVP connection.

3. As routers receive and process this Search message, each records the IP ad-

dress of the PHOP router and the NHOP router as PHOPSEARCHand NHOPSEARCH

respectively.

4. The PHOPSEARCH and NHOPSEARCH are compared against the original RSVP

session’s PHOP and NHOP stored in each RSVP router. This effectively iden-

tifies the changed nodes in the link, the routers then update their respective

Path states with the IP address of the new nodes.

5. Once the MN completes the handoff, it receives this Searchmessage from the

nAR, and replies with a Resv message to the sender.
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6. When a router receives this Resv message, it refers to its Path state entries and

either reserves the new link (if it is part of the changed portion) or maintains

the current link reservation and forwards the Resv message upstream (if it

hasn’t changed).

In this process, only the reservations in the changed routers are renewed while

the routers that are common between the old and new path are left unaltered. An

important observation is that ARSVP assumes that, if a routeris common between

the old and new RSVP session, it would not be renewed and the Resvmessage

would simply be forwarded upstream towards the sender.

The RSVP Packet Classifier, however (Figure 2.2), classifies RSVP packets ac-

cording to the IP addresses and port numbers of the sender andreceiver. Since the

MN would change its IP address after a handoff, the reservations would therefore

not be applicable to it. This implies that ARSVP assumes that aMN’s IP address

doesn’t change after the handoff and is therefore suitable only for simple WLAN

scenarios that deploy several access points serving a single access router. In such

architectures, users are assigned unique static IP addresses (e.g. a university cam-

pus). Hence for true seamless mobility, a feasible solutionshould cater not only for

changed nodes, but changed IP addresses as well.

RSVP Mobility Proxy

The key idea behind RSVP Mobility Proxy (RSVP-MP) [PKZM02] is to enhance

QoS and mobility functions while at the same time minimisingthe modifications

required to the existing infrastructure and protocols. RSVP-MP relies on a hier-

archical mobility architecture (such as HMIPv6) since it isolates signaling within

the access network. In the same manner that a MAP controls mobility signaling at

the edge of the access network, RSVP-MP is responsible for RSVPmessage han-

dling. RSVP-MP could be implemented at the MAP, although it isnot a crucial

requirement.
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As outlined in section 2.4, HMIPv6 allows a MN to have two IP addresses: the

RCoA for communication with external nodes, and the LCoA for internal commu-

nication within the access network. If default RSVP is deployed, the IP-in-IP en-

capsulation performed at the MAP would effectively concealthe RSVP messages’

identity from routers, and would thus be forwarded as normaldata packets (i.e. no

reservations are made). This is because the IP-in-IP encapsulation assigns an outer

packet header with a protocol ID number of 4 while RSVP uses 46,in addition to

concealing the router alert option (RSVP uses this to inform routers that the packet

needs to be processed).

RSVP-MP modifies the content of inbound and outbound RSVP messages, swap-

ping the MN’s RCoA and LCoA (depending on the direction of the packet). This

method ensures that reservations are successful regardless of the HMIPv6 architec-

ture since RSVP-MP avoids the IP-in-IP encapsulation of RSVP messages at the

MAP. This is performed using Dynamic Address Translation (DAT). For an RSVP

message originating from a MN inside the network to a CN outside the network,

RSVP-MP swaps the LCoA with RCoA (in the source address field). Similarly, any

packet destined to a MN residing in the network is intercepted by RSVP-MP and

the RCoA is swapped with the LCoA (in the destination field).

In the event of a local handoff where the MN is the receiver, a MN sends a BU

(with the new LCoA) to the MAP which notifies the RSVP-MP. Since the MN is

the receiver and therefore can not renew its RSVP session using a Resv (it needs

to reply to a Path message), RSVP-MP sends a Path message to theMN on behalf

of the CN (using the CN’s IP address). This triggers the MN whichreplies with a

Resv message; RSVP-MP then intercepts this message and swaps the LCoA with

the RCoA. Although this Resv message does not create any reservations beyond

the MAP (the RCoA hasn’t changed), it is forwarded as a periodical RSVP refresh

message.

Similarly if the MN is a sender and undergoes a local handoff,it issues a Path

message towards the CN in order to re-establish the RSVP session. The RSVP-MP
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intercepts this message and replies with a Resv message to theMN (using the CN’s

address). The RSVP-MP also swaps the LCoA with the RCoA in the Pathmessage

and forwards it to the CN (as a refresh message).

As can be observed, RSVP-MP not only enables reservations in aHMIPv6 net-

work (avoiding IP-in-IP encapsulation), but also significantly reduces the RSVP re-

establishment time after a handoff (RSVP signaling is exchanged between the MN

and RSVP-MP rather than the CN). RSVP-MP is an efficient protocolthat moves

the complexity away from the end nodes, and performs centralpacket processing at

the edge of the access network.

Nonetheless, RSVP Operation over IP Tunnels [TKWZ00] seems toachieve the

same goal with less complexity (no RCoA and LCoA swapping), in addition to not

being restricted to a HMIPv6 network (could be applied to anyIP tunnel). RSVP

Operation over IP tunnels, recursively sends a Path messageat the tunnel entry

point and creates a separate RSVP session over the tunnel. Therefore, when this

mechanism is used with HMIPv6 it effectively establishes two independent RSVP

sessions (the external one and the local one). This enables the MN to re-establish the

local session in the event of a local handoff without modifying the external session.

2.6.3 Handoff-based Approaches

The previously mentioned approaches are all considered extensions of RSVP and

hence implement two independent functional blocks: The handoff procedure and

the RSVP re-establishment procedure. The following approaches aim to integrate

the two procedures into one, thereby reducing the signalingload and handoff latency

experienced by a MN.

QoS-Conditionalised Handoff

Qos-Conditionalised Handoff [SK03] is designed over a HMIPv6 infrastructure in

order to utilize its inherited advantages. A QoS option is added to the IP header of
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the Binding Update message (BU) to include QoS-related data,and is consequently

called aBU+QoSmessage. This approach allows the MN to perform a one-pass

check for resource availability during the handoff procedure. Furthermore, the pro-

posed approach assumes that the coverage areas of the wireless subnets overlap in

order to provide the MN with a choice during handoff execution.

When a handoff is about to take place, the MN sends a BU+QoS message to the

MAP via the new Access Router (nAR). As the message propagates upstream, each

router passes the QoS parameters (stored in the QoS option) into its internal QoS

mechanism. Resources are checked for availability and are reserved if available.

The message is then forwarded to the next hop. If resources are not available, a

negative Binding Acknowledgment (BA+QoS) is sent downstream to the MN (re-

leasing any prior reservations made in previous hops). The MN then has a choice of

either retrying with lower QoS requirements or choosing a different access router.

However, if all resources are available (BU+QoS message reaches the MAP) a pos-

itive BA+QoS is returned to the MN and the MAP’s binding cacheis updated to

reflect the new LCoA. Finally, the MAP sends a Teardown messagetowards the old

Access Router (oAR) to release the reservations in the old path.

The advantage of this proposal is apparent in the shorter time delay due to the

merging of the handoff process and the RSVP re-establishment. On the other hand,

the fundamental drawback of the proposal is that it explicitly requires the MN to

send the BU+QoS message through the new access routerbeforethe actual handoff

occurs. This puts a strict requirement on highly overlapping coverage areas, in

which the MN could access both the old and the new access routers simultaneously

during the execution of the proposed mechanism: Maintain the connection with the

oAR to continue receiving data packets while resource checking is done through

the nAR. Another point to consider is that the proposed mechanism requires all

nodes involved to be modified, which is not highly appealing from a commercial

viewpoint.
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QoS-Aware Handoff using RSVP

QoS-Aware Handoff using RSVP [BA03] works in a preemptive manner and fo-

cuses on reducing the latency of handoff call admission control. Handoff call ad-

mission control mandates that, if a connection requires certain levels of QoS, it

should not be accepted during a handoff unless resources areavailable in the visited

subnet (i.e. call is dropped if resources can not be allocated). This puts a strin-

gent obligation on the network to either completely fulfill the QoS requirements or

decline the connection. Even though this approach could increase the call block

probability, it would provide the network administrator accurate feedback regard-

ing the level of service provided and hence assist in more accurate network planning

and improve the overall performance of the network.

The aim of the proposed mechanism is to reduce the latency of handoff call

admission for QoS traffic by performing the resource availability check well before

the handoff occurs. This results in a faster handoff response since result of the

QoS check is readily available in a continuously updated database. This is achieved

through the decomposition of the conventional handoff message into two:

1. Pre-Handoff Info : Is a non-real time component containing handoff-related

information such as: Mobile ID, Traffic Specification, QoS Expectations and

Resource Demands.

2. Handoff Request: Real time component containing minimal information

(Mobile ID).

The proposed mechanism also introduces two new RSVP messages: PathQuery

andResvQuery, used to check for resource availability without making anyreserva-

tions. Moreover, Expected Visitor List (EVL) processors need to be installed at all

surrounding subnets. An EVL processor maintains records ofthe candidate MNs in

EVL entries indicating the Pre-Handoff Information along with two dynamic fields:

Decision (Acceptor Reject) and Validity (Valid or Invalid).
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The Pre-Handoff information message is sent from all MNs to their respective

local EVL processors. The EVL processors then update their EVL entries with the

gathered information (the Decision and Validity fields however are not yet filled).

Next, all EVL processors exchange the generated information amongst themselves

and hence every EVL processor gains the handoff informationof the neighbouring

MNs. A resource availability check is made on behalf of thesecandidate MNs by

the EVL processors of surrounding subnets. This is done by sending PathQuery

messages to the respective CNs. Unlike the conventional RSVP Path message, a

PathQuery message only checks for resource availability without making any reser-

vations.

The CN then either replies with aResvQuerymessage indicating that the re-

quired resources are available (Decision field marked asAccept) or a notification of

failure is sent back and the Decision field is marked asReject. Regardless of the

Decision result, the Validity field is marked asValid initially. However, if any of

the resource status in the network are changed (capacity increase or decrease), it is

reflected in the EVL entry as follows: An increase in capacitywould change aRe-

jectdecision’s Validity field fromValid to Invalid, while anAcceptdecision remains

Valid (since more resources are available). In contrast if the capacity decreases, an

Acceptdecision would becomeInvalid while aRejectwould remain unmodified.

The method proposed reduces the handoff admission control for QoS traffic

flows by preemptively checking for resources availability.Although this process

helps reduce the decision-making process of accepting handoffs, it does not af-

fect the actual handoff execution. This means that if a handoff is accepted, the

MN would still have to perform mobility signaling and the RSVPsignaling inde-

pendently. Another point to consider the signaling load on the network. The first

concern since the exchange of PathQuery and ResvQuery messages between EVL

processors and the respective CNs of surrounding MNs. The second concern is the

synchronisation of EVL entries amongst the different EVL processors. In a highly

congested network, this could affect the network’s performance.
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Table 2.1: Summary of Surveyed Proposals.

Proposal Mobility New Modifications New
Prediction Messages Nodes

MRSVP Y 9 MN and CN Proxy
Agents

SMRP N 3 All network entities -

WLRP Y 3 MN and MA -

ARSVP N 1 MN and all -
Internal Routers

RSVP-MP N 0 DAT on all Mobility
RSVP packets Proxy

QoS-Conditiona- N 0 MN and all -
lised Handoff Internal Routers

QoS-Aware Y 2 MN and all EVL
Handoff Internal Routers Processors

2.7 Conclusion

This chapter outlined the necessary concepts required for the remainder of the the-

sis. RSVP’s functionality, in addition to Mobile IP and two ofits enhancements,

was explored. Although RSVP is considered a mature protocol in fixed networks,

offering adequate levels of quality, various issues arise when considering deploy-

ment in wireless and mobile environments. This is largely due to the independent

and non-synchronised standardisation of RSVP and Mobile IP,which did not take

into account the joint performance of the two protocols.

The chapter also presented a literature survey of the research community’s re-
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lated work in the field (summarised in Table 2.1). All of the examined proposals

reflected the diversity in the approaches used, whether by extending the standard

RSVP or by embedding QoS functionalities in existing handoffprotocols. At the

present stage no flawless solution exists, but rather compensations that have to be

made. Each proposal tries to improve a certain aspect of the mechanism (e.g. sig-

naling overhead, latency or complexity of the signaling protocol) at the expense of

another. For example, MRSVP provides a higher level of transparency and shorter

latency at the expense of excessive number of advance resource reservations. The

two handoff-based approaches, on the other hand, impose a higher level of com-

plexity on the wired-network in order to alleviate the load on the wireless nodes by

integrating QoS signaling with handoff signaling.

Based on this literature survey, more efficient wireless QoS solutions were in-

vestigated within the scope of this research. First, a performance benchmark and

methodology were established in order to serve as a reference point and to accu-

rately measure any improvements achieved. The next Chapter provides the details

by introducing a performance analysis study comprised of a simulation-based sec-

tion to measure application-level performance, and a signaling cost analysis section

to measure network-level performance.
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Chapter 3

A Framework for Analysing RSVP

Performance over Wireless Networks

3.1 Overview

The growing popularity of advanced multimedia services hashighlighted the im-

portance of Quality of Service as a key network ingredient toallocate resources

and ensure acceptable levels of application performance tothe end users. However,

the introduction of node mobility makes QoS provisioning aneven more challeng-

ing task. Since RSVP and Mobile IP were developed independently of each other,

they can work quite efficiently when deployed separately. Yet if their functionalities

are combined, several inefficiencies arise in terms of QoS deterioration and under-

utilisation of network resources. The main reason being that RSVP was designed

for end-systems whose IP addresses do not change. Once mobility of an end-system

is allowed, the dynamically changing Mobile IP address inevitably impacts RSVP

performance.

Various speculations have been made by the research community as to how

would an RSVP and a Mobile IP entity most likely interact in real networks, al-

though no experimental or analytical models have been developed to date for a
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full comprehension of the issue. The framework presented inthis chapter aims to

address this issue by quantifying the impact of mobility protocols on RSVP per-

formance. It is comprised of two components: A simulation model to assess the

application-level performance as perceived by the end user, and an analytical model

to examine the signaling costs incurred at the network-level. The results presented

in this framework serve as a performance benchmark and a reference point when

proposing a more efficient QoS solution.

The simulation model is particularly focused on the effectsof end-to-end packet

delay and packet loss on a Voice-over-IP (VoIP) or Video-over-IP (VIP) session un-

der different congestion scenarios. The E-Model (ITU-T Recommendation G.107

[IT00]) is used to assess the performance metrics of the VoIPexperiments, while

the Peak-Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (PSNR) is used to assess the performance of VIP

experiments. Using these assessment methods, the simulation results are mapped

onto realistic network figures, namely the R-factor and the Mean Opinion Score

(MOS), commonly used in real-life network planning.

The analytical model, on the other hand, examines the signaling costs involved

during the execution of a handoff. The total signaling cost is calculated as the sum of

the mobility signaling cost (binding updates and the associated acknowledgments),

and the QoS signaling cost (re-establishing the reservations on the new link). The

costs are further subclassified into transmission costs, processing costs, and buffer-

ing costs. The effect of the number of mobile nodes is examined, in addition to the

effect of the average residence time in a subnet.

Although other models exist (such as network queuing modelswith blocking),

the simulation and analytical models were selected for thisresearch as they provide

an overall indication of application and network-level performance. Network queu-

ing models, on the other hand, are used to analyse the internal mechanics of packet

scheduler implemented in routers. Therefore such models are more appropriate for

research focusing on network queuing algorithms (e.g. Low Latency Queueing or

Weighted Fair Queuing), as opposed to network control protocols (e.g. Point-to-
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Point Protocol or Resource Reservation Protocol).

The remainder of this chapter is organised in the following manner: The next

section outlines the methodology used to investigate the application-level perfor-

mance of RSVP, including simulation environment, network topology and traffic

characteristics. This is followed by a description of the experimental procedures

used to quantitatively measure the performance of the two types of traffic examined

(Section 3.2.2). The results are then presented in Section 3.2.3, followed by analysis

and discussion.

In order to investigate the network-level performance, signaling cost models are

formulated in Section 3.3. Numerical results are obtained by assigning parameter

values to the derived models and are presented in Section 3.3.3, followed by a brief

discussion. The chapter then concludes with a comprehensive comparison and anal-

ysis of the results obtained from both application- and network-level perspectives.

3.2 Application-Level Performance

3.2.1 Methodology and Implementation

The aim of the simulation model is to model RSVP behaviour overwireless net-

works as accurately as possible. This is accomplished by examining the appli-

cation’s performance as observed by a single mobile node experiencing different

congestion levels in the network. With this in mind, the network topology shown

in Figure 3.1 was chosen. This topology depicts a typical Mobile IPv6 deployment

configuration in a simplified form and has been used extensively in various earlier

studies [HS02, SCMB05].

The Network Simulator 2 [UCB] (version ns-2.26 patched with RSVP, HMIPv6

and FMIPv6 extensions [Mur, Wid, Hsi]) was used for the experiments. The RSVP

model was further extended to implement reservations in wireless scenarios. For

HMIPv6, RSVP Operation over IP Tunnels [TKWZ00] was used to establish a local
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Figure 3.1:Simulation Model.

RSVP session across the tunnel between the Mobile Node (MN) and its Mobility

Anchor Point (MAP). The Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ) mechanism was used

to manage all packet queues. Route Optimization was also implemented to avoid

triangular routing of packets from the Correspondent Node (CN) to the MN via the

Home Agent (HA).

The simulation scenario is comprised of a CN and a HA connectedto a central

switch node (N1). The link fromN1 to theN4 models an Internet backbone con-

nection. In the case of HMIPv6, the MAP functionality is implemented atN4 to

manage local mobility signaling in the foreign network which consists of Access

Points 1 and 2 connected to theN4 via nodesN2 andN3 respectively.

As can be observed in Figure 3.1, the bottlenecks occur in the“last mile” at the

foreign network (linksN2-AR1 andN3-AR2) where the link capacity is 1 Mbps.

Therefore, in order to increase the network load, contention should be created at
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these specific links. For example, for a 10% network load, background traffic of

100 kbps is created at bothN2-AR1 and N3-AR2 (to ensure that the target MN

experiences the same congestion level as it handoffs from one access point to the

other). This is done by adding a pair of CNs (CNn+1 , CNn+2 ) which transmit data

at 100 kbps to their corresponding MNs (MNn+1 , MNn+2 ); located atAR1 and

AR2 respectively. Similarly, for every increase of 10% networkload, another pair

of CNs/MNs is added until there are finally 20 CN/MN pairs for both AR1 and AR2,

resulting in a network load of 200%. This implementation provides a more realistic

approach than using a single CN/MN pair in which the data rate is simply increased

from 100 kbps to 2 Mbps in steps of 100 kbps. Moreover, the background traffic

is split into a combination of 70% VoIP traffic and 30% VIP traffic. According to

[FCX+03] the average number of voice calls per day for the mass market segment

is 1.768, compared with 0.679 for video calls which results in an average mixture

of 70% voice traffic and 30% video traffic.

Table 1 summarizes the simulation parameters used in addition to the specific

traffic parameters. For the wireless nodes, a 914 MHz Lucent WaveLan DSSS Card

running the Wireless LAN 802.11 protocol was simulated witha transmission range

of 100 m. Two types of traffic are considered: Voice-over-IP (VoIP) and Video-

over-IP (VIP). The VoIP source is modeled as a 2-state “on-off” Markov chain. The

alternate periods of activity (on) and silence (off) are exponentially distributed with

average durations of 1.004 s and 1.587 s respectively. As recommended by the ITU-

T recommendation P.59 [IT03] for conversational speech, the average activity cycle

can be modeled as 38.53%. During talk spurts Constant Bit Rate (CBR)data stream

is generated with a packet of size 220 bytes (Figure 3.2a), which is transmitted using

RTP (Real-time Transport Protocol) over UDP. For the VoIP model, a G.711 codec

is assumed, which requires a total bandwidth of 88 kbps. The VoIP packet format

consists of a payload size of 160 bytes and a total header of 60bytes (12 bytes RTP

+ 8 UDP + 40 bytes IPv6 header). Therefore the VoIP packet sizeis 220 bytes total.

For the VIP traffic source, an MPEG-4 encoded video sequence in Quarter Com-
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Figure 3.2:Voice and video packet generation sequence.

mon Intermediate Format (QCIF) was used. QCIF is a videoconferencing format

that specifies data rates of 30 frames per second (fps) with each frame contain-

ing 144 lines and 176 pixels per line. QCIF was chosen because its support is

required by the ITU-T H.263 [IT05] videoconferencing standard and is widely used

by the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) for video-capable mobile devices.

MPEG-4 on the other hand, is a widespread video coding technique developed to

target the low bit rates of Internet video. It achieves this through intra-frame and

inter-frame compression. Intra-frame compression is donestrictly within the same

single video frame, while the latter compresses the temporal redundancies that typi-

cally occur between successive video frames. An MPEG sequence consists of three

kinds of frames: I, P, and B-frames. An I-frame (intra-frame)is an intra-coded com-

pression of a single frame and can be reconstructed without any reference to other

frames.

A P-frame (predictive) is a frame constructed using information from the previ-

ous I-frame, while a B-frame is a “bidirectional predicted” frame depending on the

previous or following I- or P-frames. Furthermore, MPEG-4 frames are arranged in

Group of Pictures (GOP). A GOP consists of exactly one I-frame and some related

P-frames and optionally some B-frames between these I- and P-frames (see Figure

3.3). Given the fact that an I-frame contains the most information, losing it would

cause a “ripple-effect” distortion of all the following frames in a GOP. A P-frame
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Figure 3.3:MPEG-4 GOP structure and its dependencies.

loss however, would only influence the adjoining B-frames while the loss of a B-

frame would not influence any other frame. For the presented simulation study, the

NCTU MPEG-4 codec [Nat]was used. Each VIP packet has a maximumpayload

of 1000 bytes with a 60 byte total header (12 RTP + 8 UDP + 40 IPv6) resulting in

a maximum packet size of 1060 bytes. It is assumed that a dataflow already exists

between the different CNs and their corresponding MNs. As forthe target MN, an

active RSVP session is assumed to be already in place before the handoff occurs.

Finally, all reported results are based on averages taken from 20 simulation runs

initiated with different random seeds.

3.2.2 Experimental Procedures for Methodology Assessment

Assessment of VoIP Quality Using the E-Model

Since voice quality is typically assessed through a listener’s subjective perception,

the Mean Opinion Score (MOS) [IT96] test has become the de facto standard of

analysing the performance of VoIP systems. In these tests, listeners grade the per-

ceived quality where “excellent” quality is given a score of5, “good” a 4, “fair” a 3,

“poor” a 2, and “bad” a 1. An arithmetic average is then computed to produce a final
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Table 3.1: R-Factor to MOS Mapping.

R − factor QoSAssessment MOS

90< R < 100 Excellent 4.34 - 4.5
80< R < 90 Very Good 4.03 - 4.34
70< R < 80 Good 3.60 - 4.03
60< R < 70 Fair 3.10 - 3.60
50< R < 60 Poor 2.58 - 3.10
0 < R < 50 Bad 1.0 - 2.58

MOS score. As one can observe, the MOS test is both time consuming and expen-

sive. Instead, a computational model, called the E-Model ITU-T Recommendation

G.107 [IT00] can be utilized to estimate MOS value. The E-model was designed to

be used for transmission and QoS planning, and its output is calculated as a single

quantitative figure, called the ”R factor,” using various impairment factors including

packet delay and loss. Once the value of R- factor value is derived, it can be mapped

to an estimated MOS value (Table 3.1). This method is often used in planning and

predicting the performance of VoIP systems. The R-factor is expressed as:

R = Ro − Is − Id − Ie + A, (3.1)

whereRo represents the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), andId andIe represent equip-

ment delay and packet loss impairment factors, respectively. The value of Id is

codec dependent whileIe depends on loss patterns such as random or bursty. The

Advantage Factor (A) is used to represent the convenience to the user of being able

to make the phone call, for example a mobile phone is convenient to use therefore

people are more forgiving on quality. Since it is a very subjective term, quantify-

ing the advantage factor is a non-trivial task. Although ITU-T Recommendation

G.701 recommends a value of 0 for conventional PSTN telephones and a value

of 5 for cellular networks, no such agreement has been reached with regards to
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Figure 3.4:MOS as a function of R-factor.

wireless VoIP services. One could argue that there is littleconvenience in using

wireless VoIP due to its limited coverage area compared to conventional cellular

networks, which implies that there exists a similar geographical limitation to that

of conventional PSTN telephones (especially when considering cordless phones).

Consequently, the advantage factor is set to the default value of 0 for our calcula-

tions. Is, on the other hand, represents the signal-to-noise impairment factor and is

a function of several parameters which are independent of the underlying transport

protocol. Since equipment performance is not the focus of the study but rather the

transport protocol, the set of default values for these parameters as recommended

by ITU-T Recommendation G.107 have been used. Choosing these default values,

the R-factor (Equation 3.1) can be simplified to:

R = 94.2 − (Id + Ie). (3.2)

CalculatingId and Ie is a lengthy process which involves a range of quantities

[IT00]. For the simulation analysis, a method suggested by [CR01] was used to es-

timateId andIe values using packet latency and loss. Once the R-factor is computed
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using Equation 3.2, the corresponding MOS value can then be derived as follows

[IT00]:

MOS = 1 + 0.035R + R(R − 60)(100 − R)7.10−6. (3.3)

This relationship between MOS and the R-factor is depicted inFigure 3.4. As

can be observed, the minimum value for MOS is 1 and the maximumis 4.5 (due to

codec imperfections). Once the values of R-factor and MOS have been computed,

Table 3.1 can then be used to map them to the matching subjective QoS assessment

as perceived by a human listener.

Assessment of VIP Quality using Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio

As is the case with VoIP, various objective metrics [WP02] have been developed to

estimate the MOS of VIP systems. The most widespread method is the calculation

of the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) of individual frames. PSNR is a derivative

of the well-known SNR [HCS01]. The definition of the PSNR of a source image (s)

and a distorted image (d) is given as:

PSNR(s, d) = 20 log
Vpeak

MSE(s, d)
[dB], (3.4)

whereVpeak is the maximum possible signal energy. In the case of a video

transmission, this equates to, (2k - 1) wherek is the bit colour depth. In the simula-

tions presented, an 8-bit colour depth was used and therefore Vpeak is equal to 255.

MSE(s, d) is the Mean Square Error of (s) and (d):

MSE(s, d) =

√

√

√

√

1

NcolNrow

N
∑

i=0

N
∑

j=0

[S(n, i, j) − D(n, i, j)]2. (3.5)

The PSNR values of all individual images are then averaged toproduce the mean

PSNR of the complete video sequence; which is then mapped to the corresponding

MOS value by using Table 3.2.
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Table 3.2: PSNR to MOS Mapping.

PSNR[dB] MOS

> 37 5 (Excellent)
31 − 37 4 (Good)
25 − 31 3 (Fair)
20 − 25 2 (Poor)
< 20 1 (Bad)

Mobility Impacts

An RSVP flow is identified by the 5-tuple (Source IP Address, Destination IP Ad-

dress, Protocol ID, Source Port Number and Destination PortNumber) [BZB+97].

Since a MN changes its IP address after a handoff, the data flowis no longer iden-

tified correctly by the intermediate RSVP-enabled routers existing reservations be-

come invalid. As a result, a new reservation needs to be established. In the case

that the MN is the sender, it would have to send a new Path message (with the new

IP address) to the CN which will reply with a Resv message to activate the new

reservation. However, if the MN is the receiver, it can not simply send a new Resv

message since there would be no corresponding Path-state established for it at the

intermediate routers (the existing path-state would stillbe pointing to the old CoA).

If default RSVP behaviour is used, a MN would typically have towait anywhere up

to 30 seconds before receiving the Path message periodically sent from the CN (de-

fault value to refresh an RSVP session is 30 seconds). This is clearly unacceptable

and thus it is assumed that a signal generated by the MIP module triggers the RSVP

module at the CN in the following manner: Upon receiving a BU, aCN will use

this information to immediately send a new Path message to the MN’s new CoA.

As one can observe, the total service disruption is at least two round trips (one for

exchanging BU/Back and another for Path/Resv message pairs).

Another key issue is the behaviour of the sender during this disruption in ser-
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Figure 3.5:VIP transmission using RSVP (left image) and best-effort (right).

vice. Once again, if the default RSVP behaviour is used, the sender would treat

the reservation as a new RSVP session and would have to wait to receive the Resv

message from the receiver before transmitting data. Two cases are considered: One

where the sender follows default RSVP behaviour and stops transmitting data while

the reservation is being re-established; and another wherethe sender immediately

resumes sending data upon receiving a BU. This requires somedegree of correla-

tion between RSVP and Mobile IP which is feasible since it onlyrequires minimal

change at the end node (triggering a Path message upon reception of a BU from the

mobility routing protocol). For analysis purposes, the first is called“RSVP Default

Flow” (RSVP-DF) and the later“RSVP Continuous Flow”(RSVP-CF). The data

flow of RSVP-CF is treated as Best-Effort (BE) traffic by the intermediate routers

until the RSVP session is re-established.

3.2.3 Results and Observations

RSVP performance for fixed nodes

The performance of RSVP over MIPv6, HMIPv6 and FMIPv6 was tested under

varying congestion levels while monitoring the effect on VoIP and VIP application-

level performance. In order to ensure that RSVP performs accurately, the packet
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Figure 3.6:The effect of RSVP on packet loss. The results were obtained
by changing the background traffic density to increase the offered link load
from 0% to 200% of the link capacity.

loss of RSVP-enabled traffic flows was measured and compared against best-effort

traffic. As observed in Figure 3.6, when the offered traffic isless than 90% of the

link capacity, the packet loss for both RSVP and best-effort is zero (whether using

VoIP or VIP traffic). Beyond this point however, the prioritization of RSVP starts

to take effect, confining the RSVP-VoIP and RSVP-VIP packet loss to about 1.3%.

In contrast, best-effort traffic packet losses increase in proportion to the in-

creased link load and roughly 50% of packets are discarded when the offered link

load reaches 200% of the capacity. Interestingly, in high levels of network conges-

tion Best-Effort VIP traffic suffers higher packet losses than Best-Effort VoIP. This

is due to two reasons: (i) VIP packets have a larger packet size of 1060 bytes, as

opposed to 220 bytes for VoIP, (ii) the WFQ buffer size is “per byte” rather than

“per packet” for more accurate operation of the fair queuingalgorithm. Moreover,

during high congestion the routers buffer incoming packetsinto their WFQ queues
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Figure 3.7:Effect of RSVP on latency under varying network loads.

and as more packets arrive, the remaining available buffer space is reduced. At the

critical point where the remaining buffer size is less than 1060 bytes, an arriving

VIP packet would be discarded whereas a VoIP packet would be admitted into the

queue. As a result, the large VIP packet has a higher chance ofbeing dropped than

a VoIP packet.

In Figure 3.7, a similar effect on end-to-end packet latencyis noted: In low con-

gestion levels, latency of VoIP packets is around 106 ms while VIP packet latency is

higher at 121 ms (due to the higher packet size). In high congestion levels, RSVP-

VoIP maintains packet latency at 147 ms while best effort traffic reaches 177 ms.

Similarly, RSVP-VIP maintains a packet latency of 160 ms while best effort VIP

traffic reaches 192 ms. RSVP’s ability to maintain shorter packet latency during

high congestion is a direct consequence of the WFQ mechanism which schedules

RSVP traffic to the front of the queue in order to reduce the queuing time.
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Figure 3.8:Impact of the number of handoffs.

Impact of RSVP behaviour during handoffs

Figure 3.8 presents the impact of number of handoffs on the Mean Opinion Score

(MOS) of“RSVP Default Flow”(RSVP-DF) and“RSVP Continuous Flow”(RSVP-

CF). When only one handoff occurs, RSVP-CF1 slightly outperforms RSVP-DF1.

This is expected since even though both experience an equal amount of disruption

time due to the MIPv6 handoff latency, they behave differently once the handoff is

completed: During the reservation re-establishment time (2RTT + processing time

at every router) RSVP-CF continues to send data (receiving best effort treatment)

while RSVP-DF does not. As the number of handoffs increases to5, the qual-

ity of RSVP-DF5 degrades even further (compared to RSVP-CF5). From a user’s

perspective, it is more favourable to temporarily receive slightly lower quality of

service than undergo abrupt silence periods during handoffs.
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Impact of Voice-over-IP Traffic

This subsection presents a study of the performance of RSVP-enabled VoIP traffic

flows in wireless IP networks using different mobility protocols (MIPv6, HMIPv6

and FMIPv6). Handoffs are introduced and the offered link traffic is varied to ex-

amine the effect on voice quality. When considering a handoffin HMIPv6, mobility

signaling is exchanged with the MAP (node N4), rather than the CN which is several

hops away. Moreover, because RSVP Operation over IP Tunnels is implemented,

only the local RSVP session between the MN and its MAP is re-established. This

means that HMIPv6 generally yields better performance thanMIPv6 in almost all

applications.

One exception, however, is observed in this study: When the offered traffic

is increased beyond 80% of link capacity, HMIPv6 performs slightly worse than

MIPv6 (Figure 3.9). Given that a typical VoIP packet is relatively small in size,

the IP-in-IP encapsulation introduced by HMIPv6 at the MAP adds an extra 40 byte

IPv6 header. This increases the packet size to a total of 260 bytes which translates

to an 18% increase. Moreover, the “per byte” treatment of theWFQ buffer results

in slightly higher packet loss and end-to-end packet latency than MIPv6. Since

the E-Model computation depends primarily on packet delay and loss, the R-factor

decreases and so does the corresponding mapped MOS value. However, as the

number of handoffs increases, HMIPv6 starts to outperform MIPv6 (Figure 3.10).

This is largely attributed to the reduced handoff latency ofHMIPv6 which results

in fewer lost packets and hence a higher MOS value.

FMIPv6 performance on the other hand, surpasses both MIPv6 and HMIPv6

(Figures 3.9 and 3.10). The underlying reason for this is twofold: FMIPv6 an-

ticipates a handoff through Layer-2 triggers and prepares for it in advance. This

reduces the handoff latency since no address resolution time is required (the new

CoA has already been negotiated between oAR and nAR). The otherreason relates

to the Layer 3 registration process (when the MN sends a BU to the HA and another
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Figure 3.9:VoIP performance at 1 handoff under varying offered link loads.

to the CN). Any data destined to the MN using the old CoA is forwarded by the

oAR to the MN’s new location. This technique proves to be veryeffective in terms

of packet loss. Since FMIPv6 cuts down both disruption time and packet loss, it

performs best at frequent handoffs (Figure 3.10).

Impact of Video-over-IP Traffic

In this subsection the results of the experiments are presented which are similar

to the ones discussed in the previous section but were repeated using a VIP traffic

source instead. As can be observed by comparing Figures 3.11and 3.12 against

Figures 3.9 and 3.10, the performance of VIP is worse overallthan that of VoIP.

To help understand this, a closer analysis of the different phases that a MN goes

through during a handoff is required: The MN has to first establish a connection on

the new link (mobility signaling), and then reserve the necessary resources (RSVP

signaling). During the first phase, the MN is unreachable andany packets destined
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Figure 3.10:VoIP performance at 5 handoffs under varying offered link loads.

to it are dropped. Once mobility signaling is completed (i.e. a new CoA has been

acquired and the HA/CN updated accordingly), packets can be delivered to the MN

at its new location. However, since the MN is now using a new CoA, the old reser-

vations (on the unchanged portion of the end-to-end path) are no longer valid for

the data flow. As a result, any packets destined to the MN receive best-effort treat-

ment until RSVP signaling is completed. An important distinction between the two

phases is that during the first, packets are lost regardless of network congestion (MN

is actually disconnected) while in the latter, packet loss depends on congestion level

and traffic type due to best- effort treatment (Figure 3.6). With this in mind, the

following observations are noted:

Single handoff, in periods of high congestion:VoIP MOS drops to 4.22 while

VIP MOS drops to 3.92 (Figures 3.9 and 3.11): The primary reason for this is

the best-effort treatment received during RSVP signaling after a handoff. In high

congestion, VIP packets suffer a higher packet loss and latency than VoIP (Figures

3.6 and 3.7). This is reflected on the calculated PSNR values,thereby resulting in
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Figure 3.11:VIP performance at 1 handoff under varying offered link loads.

the observed lower VIP MOS.

Five handoffs, in periods of low congestion:VoIP MOS is 4.26 while VIP MOS

is 4.05 (Figures 3.10 and 3.12): Since this occurs when congestion level is low

and ample bandwidth is available, the best-effort treatment received during RSVP

signaling does not have an effect (packet loss for best-effort VIP is approximately

1.3% in periods of low congestion). RSVP signaling is therefore ruled out as a

contributing factor while mobility signaling becomes the dominant one. Since the

VIP traffic source adheres to H.263 QCIF standards, it produces a frame rate of

30 fps. This translates to an average data rate of approximately 200 kbps. When

compared to VoIP (88 kbps for our G.711 codec), VIP traffic would lose a larger

amount of data than VoIP for the same period of time. Moreover, the VoIP model

is bursty with ”on” and ”off” cycles while the VIP traffic source is constantly ”on”.

Naturally there is a smaller probability of a VoIP packet being dropped than a VIP

packet.

Five handoffs, in periods of high congestion:VIP MOS for MIPv6 and HMIPv6
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drops at a steeper rate (Figure 3.12) than FMIPv6: When compared against Figure

3.11, it is apparent that MIPv6 and HMIPv6 have reached some degree of a break

point where VIP performance deteriorates sharply in periods of high congestion.

Since this slump in MOS occurs only during high congestion, it is safe to assume

that it is a consequence of best-effort treatment after a handoff. To understand why

this happens, the structure and dependencies of an MPEG-4 GOP have to be taken

into account. As discussed in Section 3.2.2, an I-frame losswould cause a “ripple

effect” loss on the following frames of a GOP (see Figure 3.3). In the simulation

study, an I-frame was constructed typically every 300 ms, while RSVP signaling

took one round trip between the MN and CN. This results in data traffic undergoing

best-effort treatment for an average time of 204 ms for everyhandoff. Therefore, the

probability of exactly one I-frame being treated as best-effort traffic is 68% (204 ms

/ 300 ms). Even if only one I-frame was treated as best- efforttraffic, the probability

of dropping it depends on the congestion level (for example,packet loss is 14%

when offered traffic is 110% and 51% when it reaches double thelink capacity). As

a result, the total probability of losing an I-frame during one handoff when offered

traffic is 9.52% (0.68 x 0.14) when offered traffic is 110% of the link capacity, and

34.68% (0.68 x 0.51) for an offered traffic of double link capacity. As the number of

handoffs is increased to five, this probability increases dramatically and losing an I-

frame becomes practically inevitable. An I-frame loss results in additional losses of

the subsequent frames in the GOP, hence resulting in the observed slump in MOS.

VIP traffic and FMIPv6: FMIPv6 performs best with VIP traffic (Figures 3.11

and 3.12): When a handoff occurs in the particular implementation of FMIPv6 used

in this study, the two ARs establish a local RSVP session over the temporary for-

warding tunnel between them. This technique not only reduces packet loss through

tunnelling but also maintains the QoS level. This arrangement results in FMIPv6’s

superior performance in all network conditions.

VIP traffic and HMIPv6: HMIPv6 outperforms MIPv6 (Figure 3.9): In Section

3.2.3 at one handoff using VoIP, MIPv6 was found to be surprisingly a better can-
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Figure 3.12:VIP performance at 5 handoffs under varying offered link loads.

didate than HMIPv6 (Figure 3.9). With video traffic however,this is not the case.

Due to the larger size of a VIP packet (maximum of 1060 bytes),the added 40 bytes

IP-in-IP encapsulation of the MAP in HMIPv6 results in a 3.8%increase (40/1060)

as opposed to 18% (40/220) for VoIP traffic. This slight increase in packet size

does not create a significant effect on VIP performance. Moreover, such a minor

hindrance is easily subdued by HMIPv6’s shorter handoff latency. Hence HMIPv6

can be asserted as a better candidate for video traffic than MIPv6.

3.2.4 Analysis and Discussion

A set of simulation based experiments were used to assess theapplication-level

performance of RSVP in wireless IP networks using real-time traffic. VIP traf-

fic was found to be more susceptible to network congestion than what had been

previously speculated. Although VIP’s larger packet size relates to its reduced per-

formance, the frame dependencies of MPEG-4 remain the pivotal factor in truly
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realising higher quality video communications over wireless IP networks. In high

congestion and high mobility scenarios, the I-frame dependencies of a GOP could

inflict a significant deterioration in VIP performance (thereby dropping the per-

ceived QoS assessment from “Excellent” to a borderline “Fair”). A viable solution

would be to incorporate a selective dropping mechanism in RSVP-enabled routers

that distinguishes the different frame types of an MPEG-4 data stream and assigns

levels of priority accordingly: An I-frame would be given the highest priority while

a B-frame the lowest. This prioritised treatment of MPEG-4 data streams should not

only be applicable to RSVP flows but more importantly to best-effort flows (since

RSVP flows inevitably go through a best-effort treatment phase after a handoff).

In terms of mobility protocols, however, FMIPv6 performs best under all net-

work circumstances. Having said that, the following consideration needs to be taken

into account: In the presented study the two ARs establish a local RSVP session

over the temporary tunnel between them, hence maintaining astable QoS level dur-

ing the execution of a Layer 3 handoff. This did not have a notable impact on the

other MNs since they generated best-effort traffic to createcontention at the access

network. Therefore, although FMIPv6 is beneficial from the target MN’s point-of-

view, it could have a substantial effect on other MNs utilizing RSVP flows in the

same network. In severe cases (high congestion and mobility) these temporarily

established reservations can block new RSVP sessions from initiating (resulting in

a higher call blocking probability).

An interesting behaviour was observed for HMIPv6: In the case of VoIP traffic,

MIPv6 surprisingly proves to be a better choice than HMIPv6 (owing to its smaller

packet size). Nonetheless, this advantage is quickly surpassed by HMIPv6 in high

mobility scenarios due to its smaller handoff latency whichresults in fewer packets

being dropped. In the case of VIP traffic, HMIPv6 proves to be abetter choice

than MIPv6 in all network circumstances. A feasible solution to further enhance

the HMIPv6 performance would be to implement IP header compression. This will

resolve HMIPv6’s degradation in quality due to the increased packet size while at
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the same time benefiting from its lower handoff latency.

3.3 Network-Level Signaling Cost

This Section complements the investigation of the application-level performance

presented in Section 3.2. Here, an analytical model devisedto assess the signaling

costs incurred on the network is presented. The analysis using this model focuses

on handoff scenarios and takes into account the mobility signaling required to re-

connect a session after a handoff, in addition to the RSVP signaling required to

re-establish the necessary QoS levels in the upstream and downstream directions.

Although the analysis presented in this section follows a logic which is consis-

tent with previous work [FAML05, XA02], it differs in the following manner:

1. The study focuses on signaling invoked due to a handoff andis therefore not

concerned with data packet delivery cost.

2. It is assumed that an active session exists between the MN and its CN when

the handoff occurs.

3. The CN is assumed to have a direct path of communication withits MN

(Route Optimisation).

4. Processing costs at the HA, MAP and other nodes have been normalised by

using a single universal processing cost (γ).

3.3.1 Signaling Cost Analysis

In this subsection, the individual signaling costs of the following protocols are de-

rived: MIPv6, HMIPv6, FMIPv6 and RSVP.
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Mobile IPv6

The following notations [FAML05, XA02], are used to derive the signaling cost of

Mobile IPv6:

ΨMIP Mobile IPv6 signaling cost.

Rmh, Tmh, Pmh Registration, Transmission and Processing costs (MN↔ HA).

Rmc, Tmc, Pmc Registration, Transmission and Processing costs (MN↔ CN).

lmc Average distance between MN and CN in hops.

lmh Average distance between MN and HA in hops.

δB Per-hop binding update transmission cost.

γ Processing cost at a node.

N Total number of mobile nodes.

tr MN residence time in a subnet.

At every subnet crossing (occurring attr), a MN will register its new CoA at

the HA and hence incur a registration cost (Rmh). Moreover, since a data session

is already in progress with the CN when the handoff occurred, the MN has to also

register its new CoA with the CN (Rmc). Therefore the average MIPv6 signaling

cost can be estimated as the number of MNs multiplied by the registration costs

with the HA and MN, divided by the average subnet residence time:

ΨMIP = N
Rmh + Rmc

tr
. (3.6)

The registration cost (R) can be further broken down into the transmission cost (T )

and the processing cost (P ) as follows:

Rmh = Tmh + Pmh,

Rmc = Tmc + Pmc. (3.7)
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Rather than calculate the transmission cost as simply the number of hops (lmh)

multiplied by the per-hop BU transmission cost (δB) , the following is taken into

account: Due to the nature of wireless links (MAC contentions and frame retrans-

missions), the transmission cost of a wireless hop is naturally higher than that of a

wired hop. As a result, a proportionality constant (ρ) is used to denote this effect.

Furthermore, when considering network-level performance, the processing costs

at the end points (MN and CN) should not be included in the analysis as they are

incurred on user terminals and do not directly contribute tothe overall network

load. ThereforePmh results in a single processing cost (γ) at the HA, whilePmc

effectively equates to zero:

Tmh = 2(lmh − 1 + ρ)δB, Pmh = γ,

Tmc = 2(lmc − 1 + ρ)δB, Pmc = 0,

where(lmh − 1) and(lmc − 1) represent the number of wired hops from the MN to

the HA and CN respectively. Note that the transmission cost equation is multiplied

by a factor of two to represent the BU/BAck message pair. Substituting these values

into Equations 3.7 and 3.6 yields the following:

ΨMIP = N [
2(lmh − 1 + ρ)δB + γ + 2(lmc − 1 + ρ)δB

tr
]

= N [
2(lmh + lmc − 2 + 2ρ)δB + γ

tr
]. (3.8)

Hierarchical Mobile IPv6

ΨHMIP Hierarchical Mobile IPv6 signaling cost.

Rmm, Tmm, Pmm Registration, Transmission and Processing costs

between the MN and MAP (MN↔ MAP).

lmm Average distance between MN and MAP in hops.

M Average number of global handoffs (outside a MAP’s

domain).
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In HMIPv6, a MN can either move into a subnet that lies within the domain of

its current MAP (local handoff), or to a subnet serviced by another MAP (global

handoff). A local handoff occurs everytr, and requires the MN to register its new

Local CoA (LCoA) with the MAP (Rmm). Global handoffs, however, occur every

(M×tr) seconds, and the MN is required to register the new Regional CoA (RCoA)

with its HA (Rmh) and its associated CN (Rmc). To calculate the total signaling

cost of HMIPv6, the registration costs of local and global handoffs are combined as

follows:

ΨHMIP = N [
Rmm

tr
+

Rmh + Rmc

M × tr
]. (3.9)

For the registration cost to the MAP (Rmm), a single processing cost is incurred

at the MAP (Pmm = γ) in order to process the local BU. For the registration cost

with the HA (Rmh), however, there are three processing costs incurred: one at the

HA to process the RCoA, and two at the MAP to process the RCoA and a new

LCoA (Pmh = 3γ). For the registration cost to the CN (Rmc), the processing cost

at the CN is neglected as it does not directly contribute to theactual network cost.

Therefore, forRmc, only the transmission cost is taken into account whereas the

processing cost is effectively zero:

Tmm = 2(lmm − 1 + ρ)δB, Pmm = γ,

Tmh = 2(lmh − 1 + ρ)δB, Pmh = 3γ,

Tmc = 2(lmc − 1 + ρ)δB, Pmc = 0.

Substituting these values into Equation 3.9 yields the following:

ΨHMIP = N × [
2(lmm − 1 + ρ)δB + γ

tr
+

2(lmh − 1 + ρ)δB + 3γ + 2(lmc − 1 + ρ)δB

M × tr
]

= N × [
2(lmm − 1 + ρ)δB + γ

tr
+

2(lmh + lmc − 2 + 2ρ)δB + 3γ

M × tr
]. (3.10)
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Fast Handovers for Mobile IPv6

ΨFMIP Fast Handovers for Mobile IPv6 signaling cost.

ΨFR Registration costs of the Fast Handovers mechanism.

ΨFPT Packet Tunneling costs of the Fast Handovers mechanism.

Rmo, Tmo, Pmo Registration, Transmission and Processing costs (MN↔ oAR).

Ron, Ton, Pon Registration, Transmission and Processing costs (oAR↔ nAR).

Rmn, Tmn, Pmn Registration, Transmission and Processing costs (MN↔ nAR).

δD Per-hop data packet transmission cost.

β Buffering cost at nAR.

P Average number of packets dropped during a handoff.

FMIPv6’s total signaling cost (ΨFMIP) can be broken down into three basic compo-

nents as follows:

ΨFMIP = ΨFR + ΨFPT + ΨMIP , (3.11)

whereΨMIP is simply the basic MIPv6 signaling cost (derived earlier inEquation

3.8). ΨFR on the other hand, is the additional registration costs specific to the Fast

Handovers mechanism. By referring to Figure 2.6, it can be observed that FMIPv6

signaling occurs across three nodes: The MN, the old Access Router (oAR), and

the new access Router (nAR). Therefore,ΨFR is accordingly comprised of three

registration costs: registration cost between the MN and oAR (Rmo), MN and nAR

(Rmn), and between the two access routers themselves (Ron). Since this occurs

every tr,ΨFR is formulated as follows:

ΨFR = N [
Rmo + Ron + Rmn

tr
]. (3.12)

FMIPv6 introduces four message types, and performs it signaling as illustrated

in Figure 2.6. For (Rmo), four messages (RtSolPr, PrRtAdv, BU and BAck) are ex-

changed across a single wireless hop (Tmo = 4ρ δB). The oAR incurs two process-
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ing costs, one for the RtSolPr message and another for the BU message (Pmo = 2γ).

Note that the processing cost of the PrRtAdv at the MN is ignored as explained ear-

lier.

In a similar fashion,Ron includes the cost of transmitting three messages across

wired hops between the oAR and the nAR (Ton = 3lon δB ) and incurs two pro-

cessing costs, one to process the HI message at the nAR and another to process

the HAck message at the oAR (Pon = 2γ). Finally, when the MN moves into the

new subnet (Rmn), it send an NA message to the nAR (Tmn = ρ δB) and incurs

a processing cost at the nAR (Pon = γ). The registration costs can therefore be

summarized as follows:

Tmo = 4ρ δB, Pmo = 2γ,

Ton = 3lon δB, Pon = 2γ,

Tmn = ρ δB, Pmn = γ.

Substituting these values into Equation 3.12 yields the following:

ΨFR = N [
(5ρ + 3lon)δB + 5γ

tr
]. (3.13)

The packet tunneling cost (ΨFPT ) however, includes the cost of transmitting the

data packets from the oAR to the MN, via the nAR, which is multiplied by the Per-

hop data packet transmission cost ((lon + ρ)δD). Two processing costs are incurred,

one for the encapsulation at the oAR and another for the decapsulation at the nAR

(2γ), in addition to the buffering cost at the nAR (β). This expression is multiplied

by the average number of packets (P ) that are received at the oAR during the MIPv6

handover. Therefore,ΨFPT can be formulated as follows:

ΨFPT = N [
P [(lon + ρ)δD + 2γ + β]

tr
]. (3.14)
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To obtain the total signaling cost of FMIPv6 (ΨFMIP ), Equations 3.14, 3.13 and

3.8 are substituted into Equation 3.11 as follows:

ΨFMIP = N [
(5ρ + 3lon)δB + 5γ

tr
] + N [

P [(lon + ρ)δD + 2γ + β]

tr
]

+ N [
2(lmh + lmc − 2 + 2ρ)δB + γ

tr
], (3.15)

ΨFMIP = N [
2(lmh + lmc + 1.5lon − 2 + 4.5ρ)δB + 6γ

tr
]

+ N [
P ((lon + ρ)δD + 2γ + β)

tr
]. (3.16)

Resource Reservation Protocol

ΨRSVP Total RSVP signaling cost.

Rsvmc Resource reservation costs (MN↔ CN).

δR Per-hop RSVP message transmission cost.

Similar to MIPv6, subnet crossings occur everytr and therefore reservations should

be re-established between the MN and CN (Rsvmc). Since we are considering full-

duplex communication,Rsvmc is multiplied by two to include the upstream and

downstream RSVP sessions:

ΨRSVP = N
2 × Rsvmc

tr
, (3.17)

whereRsvmc = Tmc + Pmc.

Since an RSVP message is processed by all nodes along the way, it is necessary

to find the exact number of nodes included in the session. For the (MN ↔ CN)

session there arelmc hops in between (including wired and wireless hops). However,

as discussed earlier, the processing cost at the end points (MN and CN) should not

be included and therefore the processing cost for a single RSVP message becomes
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[(lmc − 1) γ]. This is simply multiplied by two for the Path/Resv message pair. The

transmission on the other hand is the number of hops between the MN and CN,

multiplied by the per-hop RSVP message transmission cost:

Tmc = 2(lmc − 1 + ρ)δR, Pmc = 2(lmc − 1)γ.

Substituting the above into equation 3.17 yields the following:

ΨRSVP = N [
4[(lmc − 1 + ρ)δR + (lmc − 1)γ]

tr
]. (3.18)

3.3.2 Total Signaling Cost using RSVP

Using the equations from Section 3.3.1, we derive the total signaling cost of deploy-

ing RSVP over the different mobility protocols.

RSVP over Mobile IPv6

The signaling cost of deploying RSVP over Mobile IPv6 (ΨMIP
RSVP) is the sum of the

Mobile IPv6 signaling cost (ΨMIP) and the Resource Reservation Protocol signaling

cost (ΨRSVP):

ΨMIP
RSVP = ΨMIP + ΨRSVP , (3.19)

whereΨMIPandΨRSVPare formulated in Section 3.3.1 and Section 3.3.1 re-

spectively. Substituting equations 3.8 and 3.18 into the above equation yields the

following:

ΨMIP
RSVP = N [

2(lmh + lmc − 2 + 2ρ)δB + γ

tr
]

+ N [
4[(lmc − 1 + ρ)δR + (lmc − 1)γ]

tr
]. (3.20)
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RSVP over Hierarchical Mobile IPv6

Similar to the analysis presented in Section 3.3.2, we defineΨHMIP
RSVPas the signaling

cost of deploying RSVP over Hierarchical Mobile IPv6. The Hierarchical Mobile

IPv6 signaling cost (ΨHMIP ) is formulated in Section 3.3.1. However, our study

focuses on local handoffs only (See Figure 3.1). Therefore,the second portion of

equation 3.10 is omitted and henceΨHMIP can be simplified to:

ΨHMIP = N [
2(lmm − 1 + ρ)δB + γ

tr
]. (3.21)

Therefore,ΨHMIP
RSVP is the sum of Equation 3.21 above and Equation 3.18:

ΨHMIP
RSVP = ΨHMIP + ΨRSVP

= N [
2(lmm − 1 + ρ)δB + γ

tr
]

+ N [
4[(lmm − 1 + ρ)δR + (lmm − 1)γ]

tr
]. (3.22)

RSVP over Fast Handovers for Mobile IPv6

To formulate the total signaling cost of deploying RSVP over FMIPv6 (ΨFMIP
RSVP ),

we simply add the FMIPv6 and RSVP signaling costs:

ΨFMIP
RSVP = ΨFMIP + ΨRSVP . (3.23)

However, another signaling cost has to be taken into consideration, which is

the temporary RSVP tunnel established between the oAR and nAR(as outlined in

Section 3.2.4). Since this signaling occurs on the wired portion of the network, all

transmission and processing costs involved are taken into account and hence the
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additional RSVP signaling cost over the tunnel is given by:

ΨRSVP
tunnel = N [

4lon(δR + γ)

tr
]. (3.24)

Adding equation 3.24 to 3.23 yields the following:

ΨFMIP
RSVP = ΨFMIP + ΨRSVP + ΨRSVP

tunnel

= N [
2(lmh + lmc + 1.5lon − 2 + 4.5ρ)δB + 6γ

tr
]

+ N [
P ((lon + ρ)δD + 2γ + β)

tr
]

+ N [
4[(lmc + lon − 1 + ρ)δR + (lmc + lon − 1)γ]

tr
].

3.3.3 Results and Observations

Numerical results were obtained by using the parameter values presented in Table

3.3. The network topology assumes that the MN is 10 hops away from its CN

(lmc = 10) and is 3 hops away from its MAP(lmm = 3). The oAR and nAR

are 2 hops away from each other and are connected to the same MAP (lon = 2).

Moreover, due to the frame retransmissions and medium access contentions at the

data link layer of wireless links, transmission costs of a wireless hop is higher than

that of a wired hop; this effect is denoted by a proportionality constant (ρ = 10).

The processing cost (e.g. processing an RSVP message at an intermediate router

or a binding update at the HA) is 30 (γ = 30). Since the transmission cost of a

packet depends on its size, the per-hop transmission cost has been chosen to repre-

sent message’s packet size: 80 for a binding update message (δB = 80), and 140

for an RSVP message (δR = 140). Similarly, the per-hop transmission cost of a

data packet (δD) depends on its traffic type (δV oIP = 220,δV IP = 630). Note that
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Table 3.3: Signaling Cost Parameters.

parameter value parameter value

lmc 10 lmm 3
lon 2 ρ 10
tr 90 γ 30
δB 80 δR 140

δV oIP 220 δV IP 630
βV oIP 220 βV IP 630
PV oIP 7 PV IP 13

even though the maximum VIP data packet size is 1060, the actual video stream is

variable bit rate (as depicted in Figure 3.2b). For the particular video stream used

in Section 3.2, the average VIP data packet size was measuredto be 630 bytes.

Similarly, since the buffering space that a packet occupiesis relative to its size, the

buffering cost (β) has also been assigned according to packet size (βV oIP = 220,

βV IP = 630).

To obtain the number of packets(P) that get tunneled during the execution of a

FMIPv6 handoff, the simulation model in Section 3.2.1 was used. For VoIP traffic,

the number of tunneled packets was measured to be 7 on average(PV oIP = 7)

while for VIP traffic 13 packets were tunneled (PV IP = 13). The main reason for

this difference is due to the different transmission rates of each traffic source (VoIP

= 88 kbps, VIP = 200 kbps). Finally, the average MN residence time in a subnet

is 90 seconds (tr = 90) to ensure that each MN undergoes one handoff during the

simulation time of 180 seconds

Impact of number of mobile nodes

In this subsection we study the case when the number of mobilenodes (N) residing

in the subnet is increased from 1 to 20 and the effect on network signaling cost is

presented. As can be observed in Figure 3.13, the signaling cost increases linearly,
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Figure 3.13:Impact of number of mobile nodes on signaling cost.

although at varying rates for the different mobility protocols. HMIPv6 incurs the

lowest signaling cost on the network (112 to 2250), while MIPv6 is slightly higher

(180 to 3550). This is because in a MIPv6 handoff, the MN exchanges mobility

and QoS signaling along the complete end-to-end path with its CN. In HMIPv6

however, a MN confines signaling to its MAP and hence a fewer number of hops

are utilized in the process thereby reducing the total signaling cost.

FMIPv6, on the other hand, has the highest signaling cost. Asoutlined in Sec-

tion 2.5, FMIPv6 introduces additional mobility signalingon top of MIPv6 such

as RtSolPr, PrRtAdv, HI and HAck (Figure 2.6). Although this signaling overhead

contributes to FMIPv6’s network signaling cost, it does notimpose a significant

impact as it is only exchanged locally across single hops. Asa result, the key con-

tributing factor to FMIPv6’s signaling cost is the packet tunneling cost (ΨFPT) which

depends primarily on the specific characteristics of the data traffic used.

In the case of VoIP traffic, FMIPv6 signaling cost ranges from500 to 10000,

while for VIP traffic it ranges from 1500 to 30000. An interesting observation is
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that even though VoIP is transmitted at a rate of 88 kbps, and VIP at an average rate

of 200 kbps, the signaling cost is tripled (rather than doubled). The reason being

that the VoIP traffic source simulates human speech by cycling through active “on”

and silence “off” periods. VIP on the other hand is constantly on. Consequently,

a larger number of VIP packets are tunneled for the same handoff time than VoIP

packets.

Impact of residence time

In the previous subsection, the impact of number of mobile nodes (N) was evaluated

by maintaining the residence time (tr) at a constant value of 90 seconds (half the

total simulation time of 180 s) while increasingN from 1 to 20. In this subsection,

the reverse process is done in order to evaluate the impact ofresidence time: The

number of mobile nodes is fixed at half capacity (N = 10) whiletr is increased from

10 seconds to 170 seconds (since beyond this point no handoffoccurs as the MN

would reside in the subnet for the duration of the simulated time).

From Figure 3.14 it is apparent that residence time has a logarithmic impact on

signaling cost as illustrated by the exponential decay curves. FMIPv6 decays at the

highest rate when using VIP traffic (from 135000 to 8000), followed by VoIP traffic

(from 45000 to 2500). In comparison, MIPv6 and HMIPv6 are less effected bytr

and decay at approximately (15000 to 1000) and (10000 to 600)respectively.

By comparing Figures 3.13 and 3.14, it is noticeable thattr has a more sig-

nificant impact on signaling cost thanN. Therefore a scenario comprising a large

number of MNs with low mobility rates, would be more favourable than a fewer

number of MNs at high mobility rates.

3.3.4 Analysis and Discussion

Several analytical models have been developed to assess thesignaling costs incurred

on the network. The study focused on handoff scenarios, taking into account the
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mobility and QoS signaling invoked by the MNs residing in thenetwork. HMIPv6

was found to be the most favourable choice from a network provider’s perspective

as it generates the least amount of signaling cost on the network. MIPv6 comes

in second place, although in realistic terms a trade-off hasto be made between

complexity and signaling cost: While HMIPv6 offers less signaling cost, it requires

the network operator to setup and manage a MAP entity at the edge of the network.

MIPv6, on the other hand, does not require any additional nodes at the expense of

higher network signaling cost.

In contrast, FMIPv6 has the highest signaling cost and is theonly traffic-sensitive

protocol of the three: For the particular VoIP and VIP trafficsources used in this

study, signaling cost triples when using VIP over VoIP. Finally, FMIPv6 was found

to be very prone to high mobility scenarios and is hence the least favourable choice

from a network provider’s point of view.
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3.4 Conclusion

The framework presented in this chapter investigated the interaction of RSVP with

Mobile IPv6 and some of its extensions. Two approaches were used, one from the

end-user’s perspective and another from the service provider’s point of view. The

first was a simulation-based study while the later was comprised of signaling cost

models.

The results of the simulation study revealed a number of novel findings, par-

ticularly in the case of Hierarchical Mobile IPv6’s unexpected decline in perfor-

mance for Voice-over-IP traffic during periods of high congestion. Other findings

include the exceptional application-level performance ofFast Handovers for MIPv6

(FMIPv6); in addition to the notable degradation in qualitywhen using Mobile IPv6

for Video-over-IP traffic, which was due to MPEG4’s inter-frame dependencies that

trigger errors propagating to subsequent frames.

The analytical model, on the other hand, presented another view point to the

framework. HMIPv6 was found to impose the least signaling costs on the network,

followed by MIPv6. In contrast, FMIPv6 creates the highest amount of signaling

cost, which was found to be proportional to the actual content being delivered. This

was due to the packet tunneling cost of the temporary tunnel mechanism utilised by

FMIPv6 during the execution handoffs. The results also revealed that the average

residence time of a mobile node in a subnet has a greater impact than the actual

number of mobile nodes present.

By investigating the interaction of RSVP and the presented mobility protocols

from two different perspectives, a more balanced perception was achieved. While

MIPv6 and HMIPv6 exhibit a homogeneous performance across the application and

networks levels, they offer competitive advantages according to traffic type, handoff

rates, and the desired level of complexity. FMIPv6, on the other hand, displays a

strong bias in favour of application-level performance with little regard to network

signaling cost.
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Finally, all studies presented in this chapter use default RSVP behaviour with

minor modifications (RSVP signaling is triggered by the mobility protocol when a

handoff is completed). This highlights the necessity for a more efficient QoS so-

lution to address the inefficiencies observed. In order to achieve an optimum QoS

solution, both mobility and RSVP signaling should be integrated to work as one

functional block during handoffs. This would reduce the total disruption in time

by means of a single process that re-establishes both IP connectivity and resource

reservation. Moreover, since a handoff would most likely change only a small seg-

ment of the end-to-end path, the new QoS solution should alsobe able to distinguish

and re-establish only this changed portion of the link.
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Chapter 4

Minimising Interruption in QoS:

Using Embedded Mobility-Specific

Information in RSVP Objects

4.1 Overview

The performance analysis study conducted and presented in Chapter 3 indicates that

simple superimposition of RSVP and Mobile IP does not yield anefficient wireless

QoS solution. This is mainly due to the independent operation of the two protocols

where QoS signaling is not performed until mobility signaling is completed. With

this notion in mind, this chapter presents a new protocol, called Mobility Aware

Resource Reservation Protocol (MARSVP), in which the two protocols mentioned

above perform as a single functional block. The key concept of MARSVP is to con-

vey mobility-specific information (binding updates and their associated acknowl-

edgments) using newly defined RSVP objects embedded in existing RSVP mes-

sages. This allows a single message exchange to establish both IP-level connectiv-

ity as well as QoS guarantees on the new link. An appealing feature of MARSVP is

that it adheres to the current RSVP standard (RFC2205) and thus requires minimal
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changes to end systems without affecting the operation of unmodified RSVP nodes

in between.

The rest of this chapter is organised as follows: The next section outlines the

design criteria used in developing the proposed mechanism,followed by a descrip-

tion of features and functionalities. An evaluation of application-level performance

is presented in Section 4.4, followed by a network signalingcost analysis in Sec-

tion 4.5. The chapter is then concluded with an in depth discussion of the results

obtained from the various experiments and analytical models.

4.2 Design Criteria

In order to design a more efficient wireless QoS solution thanRSVP, problem iden-

tification and design criteria have to be clearly defined. WhenRSVP and Mobile IP

are deployed in the same network, two key issues arise: The first issue relates to the

failure of intermediate routers to establish reservationsfor a roaming MN, while the

second concerns the interruption in QoS during a handoff. Inaddition to addressing

these two issues, the QoS solution has to follow an importantdesign criterion which

is to be compatible with the current RSVP standard.

4.2.1 IP-in-IP encapsulation

As outlined in Section 2.3, when a MN leaves the boundaries ofits home subnet and

enters a foreign subnet, it acquires a Care-of-Address (CoA) and sends its Home

Agent (HA) a Binding Update (BU) message containing this information. The HA

then creates an entry for the MN in its binding cache, and all incoming communi-

cation for this MN from Correspondent Nodes (CNs), would be encapsulated with

the associated CoA and routed to the MN’s new location at the foreign network.

This mechanism performs sufficiently well, until reservations are involved: when

an RSVP Path message is encapsulated at the HA, the protocol number at the outer
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IP header is set to 4 (for IP-in-IP encapsulation) while the original protocol number

of 46 (RSVP) is concealed in the inner IP header. Moreover, theouter IP header

does not carry the Router-Alert option used to notify RSVP routers to process the

message in a hop-by-hop manner. As a result, the Path messageis virtually “invisi-

ble” to RSVP routers and is forwarded as a normal data packet from the HA to the

MN. When the MN’s RSVP module inspects the Path message, the Previous Hop

(PHOP) entry would still be pointing to the HA’s address rather than actual previ-

ous hop router (since none of the routers beyond that point have processed the Path

message). Consequently, the MN would fail to establish any reservations initiating

from CNs while it resides at the foreign network.

An argument can be made that Route Optimisation could be utilised to enable

direct communication between the CN and MN, thereby avoidingencapsulation at

the HA. This in reality is not the case, since the first few packets from the CN

(including the Path message) would always be tunneled to theMN by the HA tem-

porarily until the CN is updated with a BU and responds to the HAwith a Binding

Acknowledgment (BAck). This results in the failure of establishing reservations in

a similar way.

Another argument would be to explicitly program the HA to perform prefer-

ential encapsulation for RSVP messages by retaining the protocol number 46, in

addition to the router alert option. This would effectivelyenable an RSVP session

to be established between the CN and MN (via the HA). Nonetheless, data packets

from the CN would still be encapsulated at the HA. Since the IP-in-IP encapsulation

mechanism adds only an IP header as the external wrapper, no distinguishing infor-

mation such as a UDP port is available in the outer header. As aresult, it would be

impossible for a packet classifier (Figure 2.3) at any of the RSVP routers between

the HA and MN to distinguish between packets that use reservations from those

that do not. Hence, data packets belonging to the CN would receive conventional

best-effort treatment while the reservations would remainunused for the duration

of the session.
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Figure 4.1:Mobility and QoS signaling during a handoff.

4.2.2 Interruption in QoS

Another issue arises in the event of a handoff where the totalinterruption in QoS

(TIQoS ) inflicts a notable degradation in application level performance.TIQoS con-

sists of the time required to reconnect the mobile node (Mobile IP signaling) in

addition to reserving resources on the new link (RSVP signaling). When a handoff

occurs, a MN has to first acquire a new CoA and register it with its HA and CN

before resuming data flow at its new location. This process involves the exchange

of a BU/BAck message pair with the CN. As a result, mobility signaling takes ap-

proximately one round trip time (1RTT). Once connectivity has been established,

the MN has to re-establish the full-duplex reservations (toand from) the CN. This

requires a Path/Resv pair for the upstream direction, as wellas another pair for the

down stream connection. As a result the RSVP signaling delay is approximately

2RTT, and hence the total interruption in QoS is three round trip times (TIQoS =

3RTT).

In real life, however, signaling is not performed in such a sequential manner:
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The CN can respond with a BU and simultaneously issue a Path message for the

CN → MN direction (indicated by the dotted line in step 2, Figure 4.1). Similarly,

the MN would respond to the Path message with a Resv message, while at the same

time initiating a Path message for the upstream (MN→ CN) direction. As a result,

the total interruption in QoS is essentially two round trip times. (TIQoS = 2RTT).

The main objective of the proposed wireless QoS solution is to minimiseTIQoS

as much as possible. This would reduce the number of packets dropped, and hence

result in an improved user experience at the application level.

4.2.3 Compatibility with current standards

The proposed QoS solution should require minimal changes tothe existing architec-

tures (i.e. backwards compatible with the current RSVP and Mobile IP standards).

This entails close examination of RFCs 2205 (RSVP) and 3775 (MIPv6) in order to

streamline the deployment and integration of the proposed mechanism into existing

RSVP-enabled networks. From a commercial perspective, thispermits manufactur-

ers to limit modification to the end systems, avoiding additional costs that would be

incurred by modifying or replacing existing routers.

4.3 Features and Functionalities

In order to address the current issues of RSVP performance over wireless networks

(Section 4.2), a Mobility Aware RSVP mechanism is proposed (MARSVP). This

mechanism enables nodes to convey mobility-specific information in RSVP mes-

sages through two newly defined RSVP objects. MARSVP exploits the future com-

patibility built into RSVP (Section 3.10 of RFC 2205), which permits defining new

object types. As a result, no changes are required to be made to the legacy RSVP-

enabled routers. This method of integrating mobility signaling into QoS signaling

should significantly improve RSVP renewing time after a handoff while at the same
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time preserving the fundamentals of the RSVP implementation.

4.3.1 Protocol Overview

An RSVP message consists essentially of a common header, followed by a set of

objects defining the various parameters of the data flow and its QoS requirements

(Figure 2.1). Each object has its own header consisting of the following informa-

tion:

• Object Length: Total length of the object in bytes.

• Class-Num: A number used to identify the RSVP object.

• C-Type: Identifies the version of the Internet Protocol used (1 for IPv4, 2 for

IPv6)

In the proposed mechanism, two new object types are defined: The BU object (Fig-

ure 4.2) and the BAck object; used to store the content of BU and the BAck mes-

sages respectively. Instead of assigning these new objectsthe next available class

numbers (15 and 16), they are assigned 192 and 193 respectively. According to the

RSVP implementation, a class number of 11bbbbbb (in binary format, whereb rep-

resents a bit), is considered an unknown object class and as aresult all intermediate

nodes (which do not understand these objects) ignore but forward them unexamined

and unmodified. This process allows the MN to send mobility information through

RSVP objects which are transparent to all intermediate routers along the way. As a

result, RSVP signaling continues to operate in its conventional manner, unaffected

by the discretely embedded mobility information. Only two types of nodes are con-

figured to be aware of the new mobility objects: The end nodes (CN and MN) and

the mobility agents (HA or MAP).
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Figure 4.2:BU object format.

4.3.2 Establishing an RSVP Session

When the HA receives a Path message from a CN, it first checks it binding cache for

an entry for the concerned MN. If an entry exists, it does not encapsulate the Path

message but rather responds back with an RSVP PathTear message and appends

a BU object to it. This message serves two simultaneous tasks: It tears down all

Path States established in routers from the CN to the HA, in addition to updating

the CN with the MN’s CoA. Upon receiving the PathTear message, an intermediate

node would search its Path State Block (PSB) list for a PSB entrywhose (session,

sendertemplate) pair matches the corresponding objects in the message. Once the

PSB entry is found, the associated Previous Hop (PHOP) is used as the destination

address for the PathTear message. The message is then forwarded upstream (along

with the unmodified BU object) while the PSB entry is deleted from the list. When

the PathTear message finally reaches the CN, the CoA in the BU object is used to

construct a new Path message sent to the MN’s exact location at the foreign network.

This new Path message is forwarded downstream to the MN and isprocessed

by all intermediate routers as defined in RFC 2205. If all resources are available,

the MN responds with a Resv message, thereby successfully establishing an RSVP
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session in the downstream (CN→ MN) direction. For duplex applications, another

upstream RSVP session is also established for the reverse (MN→ CN) direction.

In the case of HMIPv6, however, the MAP separates the RSVP session into a

regional one (CN↔ MAP) and a local one (MAP↔ MN). This is accomplished

by utilizing the inherited behaviour of HMIPv6 which confines signaling to the

edge of the domain: When a MAP receives the Path message from the CN with

the MN’s Regional CoA (which is essentially the MAP’s address), it replies with a

Resv message; thereby establishing the regional (CN↔ MAP) RSVP session. The

MAP also setups a local (MAP→ MN) RSVP session by exchanging local Path

and Resv messages (using the local CoA) with the MN. The same approach is used

to establish the upstream direction is in the reverse (MN→ MAP) RSVP session

for duplex applications.

4.3.3 Renewing an RSVP Session after a Handoff

To maintain an acceptable level of application performance, the interruption in QoS

during handoffs should be kept to a minimum. A latency of 2RTT(Figure 4.1) may

be acceptable at the time of session initiation, but it is notacceptable in the mid-

dle of an active session. This is especially true in the case of VoIP or VIP calls.

The total interruption in QoS is essentially comprised of three main components:

Reconnecting the MN, renewing the downstream (CN→ MN) RSVP session, and

renewing the upstream (MN→ CN) RSVP session. MARSVP reduces this latency

from 2RTT to 1.5RTT as follows: As soon as the MN acquires a newCoA on the

new link, it sends the CN a Path message with an added BU object.As this Path

message propagates upstream towards the CN, it installs a Path state in all routers

along the way. Moreover, since these routers are not MARSVP enabled, they do

not process the added BU object but rather forward it unexamined and unmodi-

fied. Once the CN receives the Path message, it reads the BU object and updates

its binding cache with the MN’s new CoA. It then uses the remaining RSVP ob-
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Figure 4.3:MARSVP signaling during a handoff.

jects (SenderTemplate and SenderTSpec) to reply with a Resv message and adds

a BAck object to it. Furthermore, since the CN is now aware of the MN’s new lo-

cation it also renews the downstream RSVP session by issuing aPath message (CN

→ MN) using the new CoA. Note that these two messages are sent simultaneously

as depicted by the dotted line in step 2 of Figure 4.3. As the two RSVP messages

are routed towards the MN, the Resv message (MN→ CN) reserves resources for

the RSVP session in the upstream direction while the Path message installs the Path

state for the downstream (CN→ MN) direction. Finally, once the MN receives the

Path message, it replies with a Resv message to reserve resources for the down-

stream (CN→ MN) RSVP session. In the case of HMIPv6, however, only the local

(MN ↔ MAP) RSVP session is renewed while the regional (MAP↔ CN) remains

still valid since the RCoA is unchanged.
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4.4 Application-Level Performance

4.4.1 Methodology and Assessment

The aim of the simulation model is to evaluate the improvement in performance

achieved by implementing the proposed MARSVP mechanism in wireless networks.

The main focus is on the total interruption in QoS experienced during a handoff

(TIQoS ) and the effect it has on application-level performance (using MOS as a

performance metric), as observed by a mobile node in a congested wireless net-

work. Offered traffic is fixed at 120% of link capacity in orderto ensure intensive

contention for bandwidth. The same simulation setup used inSection 3.2 was cho-

sen, with the addition of the MARSVP implementation.

The first study aims to measure the value ofTIQoS , both with and without im-

plementing the proposed MARSVP mechanism. The second study examines the

effect ofTIQoS on VoIP performance by measuring the Mean Opinion Score as the

number of handoffs is increased from 1 to 10. The same processis repeated for VIP

traffic in the third study.

4.4.2 Results and Observations

Interruption in QoS

As outlined in Section 4.2.2,TIQoS is the amount of time it takes the datastream to

return to its pre-handoff level of quality. This time includes the Mobile IP signaling

delay and the QoS signaling delay (whether RSVP or MARSVP). Consequently,

TIQoS is measured from the last packet received before the handoffoccurs, to the

first packet receivedafter resources have been reserved on the new link.

By measuringTIQoS for handoffs occurring in high congestion levels, the per-

formance of MARSVP was tested against default RSVP. Three mobility scenarios

were considered: MIPv6, HMIPv6 and FMIPv6. Table 4.1 summarizes the key

findings: In the case of MIPv6, an MARSVP session experiences an average in-
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terruption in QoS of 528 ms per handoff while a standard RSVP session experi-

ences 732 ms. This translates into an improvement of 27.9%. Interestingly, while

MARSVP still shows an improvement in a HMIPv6 scenario, the improvement is

not as dramatic: 168 ms per handoff as opposed to 192 ms, resulting in an overall

improvement of 12.5%. The reason for this behaviour can be explained by closely

examining the factors contributing toTIQoS : TIQoS consists primarily of the hand-

off delay (λHandoff ) and the RSVP signaling delay (λRSVP ). λHandoff can be further

broken down into three components: The Layer-2 handoff delay (λL2 ) which is the

actual time is takes the MN to reconnect at the new access point, the address res-

olution delay (λAdr ), defined as the amount of time it takes the MN to acquire the

new CoA, and finally the Layer-3 handoff delay (λL3 ) which represents the amount

of time it takes to register the new CoA.TIQoS can therefore be expanded to:

TIQoS = λL2 + λAdr + λL3 + λRSVP . (4.1)

In the presented simulations,λL2 is around 20ms whileλAdr is within the order of

100ms. Therefore,λL3 andλRSVP remain the factors with the biggest impact. Since

HMIPv6 confines signaling to the edge of the wireless domain,the Layer 3 handoff

delay is greatly reduced as the BU/BAck messages traverse only to the MAP (as

opposed to the CN). Similarly forλRSVP , only the local RSVP sessions between

the MN and MAP are renewed and hence the Path/Resv messages arealso sent

only to the MAP. In MARSVP, the improvement inTIQoS is 0.5RTT. In the case of

MIPv6, this value is quite high while in HMIPv6, RTT is considerably lower since

it is the Round Trip Time to the MAP (as opposed to the HA). Consequently, this

difference in the value of RTT between MIPv6 and HMIPv6 is reflected onTIQoS .

FMIPv,6 on the other hand, does not show indications of improvement due to

two reasons: Firstly, in FMIPv6 the MN’s CoA is negotiated andsetup in advance

(i.e. before the actual handoff occurs) and henceλAdr is effectively zero. Sec-

ondly, the temporary tunnel established during the execution of the handoff enables
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Table 4.1: Total Interruption in QoS.

RSVP MARSVP Improvement

MIPv6 732ms 528ms 27.9%

HMIPv6 192ms 168ms 12.5%

FMIPv6 24ms 24ms 0%

data packet to be delivered to the MN. Moreover, an RSVP session was also estab-

lished over this temporary tunnel to maintain the desired QoS level. As a result, no

matter how long it takes to perform mobility and RSVP signaling (whether using

the proposed mechanism or not), the MN will maintain its connectivity and QoS

level through the FMIPv6 tunnel. From the MN’s perspective,there is virtually no

interruption during handoffs (except for the initial packet redirection). Therefore,

in terms ofTIQoS , there is no tangible improvement when using MARSVP over

FMIPv6.

Impact of Number of Handoffs

In this study, the effect of the number of handoffs on application-level perfor-

mance was examined through a series of simulation based experiments. The of-

fered traffic was set at 120% of link capacity, while the number of handoffs was

progressively increased from 1 to 10. Figure 4.4 shows the results using VoIP

traffic. It can be observed that MARSVP maintains a higher MOS value in both

MIPv6 (labeled MIPMARSVP) and HMIPv6 (HMIPMARSVP) scenarios than

conventional RSVP. Moreover, the improvement in MOS increases as the number

of handoffs increase. This is because MARSVP reducesTIQoS by 0.5 RTT for every

handoff. Therefore, at five handoffs, the total improvementin TIQoS is effectively

2.5RTT for the whole session. This reduction inTIQoS translates to less packets

being dropped, thereby resulting in a higher MOS value.
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Figure 4.4:Effect of number of handoffs on VoIP performance.

Another observation is that the difference inTIQoS between MIPv6 and HMIPv6

(Table 4.1) can also be noted on MOS performance: At five handoffs, MARSVP

shows an improvement in MOS of 0.06 (4.09-4.03) for MIPv6 butonly 0.02 (4.16-

4.14) for HMIPv6. This difference is further amplified at tenhandoffs with 0.14

(3.95-3.81) for MIPv6 and 0.035 (4.11-4.075) for HMIPv6. A final observation is

that at one handoff MIPv6 outperforms HMIPv6 (both using RSVPand MARSVP),

while beyond two handoffs HMIPv6 provides better performance. This observation

was noted and explained in more detail in Section 3.2.3.

Similar observations are noted when using VIP traffic, with amuch greater over-

all degradation in performance (Figure 4.5). Note that the scale used in this plot is

different from VoIP (Figure 4.4), and hence to gain a better perspective on the mag-

nitude of the degradation the two are combined into a unified plot in Figure 4.6.

At five handoffs, MARSVP shows an improvement in MOS of 0.17 (3.27-3.1)

for MIPv6 but only 0.08 (3.53-3.45) for HMIPv6. This difference is further ampli-

fied at ten handoffs with 0.45 (2.65-2.2) for MIPv6 and 0.15 (3.1-2.95) for HMIPv6.
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Figure 4.5:Effect of number of handoffs on VIP performance.

Moreover, HMIPv6 starts to outperform MIPv6 from one handoff (as opposed to

three handoffs when using VoIP). For a full explanation of this observation, please

refer to Section 3.2.3.

4.4.3 Analysis and Discussion

The proposed MARSVP mechanism was assessed for application-level performance

in wireless IP networks, using a set of simulation based experiments. The total inter-

ruption in QoS (TIQoS ) during a single handoff was measured for the three mobility

protocols and the relative improvement calculated. MARSVP was found to pro-

vide the greatest improvement inTIQoS when deployed over MIPv6, followed by

HMIPv6. This is a consequence of the signaling delay savingsof 0.5RTT achieved

by incorporating BU/BAck objects in RSVP messages.

In the case of MIPv6, RTT is measured between the MN and the CN, while

for HMIPv6 it is measured between the MN and the MAP. This is a much shorter
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Figure 4.6:Effect of number of handoffs on Mean Opinion Score.

distance since the MAP lies within the boundaries of the sameaccess network as

the MN, while the CN could be located anywhere across the Internet. As a result,

a saving of 0.5 RTT in MIPv6 translates to a larger improvement than 0.5 RTT in

HMIPv6. FMIPv6, on the other hand does not provide any potential for improve-

ment when using MARSVP. This is due to the temporary tunnel established by the

fast handoff mechanism during the execution of a handoff. Asa result, the MN

maintains its connectivity and does not experience an interruption in QoS, except

for the initial packet redirection.

When examining the impact of number of handoffs, the results observed for

TIQoS were mirrored on Mean Opinion Score: MIPv6 deteriorates thefastest as

the number of handoffs is increased, while at the same time provides the biggest

improvement when using MARSVP. HMIPv6’s performance declines less, but at

the same time offers less potential for improvement than MIPv6. FMIPv6 on the

other hand, performs the best and does not indicate any improvement when using

MARSVP (hence a single plot used for FMIPv6 in Figures 4.4 and 4.5). Finally, the
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same behaviour was observed when using VIP traffic, althoughat a much greater

magnitude (Figure 4.6). This is the result of the VIP traffic’s MPEG frame depen-

dencies outlined in Section 3.2.3.

4.5 Network-Level Signaling Cost

In this section, the proposed Mobility Aware RSVP mechanism (MARSVP) is eval-

uated at the network-level using signaling cost analysis. The analytical models

derived in Section 3.3.2 are used as a benchmark for comparison.

Although the signaling cost analysis presented in this section follows a logic

which is consistent with previous work [FAML05, XA02], it differs in the following

manner:

1. The study focuses on signaling invoked due to a handoff andis therefore not

concerned with data packet delivery cost.

2. It is assumed that an active session exists between the MN and its CN when

the handoff occurs.

3. The CN is assumed to have a direct path of communication withits MN (i.e.

Route Optimisation is active).

4. Processing costs at the HA, MAP and other nodes have been normalised by

using a single universal processing cost (γ).

4.5.1 Total Signaling Cost using MARSVP

Based on the equations derived in Section 3.3.1, we formulatethe total signaling

cost of deploying MARSVP over Mobile IP, Hierarchical MobileIP and Fast Han-

dovers for Mobile IP protocols.
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MARSVP over Mobile IP

In MARSVP no individual binding update messages are sent to the CN during a

handoff, therefore transmission cost for a BU message from the MN to the CN

is zero (Tmc = 0). This effectively equates the total CN registration cost tozero

(Rmc = 0) since the processing cost at the CN is also zero (Pmc = 0), as outlined

in Section 3.3.1. Consequently, the only cost incurred is (Rmh) since the BU/BAck

message pair is still exchanged with the HA, regardless of the MARSVP mecha-

nism. The new MIPv6 signaling cost (ΨMIP1

) is therefore formulated as follows:

ΨMIP1

= N [
2(lmh − 1 + ρ)δB + γ

tr
]. (4.2)

Moreover, due to the addition of the two mobility objects (BUand BAck objects

with a size of 36 bytes) to the first Path/Resv message pair (Figure 4.3), the new

per-hop RSVP message transmission cost (δR2) has to be adjusted accordingly: The

first Path/Resv message pair increases in size to 176 bytes while the second pair

consists of traditional Path and Resv messages (no added BU/BAck objects) and

thus remains at 140 bytes (δR = 140). The new average per-hop transmission cost

of all four RSVP messages is 158 bytes (δR2 = (176 + 140)/2 = 158) and hence

the total signaling cost of MARSVP over MIPv6 (ΨMIP
MARSVP ) equates to

ΨMIP
MARSVP = ΨMIP1

+ ΨRSVP1

= N [
2(lmh − 1 + ρ)δB + γ

tr
]

+ N [
4[(lmc − 1 + ρ)δR2 + (lmc − 1)γ]

tr
]. (4.3)

MARSVP over Hierarchical Mobile IP

Since only local handoffs are considered, no registrationsoccur with the HA in

HMIPv6 (Equation 3.21). Furthermore, in MARSVP, no individual BU/BAck mes-
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sages are exchanged with the MAP since this information is embedded in RSVP

messages (used to re-establish local reservations to the MAP). As a result, the

HMIPv6 transmission cost to the MAP is zero (Tmm = 0) and therefore the only

registration cost incurred is the single processing cost atthe MAP (Rmm = γ) and

the new HMIPv6 signaling cost (ΨHMIP1

) is minimised to

ΨHMIP1

= N
γ

tr
. (4.4)

The total signaling cost of MARSVP over HMIPv6 (ΨHMIP
MARSVP ) is then formu-

lated by adding Equations 4.4 and 3.18 (usingδR2 to denote the new RSVP message

transmission cost):

ΨHMIP
MARSVP = ΨHMIP1

+ ΨRSVP1

= N [
γ + 4[(lmm − 1 + ρ)δR2 + (lmm − 1)γ]

tr
]. (4.5)

MARSVP over Fast Handovers for Mobile IP

For the signaling cost of MARSVP over FMIPv6 (ΨFMIP
MARSVP ), Equation 3.11 is

substituted into Equation 3.23 as follows

ΨFMIP
MARSVP = ΨFR + ΨFPT + ΨMIP1

+ ΨRSVP1

+ ΨRSVP
tunnel

= N [
(5ρ + 3lon)δB + 5γ

tr
]

+ N [
P ((lon + ρ)δD + 2γ + β)

tr
]

+ N [
2(lmh − 1 + ρ)δB + γ

tr
]

+ N [
4[(lmc + lon − 1 + ρ)δR3 + (lmc + lon − 1)γ]

tr
].
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Note that the last term of the above equation (which consistsof ΨRSVP1

andΨRSVP
tunnel )

is being multiplied byδR3. This value is the average per hop transmission cost of

the total of eight RSVP messages exchanged (four for the duplex RSVP session,

and another four for the temporary RSVP tunnel between the twoaccess routers).

The average per-hop transmission cost of the first four RSVP messages has been

calculated earlier asδR2 = 158. The remaining four RSVP messages are traditional

Path and Resv messages with a per-hop transmission cost of 140. Therefore the

average per-hop transmission cost of the eight RSVP messages, δR3, equates to 149

(δR3 = (158 + 140)/2 = 149).

4.5.2 Results and Observations

The parameter values presented in Table 3.3 were used to obtain numerical results,

with the following MARSVP attributes taken into account:

• Since in MARSVP, the first RSVP message pair carries extra BU/Back ob-

jects, the average per-hop RSVP message transmission cost isincreased ac-

cordingly: δR2 = 158. Similarly, for FMIPv6,δR3 becomes 149.

• Because MARSVP saves a signaling delay equivalent of 0.5 RTT, the tem-

porary tunnel established by FMIPv6 is retained for a shorter period of time;

thereby resulting in a fewer number of data packets being tunneled during

handoffs. To obtain the exact number of packets(P 1) that get tunneled when

using MARSVP over FMIPv6, the simulation model described in Section

3.2.1 is used. The number of tunneled data packets per handoff was mea-

sured to be 5 on average for VoIP traffic (PVoIP = 5), and 9 for VIP traffic

(PVIP = 9).

The results presented in Tables 4.2 indicate that MARSVP produces reasonable

signaling cost savings for all of the three tested mobility protocols. In the case of

MIPv6 and HMIPv6, savings of 9.4% and 11.9% were achieved. Note that even
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though MARSVP does not transmit individual BU/BAck messagesto the CN, it

still embeds their mobility content into RSVP objects. Therefore the difference in

total signaling cost between conventional RSVP and MARSVP is the transmission

cost of the IP headers of the BU/BAck message pair. This translates to signaling

cost savings of 9.4% for MIPv6 and 11.9% for HMIPv6, as illustrated in Figure 4.7

by plotting the signal cost as the number of nodes is increased.

The reason for the slight difference in these two values for MIPv6 and HMIPv6

is as follows: In MIPv6, a MN would send two individual BU/BAck message pairs

during a handoff, one to the HA and another to the CN. Moreover,the MARSVP

mechanism is applicable only to the (MN↔ CN) direction over which the RSVP

session exists. Consequently, MARSVP offers cost savings to only of the two

BU/BAck message pairs. For HMIPv6, however, only a single local BU/BAck mes-

sage pair is exchanged with the MAP (since the CN is not notifiedof the new local

CoA), and MARSVP offers signaling cost savings over it. Therefore the IP header

cost savings of the MARSVP mechanism results in a relatively better overall im-

provement for HMIPv6.

For FMIPv6, however, a number of observations are noted: Firstly, the signaling

cost savings is higher than that for MIPv6 and HMIPv6 (between 17.9% and 26.7%

as outlined in Table 4.2). The main reason for this is MARSVP’sreduction of

0.5 RTT inTIQoS . When deploying MARSVP over FMIPv6, this translates to a

fewer number of data packets being tunneled:PV oIP is reduced from 7 to 5 packets,

while PV IP is reduced from 13 to 9. Moreover, since FMIPv6’s Packet Tunneling

cost (ΨFPT ) has a significant impact on the total signaling cost of MARSVPover

FMIPv6 (ΨFMIP
MARSVP ), any reduction inP is mirrored on toΨFMIP

MARSVP . This results

in ΨFMIP
MARSVPbeing directly proportional toP .

Another observation is that the signaling cost savings for FMIPv6 is traffic de-

pendent (VoIP = 17.9%, while VIP = 26.7%) even though the number of tunneled

data packets (P ) is reduced proportionally for VoIP and VIP traffic. To help under-
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Table 4.2: Improvement in Signaling Cost.

Mobility Protocol Improvement

MIPv6 9.4%

HMIPv6 11.9%

FMIPv6 (VoIP) 17.9%

FMIPv6 (VIP) 26.7%

stand this, the ratio of the data packet size to the maRSVP packet size is examined:

PV oIP

δR2

=
220

158
= 1.39,

PV IP

δR3

=
630

158
= 3.99.

Therefore, a VoIP packet is 1.39 times larger than an MARSVP packet whereas

a VIP packet is 3.99 times larger. Consequently, even if the number of data packets

being tunneled is reduced proportionally by MARSVP for VoIP and VIP, this reduc-

tion has a bigger impact on the total signaling cost when using VIP traffic simply

due to the VIP packet’s larger packet size compared to the MARSVP packets. This

difference in improvement can be observed when plotting thesignaling cost against

the number of nodes (Figure 4.8).

4.5.3 Analysis and Discussion

Several analytical models were derived to evaluate MARSVP’sperformance at the

network level. The signaling cost analysis conducted in Section 3.3.2 was used

as a performance benchmark to measure the improvement brought about by the

proposed mechanism. MARSVP was found to have the least improvement in sig-

naling cost when deployed over a MIPv6 or a HMIPv6 wireless network (9.4% and
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11.9%). This is because the only signaling cost saving achieved is the transmission

cost of the IP headers of the BU/BAck message pair.

When deployed over a FMIPv6 wireless network, however, MARSVPprovides

the best improvement in signaling cost, both when using VoIPand VIP traffic. The

main reason behind this is the reduced number of data packetsbeing tunneled and

buffered between the old and new access points. From a network provider’s view-

point, MARSVP seems to be a favourable option to consider whendelivering rich

multimedia content over a FMIPv6 wireless network.

4.6 Conclusion

A Mobility Aware RSVP mechanism (MARSVP) for wireless mobile networks was

presented and evaluated in this chapter. MARSVP adheres to RFC2205 and oper-

ates concurrently with standard RSVP. It addresses two issues confronted when a

MN roams outside its home network: establishing an RSVP session, in addition to

the lengthy QoS interruption periods experienced during a handoff.

The proposed mechanism was evaluated from two viewpoints: the end-user’s

perspective (application-level performance) and the service provider’s perspective

(network-level performance). The framework presented in Chapter 3 was used as

a performance benchmark to quantitatively assess any improvement introduced by

the proposed mechanism.

Simulation results show that MARSVP reduces the total interruption in QoS

(TIQoS ) by 27.9% when using Mobile IPv6, and by 12.5% when using Hierarchi-

cal Mobile IPv6. This reduction inTIQoS results in a better end user experience,

as indicated by the improvement in the Mean Opinion Score of VoIP and VIP ap-

plications used in the simulation study. Improvement gets better as the number of

handoffs increases; which indicates the suitability of MARSVP for high mobility,

high-handoff scenarios. FMIPv6, however, provides no potential for improvement

in TIQoS since a temporary tunnel is always used to maintain the MN’s communica-
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tion during a handoff regardless of how long it takes to perform the actual mobility

and QoS signaling. As a result, MARSVP does not provide any improvement in

TIQoS when deployed over a FMIPv6 wireless network.

On the other hand, when examined at the network-level, the proposed mecha-

nism exhibits a bias towards FMIPv6: MARSVP provides the bestimprovement

in total signaling cost when deployed over a FMIPv6 wirelessnetwork (17.9% for

VoIP applications and 26.7% for VIP). This was due to the significant packet tun-

neling and buffering cost savings resulting from MARSVP’s reduction of 0.5 RTT

in TIQoS . In contrast, MARSVP provides a smaller improvement (9.4% and 11.9%)

for MIPv6 and HMIPv6. This is because the only signaling costsavings gained is

the transmission cost of the IP headers of the BU/BAck message pair.

By examining the proposed mechanism for application and network-level per-

formance, a better overall insight into its features and limitations was achieved.

MARSVP offers varying benefits, depending on the performancemetrics required:

If the end user’s experience is a priority, MARSVP provides a notable improvement

in Mean Opinion Score when deployed over MIPv6 or HMIPv6; whereas FMIPv6

remains unchanged. If the network signaling cost is the mainconcern, MARSVP

offers considerable cost savings when using FMIPv6; in addition to a lower im-

provement when using MIPv6 or HMIPv6.

In conclusion, it can be said that MARSVP is a viable alternative to conventional

RSVP for the following reasons:

• It is compatible with current standards and can therefore beintroduced as a

software update to end nodes. This allows for the core and access networks

to remain unchanged (operate using conventional RSVP); thereby providing

significant cost savings to service providers.

• It facilitates reservations for a roaming MN in a foreign subnet, previously

unfeasible using conventional RSVP (see Section 4.2.1).

• It provides a better application-level performance for MIPv6 and HMIPv6
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through a 27.9% and a 12.5% improvement inTIQoS (respectively).

• At the network-level performance, it offers significant cost savings for all

three mobility protocols (ranging from 9.4% for MIPv6 up to 26.7% for

FMIPv6 using VIP traffic).

Finally, even though the mechanism proposed in this chapterprovides substantial

improvements at the application and network-level, it is limited by a design con-

straint (to be backwards compatible with current standards). This indicates that

there is still potential for improvement if this design constraint is removed. This

will allow for a more efficient solution that would further reduce the interruption in

TIQoS , albeit imposing a need for software upgrades in all routersalong the end-to-

end to path.
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Chapter 5

Classifying RSVP Flows Using the

Home Address Option

5.1 Overview

The proposed mechanism presented in Chapter 4 met its design requirements and

produced sufficient results with improvements of up to 27.9%in TIQoS at the

application-level (MIPv6) and 26.3% improvement in signaling costs at the network-

level (FMIPv6 using VIP traffic). However, this improvementcan be further in-

creased by eliminating the compatibility requirement (Section 4.2.3) from the de-

sign criteria. By doing so, this chapter presents a new classification mechanism for

RSVP in which routers are configured to classify flows based on the home address

option in the MIPv6 destination options header.

With this arrangement, intermediate RSVP routers are therefore able to correctly

identify an RSVP flow, even after a MN changes its CoA. Moreover,using this

mechanism a crossover router (COR) can detect the changed portion of the end-

to-end RSVP session and confine RSVP signaling to it. As a result, the RSVP

re-establishment time and network signaling costs are substantially reduced.

The rest of this chapter is organised as follows: The next section outlines the
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design criteria used in developing the proposed mechanism,followed by a descrip-

tion of features and functionalities. An evaluation of application-level performance

is presented in Section 5.4, followed by a network signalingcost analysis in Sec-

tion 5.5. The chapter is then concluded with an in-depth discussion of the results

obtained from the various experiments and analytical models.

5.2 Design Criteria

Since the compatibility requirement of Section 4.2.3 has been removed, greater flex-

ibility in designing a more efficient system is allowed and issues can be addressed:

The first issue is dual reservations for the same MN due to the current RSVP packet

classification method, while the second issue relates to confining RSVP signaling to

the unchanged portion of the end-to-end path. Moreover, theincreased design flex-

ibility permits reducingTIQoS even further than the MARSVP method presented in

Chapter 4.

5.2.1 Dual Reservations

As outlined in Section 3.2.2, when a MN experiences a handoff, its CoA changes.

The MN’s reservations, however, are still allocated for itsold CoA. Once the MN

resumes its transmission, RSVP routers would not be able to recognise the MN’s

data packets (since the MN is using a different IP address) and would therefore not

allocate the reserved resources to the MN’s “post-handoff”data flow. As a result,

a new RSVP session (using the new CoA) has to be established every time the MN

moves into a new subnet.

This new session, however, is established before the old oneis relinquished

(make before break). Moreover, since a handoff would most likely affect a small

portion of the complete end-to-end path, the old and new RSVP sessions would

share several links along the path between the MN and the CN. Insevere cases, an
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existing RSVP session for a MN (using the old CoA) can block the same MN from

establishing a new RSVP session after a handoff despite the fact that both sessions

are intended to handle the same traffic flow.

Even if a MN manages to establish reservations using its new CoA, the old

RSVP session would be retained for a significant period of time. This is because the

MN would not be able to explicitly tear down its old reservation using a ResvTear

message after a handoff occurs (since the message would traverse along a differ-

ent route). Consequently, the old reservations would be preserved until the RSVP

refresh timer expires (anywhere up to 30 seconds, dependingon network settings).

In the worst case, a MN might ping-pong between two subnets, thereby creating

new reservations as it moves between the two subnets. Although a smaller refresh

interval might reduce the impact of this problem, it would also increase signaling

overhead as refresh messages would be exchanged more frequently.

Therefore, a new classification method has to be developed inorder to reassign

existing reservations to a MN after a handoff occurs, thus avoiding dual reservations

for the same traffic flow.

5.2.2 Confine RSVP Signaling to affected links

Since only a small portion of the entire end-to-end path is changed, RSVP routers

should be modified to be able to identify the changed portion and confine signaling

to it accordingly. This is illustrated in Figure 5.1: a MN initially resides in subnet

1 (S1) and moves horizontally towards subnet 3 (S3). When the MN first handoffs

to S2, the changed portion between the MN-CN path consists of the last hop (R1-

AR2) while the remaining hops remain unchanged. When the MN moves into S3,

however, two hops are changed (R3-R2 and R2-AR3). Using conventional RSVP, a

new end-to-end session will always be reserved, regardlessof the actual number of

links that changed during the handoff. By limiting RSVP signaling to the changed

links, a fewer number of routers will be involved and therefore both transmission
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Figure 5.1:Changed links in an RSVP session during handoffs.

and processing costs would be reduced accordingly.

5.2.3 Interruption in QoS

As explained in Section 4.2.2, the total interruption in QoS(TIQoS ) consists of the

time required to reconnect the mobile node (Mobile IP signaling) in addition to

reserving resources on the new link (RSVP signaling). The mechanism proposed in

Chapter 4 minimisesTIQoS by merging mobility with QoS signaling. This allowed

a single message exchange to perform mobility signaling andestablish reservations

for one of the two directions. However, another RSVP messagesexchange was

required to renew the reverse RSVP session, resulting in a total signaling delay of

2 RTT.

From a MN’s perspective this is experienced as 1 RTT delay of disruption in

service (until CN is updated with the MN’s new CoA), followed byanother 1 RTT
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of substandard level of QoS (until reservations are established for the reverse path).

The objective of the new mechanism is to reduceTIQoS as close as possible to

1 RTT, which would essentially consist solely of the mobility signaling delay. This

effectively means that the reservations should be renewed during the time frame of

1 RTT used to conduct mobility signaling between the MN and CN.Therefore, by

the time the MN and CN resumed their transmission, the reservations should have

already been renewed and ready to handle the traffic flow’s QoSrequirements.

5.3 Features and Functionalities

Taking into account the aforementioned design criteria, a mechanism incorporating

a new packet classification method is proposed as an extension to RSVP. The new

mechanism calledRSVP-HoAclassifies traffic flows based on the MN’s Home Ad-

dress rather than the source or destination address stored in a packet’s IP header.

According to the MIPv6 specification [JP04], IP packets sentby a roaming MN

should explicitly include a home address option in the destination options extension

header. RSVP-HoA utilises this readily available information and thus no changes

are required to the mobility protocols. On the other hand, changes are still required

to RSVP to allow routers to inspect the home address option andlimit RSVP sig-

naling to the changed portion.

5.3.1 Protocol Overview

Several options are available in the current IPv6 specification (RFC 2402) and are

handled as extension headers. These extension headers are inserted into the IPv6

header as needed and can consist of any of the following:

• Hop-by-hop options header,

• Routing header,
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Figure 5.2:RSVP-HoA Signaling during a handoff.

• Fragment header,

• Destination options header,

• Authentication header,

• Encrypted security payload header.

The Destination options header is used to carry informationto be processed at the

destination node. Mobile IPv6, for example, specifies the Home Address option to

be carried by the destination options header. The main objective behind this is to

provide transparency at the application layer. Therefore if a MN starts a session with

a CN using its Home Address (HoA) and then undergoes a handoff and starts using

a CoA, the home address option must be included in all of the MN’s data packets

transmitted to the CN. At the receiving end, the CN’s transportlayer retrieves the

MN’s HoA from the destination options header and places it inthe source address

field of the data packet (instead of the CoA), which is then passed on to the higher

layers. As a result, the MN’s changed IP address would be transparent to the CN’s
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application-layer. The reverse process is done by the CN’s network layer when

its application layer replies with data packet destined to the MN: the HoA in the

destination field is replaced with the MN’s CoA (which is the topologically correct

IP address).

This process provides application layer transparency, enabling applications to

run smoothly, unaffected by the MN’s changed IP address. In asimilar fashion,

the proposed RSVP-HoA mechanism utilises the home address option to provide

transport layer transparency for RSVP. Moreover, the BU/BAck objects introduced

by the MARSVP mechanism are once again utilised in the proposed RSVP-HoA

mechanism to capitalise on the 0.5RTT savings (as depicted in Figure 5.2).

5.3.2 Path Message Processing

Using the proposed RSVP-HoA mechanism, an RSVP router processes a Path mes-

sage according to the flowchart diagram depicted in Figure 5.3. The router first

examines the Path message’s headers for a destination options header containing a

home address option.

If a home address option is not found, the router would behavein the conven-

tional RSVP manner: The RSVP module’s Path State Block (PSB) listwould be

searched for an existing session using the sender address found in the session object

of the received Path message. If an entry exists, the Path message is considered

a refresh message and the corresponding path state timer is reset and the message

is forwarded upstream. However, if no existing PSB entry is found, the session

is treated as new one and a new PSB entry is created. The router’s IP address is

recorded in the Previous Hop (PHOP) field of the Path message,which is then for-

warded upstream towards the destination.

On the other hand, if a home address option is included in the Path message,

the HoA is retrieved and swapped with the CoA in the session object. The PSB

list is then searched for an existing entry using the HoA. If no entry is found, it
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Figure 5.3:Path message processing using the RSVP-HoA mechanism.

indicates that the current RSVP router is a new one being addedto the end-to-end

path of a MN that has undergone a handoff (home address optionincluded but no

PSB found). A new PSB entry is therefore created and the message is forwarded

upstream (router’s IP address is recorded in the PHOP entry of the Path message).

However, if an entry for the HoA exists, it indicates that thecurrent RSVP node

is the COR for a MN that has undergone a handoff. The COR will therefore not

forward the Path message any further, and using the associated Reservation State
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Block (RSB) entry, would issue a Resv message back to the MN on behalf of the

CN.

5.3.3 Data Flow Classification

An RSVP router would initially inspect an incoming data packet for a home ad-

dress option. If a home address option is not found, the router would function in the

conventional RSVP manner by classifying the data packet according to the sender

address field in the IP header. If an RSVP session exists, resources are allocated

accordingly and the packet receives its desired QoS level. However if a home ad-

dress option is included, the HoA is retrieved and used to classify the data packet.

If an RSVP session exists for the HoA, the designated resources are allocated and

the packet receives its desired level of QoS.

This method insures that, when a MN undergoes a handoff and resumes com-

munication using its new CoA, the change in IP address would betransparent to

the RSVP module’s packet classifier. As a result, the MN is no longer required to

create new end-to-end reservations using its new CoA since the reservations on the

unchanged portion of the end-to-end path would be reallocated to the MN’s flow

(using the home address option). As a result, the dual reservation issue outlined in

Section 5.2.1 is avoided.

Moreover, the Path message sent by the MN after the handoff would only travel

to the COR which would reply with a Resv to reserve resources on the changed

portion of the link. This confines RSVP signaling to the COR (Section 5.2.2) and

would therefore result in a shorter RSVP signaling delay since the Path and Resv

messages only traverse a few hops. This, in return, reduces the total interruption in

QoS (Section 5.2.3). The signaling cost of RSVP would likewise be reduced due to

the smaller number of hops and fewer number of routers involved in processing the

Path message.
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Table 5.1: Total Interruption in QoS.

RSVP MARSVP Improvement RSVP-HoA Improvement

MIPv6 732ms 528ms 27.9% 312ms 57.4%

HMIPv6 192ms 168ms 12.5% 168ms 12.5%

FMIPv6 24ms 24ms 0% 24ms 0%

5.4 Application-Level Performance

5.4.1 Results and Observations

The application-level performance of RSVP-HoA was measuredand compared agai-

nst standard RSVP and MARSVP by monitoring the effect on the total interruption

in QoS under high congestion levels. Offered traffic was fixedat 120% of link

capacity while the number of handoffs was increased from oneto ten. The same

simulation environment and topology used in Section 3.2 wasutilised, with the ad-

dition of the RSVP-HoA implementation. Table 5.1 presents a performance matrix

of TIQoS using the different combinations of the three mobility protocols and RSVP

mechanisms.

Mobile IPv6

As shown in Table 5.1,TIQos for MIPv6 was further minimised using RSVP-HoA

to 312 ms per handoff, compared to 528ms for MARSVP and 732 ms for standard

RSVP. This translates to an improvement of 57.4%, which is significantly higher

than 27.9% for MARSVP.

Since RSVP-HoA confines RSVP signaling to the COR (node N4 as depicted

in Figure 3.1), the associated RSVP signaling delay is reduced accordingly. More-

over, because the transmission delay from the MN to the CN is much higher than
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Figure 5.4:Effect of number of handoffs on VoIP performance.

that to the COR, RSVP signaling is effectively performed in parallel with (and is

completed before) mobility signaling. As a result, by the time the CN is ready to

resume transmission, the resources would have already beenreserved for it at the

new nodes, N3 and AR1. This essentially means thatTIQoS consists of the mobility

signaling delay between the CN and MN, in addition to the inherited MAC con-

tention delay at the access routers due to high traffic congestion. The improvement

in TIQoS can also be noted on application-level performance, as illustrated in the

MOS graphs for VoIP and VIP traffic (Figures 5.4 and 5.5 respectively).

In the case of VoIP traffic, MARSVP (labeledMIP MARSVP) provides an im-

provement in MOS of 0.06 (4.09 - 4.03) over standard RSVP (labeled MIP) at five

handoffs. However, RSVP-HoA (labeledMIP RSVP-HoA) provides a better im-

provement in MOS of 0.11 (4.14 - 4.03) for the same number of handoffs. This

difference is further amplified at ten handoffs with 0.14 improvement in MOS for

MARSVP and 0.24 for RSVP-HoA.

An interesting observation is that using RSVP-HoA with MIPv6delivers a MOS
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performance comparable to that of HMIPv6 and standard RSVP (labeledHMIP-

RSVP). A slight variation exists where MIPRSVP-HoA performs slightly better

than HMIP-RSVP below five handoffs, after which HMIPRSVP starts to outper-

form it. Note that even though HMIPRSVP provides a betterTIQoS of 192 ms per

handoff (compared to 312 ms for MIPRSVP-HoA), the additional 40 byte IP-in-

IP 40 header (18% increase in data packet size) results in higher packet delay and

loss in RSVP routers and access routers (MAC contention). This affects HMIPv6’s

MOS performance to the point where it is slightly worse than MIP RSVP-HoA. As

the number of handoffs increase, the lowerTIQoS of HMIPv6 results in less packets

being dropped and delayed (for every handoff) and thus by fivehandoffs it starts to

compensate for the increased data packet size.

For VIP traffic (Figure 5.5), HMIPRSVP outperforms MIPRSVP-HoA regard-

less of the number of handoffs. As explained in Section 3.2.3, this is due to the

larger packet size of VIP traffic which reduces the relative impact of HMIPv6 IP-

in-IP encapsulation (3.8% increase for VIP, compared to 18%for VoIP). Finally,

RSVP-HoA results in a more noticeable MOS improvement when using VIP traffic

than VoIP: By ten handoffs, MIPv6 MOS is enhanced from 2.2 for standard RSVP

to 3.1 for RSVP-HoA, compared to 3.805 and 3.95 for VoIP traffic.

Hierarchical Mobile IPv6

For HMIPv6, RSVP-HoA and MARSVP provide the sameTIQoS value of 168 ms

(Table 5.1). This is because the simulation topology used (Figure 3.1) is a single

level hierarchy in which the MAP (node N4) is the COR between AR1and AR2.

Moreover, since RSVP Operation over IP Tunnels is used, mobility and QoS signal-

ing are confined to the MAP regardless of the RSVP mechanism used. As a result,

the only advantage RSVP-HoA provides at single level hierarchy is the 0.5RTT

saving inTIQoS achieved by implementing embedded BU/Back objects in RSVP

messages. This results in the same improvement inTIQoS of 12.5% achieved by

MARSVP.
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Figure 5.5:Effect of number of handoffs on VIP performance.

Therefore, in order to measure the advantage of RSVP-HoA, a larger HMIPv6

hierarchy architecture should be considered. For example,for a 2-level hierarchical

topology, the COR would be one hop away from the MN while the MAPwould

be two hops away. As the number of hierarchy levels increases, the advantage of

RSVP-HoA becomes more apparent: At five handoffs, RSVP-HoA re-establishes

reservations to the COR (one hop away), while MARSVP re-establishes them to the

MAP (5 hops).

With this notion in mind, a new set of simulations were conducted using various

HMIPv6 levels of hierarchy for the three RSVP mechanisms. As can be observed in

Table 5.2, RSVP-HoA’s advantage over MARSVP increases as the number of hier-

archy levels is increased: At a 5-level hierarchy, standardRSVP results in aTIQoS

of 433 ms, while MARSVP is 326 ms (24.7%) and RSVP-HoA 248 ms (42.7%).

In order to illustrate the effect ofTIQoS on MOS performance, a three-dimensional

plot is used for the three parameters involved: the number ofhandoffs (x-axis), the

Mean Opinion Score (y-axis), and the number of hierarchy levels (z-axis). By ex-
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Table 5.2: Improvement inTIQoS according to HMIPv6 hierarchy depth.

Levels of RSVP MARSVP % RSVP-HoA %
Hierarchy

1 192 ms 168 ms 12.5% 168 ms 12.5%

2 250 ms 205 ms 18% 189 ms 24.4%

3 311 ms 247 ms 20.6% 206 ms 33.8%

4 372 ms 289 ms 22.3% 227 ms 39%

5 433 ms 326 ms 24.7% 248 ms 42.7%

amining the VoIP MOS performance graph for MARSVP (Figure 5.6) a few ob-

servations are made: MOS performance decreases as the number of handoffs is

increased (as illustrated in earlier two-dimensional plots). However, the magnitude

of this drop is higher as the number of hierarchy levels is increased. For example,

at one-level of hierarchy MARSVP’s MOS drops from 4.23 (one handoff) to 3.95

(ten handoffs), resulting in a 0.28 drop in MOS. At five-levels of hierarchy, MOS

decreases from 4.28 to 3.4, resulting in a larger drop of 0.88.

By comparing MARSVP’s performance against RSVP-HoA (Figures 5.6 and

5.7), it can be observed that RSVP-HoA’s advantage is more visible at larger hierar-

chy levels: At five-level hierarchy, RSVP-HoA’s MOS decreases from 4.27 to 3.49

while MARSVP’s MOS from 4.28 to 3.4. Therefore, even at one handoff, RSVP-

HoA still performs better than MARSVP since RSVP signaling only travels a single

hop to the COR, while with MARSVP it travels five hops to the MAP.

When examining VIP traffic performance (Figures 5.8 and 5.9),the effect of

hierarchy level seems minimal (the MOS plot does not curve onthe z-axis as much

as it did for VoIP traffic). This is due to the larger scale usedsince the number of

handoffs has a bigger impact on VIP traffic than it did for VoIP(y-axis ranges from

2.6 to 4, as opposed to 3.4 to 4.3 for VoIP). By closely examining the impact of each
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of the two variables, it becomes clear that in the case of VIP traffic, the number of

handoffs has a bigger impact on MOS performance than the number of hierarchy

levels:

• Effect of Number of Handoffs: At single level hierarchy, MOS drops from

4.02 (one handoff) to 3.1 (ten handoffs), resulting in a difference of 0.92.

Similarly, at five-level hierarchy it drops from 3.94 to 2.73(a difference of

1.21).

• Effect of Number of Hierarchy Levels: For a single handoff, MOS drops

from 4.02 (1-level hierarchy) to 3.94 (5-level hierarchy),resulting in a dif-

ference of 0.08. Similarly, for ten handoffs, MOS drops from3.1 to 2.73 (a

difference of 0.37).

As a result, the relatively small change due to hierarchy levels (0.08 to 0.37) is not

as clearly visible on the larger y-axis scale used for VIP traffic. In terms of RSVP-

HoA’s performance against MARSVP, Figures 5.8 and 5.9 illustrate MARSVP’s

lower MOS value as shown in the darker template colour on the upper-right region

(large number of handoffs and hierarchy levels). RSVP-HoA, on the other hand,

provides a better MOS performance as illustrated by the lighter colour template

for the same upper-right region. Therefore, RSVP-HoA is a better candidate than

MARSVP for large HMIPv6 wireless networks, where the number of hierarchy

levels is larger than two.

Fast Handovers for Mobile IPv6

For FMIPv6, no improvement inTIQoS is achieved (Table 5.1). This is due to the

pre-handoff CoA configuration and the FMIPv6 tunnel utilisedduring handoffs (as

explained in Section 4.4.2). Therefore, in FMIPv6’s case, all three RSVP mecha-

nisms provide the sameTIQoS value of 24 ms, which consists of the initial delay

due to packet redirection.
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5.4.2 Analysis and Discussion

The proposed RSVP-HoA mechanism was assessed for application-level perfor-

mance in wireless IP networks, using a set of simulation based experiments. The

total interruption in QoS (TIQoS ) during a single handoff was measured for the three

mobility protocols and the relative improvement calculated. RSVP-HoA was found

to provide the greatest improvement inTIQoS when deployed over MIPv6 (57.4%

over standard RSVP), followed by HMIPv6 (12.5%), whereas no improvement was

achieved for FMIPv6.

To further assess RSVP-HoA’s improvement in HMIPv6 wirelessnetworks, an-

other set of simulations was conducted using simulation topologies consisting of

multiple levels of hierarchy. As the number of hierarchy levels increased, RSVP-

HoA provided better performance than MARSVP. This is becausereservations were

renewed only to the COR (one hop) whereas MARSVP renewed them tothe MAP

(multiple hops, depending on hierarchical depth).

The corresponding effect ofTIQoS was observed on MOS performance. In the

case of HMIPv6, three-dimensional plots were used to illustrate the effect of both

the number of handoffs and hierarchy level on MOS performance.

5.5 Network-level Signaling Cost

In this section, the proposed reservation model (RSVP-HoA) is evaluated at the

network-level using signaling cost analysis. The analytical models derived in Sec-

tion 3.3.2 are used as a benchmark for comparison.

5.5.1 Total Signaling Cost using RSVP-HoA

Based on the equations derived in Section 3.3.1, we formulatethe total signaling

cost of deploying RSVP-HoA over the different mobility protocols.
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RSVP-HoA over Mobile IPv6

Similar to the MARSVP signaling cost analysis conducted in Section 4.5.1, RSVP-

HoA does not transmit a binding update message to the CN duringa handoff but

rather embeds it in a BU object sent in a Path message to the CN. Nonetheless, this

holds true for RSVP-HoA until the Path message reaches the COR, which would

not transmit it any further. The COR would read the BU object and send a standard

BU message to the CN, while at the same time replying to the MN with a Resv

message and another Path/Resv message pair for the reverse path. The CN then

replies with a standard BAck message to the MN (consult Figure 5.2 for detailed

message signaling).

Therefore the CN registration cost (Rmc) consists of the transmission cost of the

BU message from the COR to the CN (MN to COR is not included since the BU

information is transmitted in an BU object in the Path message), in addition to the

BAck message from the CN to the MN. Furthermore, the number of hops from the

COR to the CN can be calculated as simply the number of hops between the MN

and CN (lmc), minus the number of hops between the MN and COR (lmcr). The CN

registration cost is then calculated as the sum of the transmission costs of the BU

(COR → CN ) and BAck message (CN → MN ) as follows:

Rmc = N
(lmc − lmcr)δB

tr
+ N

(lmc − 1 + ρ)δB

tr

= N
(2lmc − lmcr − 1 + ρ)δB

tr
. (5.1)

As for the HA registration cost (Rmh), the BU/BAck message pair is still ex-

changed with the HA regardless of the RSVP-HoA mechanism.Rmh is simply the

transmission costs of the two messages (BU/BAck) in addition to the processing

cost at the HA:

Rmh = N
2(lmh − 1 + ρ)δB + γ

tr
. (5.2)
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The new MIPv6 signaling cost (ΨMIP2) is formulated by combining Equations 5.1

and 5.2 as follows

ΨMIP2 = Rmc + Rmh

= N
(2lmc − lmcr − 1 + p)δB

tr
+ N

2(lmh − 1 + p)δB + γ

tr

= N [
(2lmc + 2lmh − lmcr − 3 + 3ρ)δB + γ

tr
] (5.3)

As for the RSVP signaling cost, it consists of the first Path message (with an embed-

ded BU object,δR = 176) to the COR, in addition to the remaining three Path/Resv

messages exchanged between the MN and COR (do not include any BU/BAck ob-

jects, thereforeδR = 140). In order to simplify the equation, the average value of

δR for the four RSVP messages is used:δR4 = [(140 × 3) + 176]/4 = 149. The

RSVP signaling cost becomes:

ΨRSVP2 = N [
4[(lmcr − 1 + ρ)δR4 + (lmcr − 1)γ]

tr
.] (5.4)

Finally, the total signaling cost of RSVP-HoA over MIPv6 (ΨMIP
RSVP−HoA) is formu-

lated by combining Equations 5.3 and 5.4 as follows:

ΨMIP
RSVP−HoA = ΨMIP2 + ΨRSVP2

= N [
(2lmc + 2lmh − lmcr − 3 + 3ρ)δB + γ

tr
]

+ N [
4[(lmcr − 1 + ρ)δR4 + (lmcr − 1)γ]

tr
. (5.5)

RSVP-HoA over Hierarchical Mobile IPv6

Since only local handoffs are considered, no registrationsoccur with the HA or the

CN in HMIPv6 (Rmh = Rmc = 0). The only registration cost incurred is that to the

MAP (Rmm). Similar to the RSVP-HoA signaling cost analysis for MIPv6,the total
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signaling cost of RSVP-HoA over HMIPv6 (ΨHMIP
RSVP−HoA) is formulated as follows,

using the number of hops between the MN and the MAP (lmm instead oflmc) and

excludingRmh:

ΨHMIP
RSVP−HoA = N

(2lmm − lmcr − 1 + p)δB + γ

tr

+ N [
4[(lmcr − 1 + ρ)δR4 + (lmcr − 1)γ]

tr
. (5.6)

RSVP-HoA over Fast Handovers for Mobile IPv6

For the signaling cost of RSVP-HoA over FMIPv6 (ΨFMIP
RSVP−HoA), Equation 3.11 is

substituted into Equation 3.23 as follows:

ΨFMIP
RSVP−HoA = ΨFR + ΨFPT + ΨMIP2 + ΨRSVP2 + ΨRSVP

tunnel

= N [
(5ρ + 3lon)δB + 5γ

tr
]

+ N [
P ((lon + ρ)δD + 2γ + β)

tr
]

+ N [
(2lmc + 2lmh − lmcr − 3 + 3ρ)δB + γ

tr
]

+ N [
4[(lmc + lon − 1 + ρ)δR5 + (lmc + lon − 1)γ]

tr
.] (5.7)

Similar to the signaling cost analysis of MARSVP over FMIPv6 presented in

Section 4.5.1, the last term of the above equation, consisting ofΨRSVP2 andΨRSVP
tunnel ,

is being multiplied byδR5. This value is the average per hop transmission cost of

the total of eight RSVP messages exchanged (four for the duplex RSVP session,

and another four for the temporary RSVP tunnel between the twoaccess routers).

The average per-hop transmission cost of the first four RSVP messages has been

calculated earlier asδR4 = 149. The remaining four RSVP messages are traditional

Path and Resv messages (no added BU/BAck objects) and therefore have a per-
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Table 5.3: Improvement in Signaling Cost.

Mobility Protocol MARSVP RSVP-HoA

MIPv6 9.4% 44.7%

HMIPv6 11.9% 11.9%

FMIPv6 (VoIP) 17.9% 45.4%

FMIPv6 (VIP) 26.7% 56.7%

hop transmission costδR = 140. The average of the eight RSVP messages (δR5)

becomes:

δR5 =
δR4 + δR

2
=

149 + 140

2
= 144.5.

Moreover, since the RSVP-HoA mechanism limits RSVP signalingto the COR, the

total interruption in QoS is reduced and hence the temporarytunnel established by

FMIPv6 is retained for a shorter period of time. This resultsin a fewer number of

data packets being tunneled during handoffs. To obtain the exact number of packets

(P2) that get tunneled when using RSVP-HoA over FMIPv6, the simulation model

described in Section 3.2.1 was used. The number of tunneled data packets per

handoff was measured to be 3 on average for VoIP traffic (PVoIP = 3), and 5 for

VIP traffic (PVIP = 5).

5.5.2 Results and Observations

The network-level performance of RSVP-HoA was analysed and compared against

standard RSVP and MARSVP using the associated signaling cost models for the

three mobility protocols. The parameter values presented in Table 3.3 were used

to obtain numerical results, with the following RSVP-HoA attributes taken into

account:
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• The average per-hop transmission cost (δR2) of the four RSVP messages used

in MIPv6 and HMIPv6 is 149.

• The average per-hop transmission cost (δR3) of the total of eight RSVP mes-

sages used in FMIPv6 (four for the RSVP session, and four for the temporary

RSVP tunnel) is 144.5.

• The average number of tunneled data packets (P )in FMIPv6 using RSVP-

HoA is 3 for VoIP traffic, and 5 for VIP traffic.

Mobile IPv6

Table 5.3 compares the signaling cost savings achieved using RSVP-HoA and

MARSVP for each of the three mobility protocols. In the case ofMIPv6, the sig-

naling cost savings achieved using RSVP-HoA is 44.7%; compared to 9.4% when

using MARSVP. This substantial improvement is a consequenceof the new packet

classification system (using the HomeAddress Option) whichconfines RSVP sig-

naling to the COR. As a result, the RSVP-HoA mechanism saves RSVP message

transmission and processing costs on the unchanged portionof the link (COR ↔

CN ). Moreover, since the RSVP session is full-duplex, savings are made in both

directions while the mobility signaling remains unchanged; thereby resulting in the

44.7% overall signaling cost savings for MIPv6.

Figure 5.10 illustrates the signaling costs incurred by thethree RSVP mech-

anisms when deployed over a MIPv6 wireless network, as the number of nodes

is increased from 1 to 20. Conventional RSVP (labeledMIP RSVP) ranges from

200 to 4000, while MARSVP (labeledMIP MARSVP) offers a slight improvement,

ranging from approximately 180 to 3600. RSVP-HoA, however, offers the highest

improvement, with signaling costs ranging from 110 to 2200 (labeledMIP RSVP-

HoA).
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Hierarchical Mobile IPv6

Similar to the results of the application-level performance (Section 5.4.1), RSVP-

HoA offers the same signaling cost savings achieved by MARSVP(11.3%, as

shown in Table 5.3). This is due to the simulation topology used (Figure 3.1)

in which the COR is the MAP (consult Section 5.4.1 for a detailed explanation).

Therefore, for a single-level hierarchy, RSVP-HoA and MARSVPoperate in essen-

tially the same manner and hence incur the same signaling costs.

In order to investigate the advantage of RSVP-HoA, larger HMIPv6 hierarchical

topologies are considered. Table 5.4 presents the incurredsignaling costs of the

three RSVP mechanisms as the number of hierarchy levels is increased from one

to ten. For MARSVP, signaling cost savings are slightly reduced (from 11.9%)

for every added level of hierarchy, until it reaches 11.2% for a ten-level hierarchy.

This is due to the additional transmission costs (for RSVP andmobility messages)

and processing costs (RSVP message processing at intermediate nodes) for each
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Table 5.4: Improvement in Signaling Cost according to HMIPv6hierarchy depth.

Levels of RSVP MARSVP % RSVP-HoA %
Hierarchy

1 990 873 11.9% 873 11.9%

2 1083 956 11.7% 890 17.8%

3 1177 1040 11.6% 908 22.3%

4 1270 1123 11.5% 926 27.1%

5 1363 1207 11.5% 944 30.8%

6 1457 1290 11.4% 962 34%

7 1550 1374 11.4% 979 36.8%

8 1643 1458 11.3% 997 39.3%

9 1737 1541 11.3% 1015 41.6%

10 1830 1625 11.2% 1033 43.6%

additional hop introduced towards the MAP.

The RSVP-HoA mechanism, however, operates in a contrary manner: signaling

cost savings increase considerably as the number of hierarchy levels is increased

(11.9% at single-level hierarchy, and up to 43.6% for a ten-level hierarchy). This

is because the higher the number of hierarchy levels, the further away the MAP is

positioned from the MN. According to the RSVP-HoA mechanism,RSVP signaling

is limited to the COR which is always one hop away (rather than perform it across

multiple hops towards the MAP, as is the case with RSVP and MARSVP).

This can be better understood by examining Figure 5.11 whichillustrates the

signaling costs incurred by the three RSVP mechanisms when deployed over a

HMIPv6 wireless network as the number hierarchy levels is increased from 1 to 10.

As can be observed, MARSVP’s signaling cost (labeledHMIP MARSVP) increases

linearly with conventional RSVP (labeledHMIP RSVP). Note that even though sig-

naling cost savings are higher at a ten-level hierarchy (1830 − 1625 = 205) than at
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Figure 5.11:HMIPv6 signaling cost as the number of hierarchy levels is in-
creased.

single-level hierarchy (990− 873 = 117), the percentage signaling cost savings are

slightly lower (11.2% as opposed to 11.9%).

In the case of RSVP-HoA (labeledHMIP RSVP-HoA), the larger signaling cost

savings are apparent in RSVP-HoA’s signaling cost plot whichhas a much lower

slope than those of RSVP and MARSVP. The reason for this is that RSVP-HoA

always limits RSVP signaling to the COR (typically one hop away), regardless of

the total number of hops to the MAP (i.e. number of hierarchy levels). Therefore the

gradual increase in signaling cost of RSVP-HoA as the number of hierarchy levels

is increased is solely due to the transmission cost of the BU/BAck message pair to

the MAP (increases by a single hop for every added level of hierarchy). Note, that

unlike RSVP signaling, this does not include any additional processing cost since

mobility signaling is only processed at the end nodes.
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Table 5.5: Number of Tunneled Packets (P ) in a FMIPv6 Handoff.

QoSMechanism TIQoS PVoIP PVIP

RSVP 732 ms 7 13

MARSVP 528 ms 5 9

RSVP-HoA 312 ms 3 5

Fast Handovers for Mobile IPv6

For FMIPv6, higher signaling cost savings are achieved (45.4% for VoIP traffic,

and 56.7% for VIP traffic) than MIPv6’s signaling cost savings of 44.7%. This

is because FMIPv6 not only saves the transmission and processing costs of RSVP

messages from the COR to the MAP, but the smaller value ofTIQoS (312 ms) re-

sults in less data packets (P ) being tunneled during handoffs (3 for VoIP traffic and

5 for VIP traffic). By observing the values ofTIQoS andP for the different RSVP

mechanisms and traffic types (Table 5.5), an association canbe made with the rel-

ative signaling cost plots for VoIP and VIP traffic presentedrespectively in Figures

5.12 and 5.13: As can be observed by comparing the two figures,slightly better

signaling cost savings are achieved when using VIP traffic than VoIP traffic. This

is due to the VIP traffic’s larger packet size which has a higher impact on signaling

cost savings of FMIPv6 when considering tunneling and buffering costs. For exam-

ple, 13 VIP packets are tunneled when using RSVP compared to 5 for RSVP-HoA.

This difference in 8 VIP packets reduces the signaling costsaccordingly since the

larger VIP packets naturally incur higher transmission andbuffering costs than VoIP

packets. This is mirrored on to the respective signaling cost plots of VoIP and VIP

traffic (Figures 5.12 and 5.13), where the latter inflicts a slightly larger impact on

signaling cost savings.
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Figure 5.12:FMIPv6 signaling cost using VoIP traffic.

5.5.3 Analysis and Discussion

Several analytical models were derived to evaluate RSVP-HoA’s performance at

the network level. The signaling cost analysis conducted inSection 3.3.2 was used

as a performance benchmark to measure the improvement brought about by the

proposed mechanism. RSVP-HoA was found to provide the largest signaling cost

savings when deployed over a FMIPv6 wireless network (45.4%for VoIP traffic,

and 56.7% for VIP traffic). The difference in performance of the two traffic sources

was due to the different number of packets being tunneled during handoffs, in ad-

dition to the packet size of each. In MIPv6 wireless networks, on the other hand,

RSVP-HoA provided signaling cost savings of 44.7%, while it provided the same

signaling cost savings as MARSVP (11.9%) when deployed over aHMIPv6 wire-

less network. This was due to simulation topology used were the MAP was the

COR.

To further assess RSVP-HoA’s improvement in HMIPv6 wirelessnetworks,
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Figure 5.13:FMIPv6 signaling cost using VIP traffic.

larger HMIPv6 hierarchical topologies were considered. Asthe number of hier-

archy levels increased, RSVP-HoA provided greater signaling cost savings while

MARSVP’s signaling cost savings were slightly reduced. Thisis because reserva-

tions were renewed only to the COR (one hop) whereas MARSVP renewed them to

the MAP (multiple hops, depending on hierarchical depth) and hence savings were

made in transmission and processing costs.

5.6 Conclusion

A new RSVP mechanism (RSVP-HoA) for wireless mobile networks was presented

and evaluated in this chapter. RSVP-HoA presents a new classification mechanism

for RSVP in which routers are configured to classify flows basedon the Home

Address option in the MIPv6 destination options header. Intermediate RSVP routers

are therefore able to correctly identify an RSVP flow, even after a MN changes its

CoA. Moreover, using this mechanism a crossover router (COR) can detect the
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changed portion of the end-to-end RSVP session and confine RSVPsignaling to

it. As a result, the RSVP re-establishment time and network signaling costs are

substantially reduced.

According to the MIPv6 specification [JP04], IP packets sentby a roaming

MN should explicitly include a Home Address option in the destination options

extension header. RSVP-HoA utilises this readily availableinformation and thus

no changes are required to the mobility protocols. On the other hand, changes are

still required to RSVP to allow routers to inspect the home address option and limit

RSVP signaling to the changed portion.

The proposed mechanism was evaluated for application and network-level per-

formance, and was compared against standard RSVP and the MARSVP mechanism

presented in Chapter 4. Simulation results reveal that, in a MIPv6 network, the total

interruption in QoS can be reduced by 57.4% when using RSVP-HoA, compared to

27.9% for MARSVP. This significant improvement is due to RSVP signaling being

confined to the COR by the RSVP-HoA mechanism, which reduces theassociated

RSVP signaling delay accordingly.

For HMIPv6 however, RSVP-HoA provides the sameTIQoS value of 168 ms as

MARSVP (12.5% improvement). This is due to the single-level simulation topol-

ogy used in which the MAP (node N4) is the COR. Further simulations were con-

ducted using higher levels of hierarchy to investigate RSVP-HoA’s advantage over

MARSVP. RSVP-HoA was found to provide better improvements inTIQoS than

MARSVP as the number of hierarchy levels was increased: At a 5-level hierarchy,

standard RSVP results in aTIQoS of 433 ms, while MARSVP is 326 ms (24.7%) and

RSVP-HoA 248 ms (42.7%). In the case of FMIPv6, however, no further improve-

ment inTIQoS was achievable. This is due to FMIPv6’s anticipation of handoffs

and the associated tunneling mechanism used which ensures aMN’s connectivity

during the execution of the actual handoff.

When examined at the network-level, RSVP-HoA produces significant signaling

cost savings for MIPv6 with 44.7% improvement compared to 9.4% when using
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MARSVP. This is because the RSVP-HoA mechanism confines RSVP signaling to

the COR and hence saves RSVP message transmission and processing costs on the

unchanged portion of the link (COR ↔ CN ). For HMIPv6, however, RSVP-HoA

once again produced similar results to MARSVP due to the single-level hierarchal

topology used. Further signaling cost analysis were conducted using larger levels

of hierarchy to investigate RSVP-HoA’s advantage over MARSVP. RSVP-HoA was

found to produce better signaling cost savings as the numberof hierarchy levels was

increased, while MARSVP slightly deteriorated.

The highest signaling cost savings were achieved when usingRSVP-HoA over

FMIPv6 wireless networks with 45.4% improvement when usingVoIP traffic, and

56.7% for VIP traffic. This is because FMIPv6 not only saves the transmission and

processing costs of RSVP messages from the COR to the MAP, but the smaller value

of TIQoS (312 ms) results in less data packets (P ) being tunneled during handoffs

(3 for VoIP traffic and 5 for VIP traffic).

After examining the proposed RSVP-HoA mechanism for application and

network-level performance, it was found to be the best alternative compared to

MARSVP and standard RSVP: RSVP-HoA delivers the best end user experience

(as shown in the lower value ofTIQoS and the associated MOS plots). RSVP-HoA

also proves to be the lightest in terms of signaling costs incurred on the network.

The only drawback of the RSVP-HoA is in its implementation which requires mod-

ifications to be made to all RSVP-enabled nodes. This, however, is justifiable by

the significant signaling cost savings and application-level performance achieved.

Moreover, the new packet classification method is considered a minor modification

which could be introduced as a firmware upgrade to existing RSVP routers.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future Work

6.1 Summary

The focus of this research was to develop reservation modelsfor improved resource

allocation in wireless All-IP networks in order to meet the QoS requirements of

real-time applications whilst maintaining resource utilisation at high levels. The

following requirements were taken into account in the design process of the pro-

posed models:

• Interoperable with Mobile IP (specifically with IP-in-IP encapsulation).

• Minimise TIQoS in the event of a handoff.

• Localise RSVP signaling to the affected sections of the end-to-end path.

Two models were proposed as extensions to the existing RSVP standard: namely,

MARSVP and RSVP-HoA. The first adheres to the current RSVP standard

(RFC 2205) [BZB+97] and is hence backwards compatible with it; while the latter

significantly reduces TIQoS at the expense of strict adherence to the existing RSVP

standard.

Depending on a service provider’s desired level of complexity, any of the two

proposed reservation models could be implemented to improve the performance
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Table 6.1: Comparison of QoS Mechanisms.

Proposal Mobility New Modifications New
Prediction Messages Nodes

MRSVP Y 9 MN and CN Proxy
Agents

SMRP N 3 All network entities -

WLRP Y 3 MN and MA -

ARSVP N 1 MN and all -
Internal Routers

RSVP-MP N 0 DAT on all Mobility
RSVP packets Proxy

QoS-Conditiona- N 0 MN and all -
lised Handoff Internal Routers

QoS-Aware Y 2 MN and all EVL
Handoff Internal Routers Processors

MARSVP N 0 MN and CN -

RSVP-HoA N 0 MN and all -
Internal Routers

in wireless networks: While MARSVP provides a simple and efficient alternative,

RSVP-HoA delivers superior application-level performanceto the end user, and at

the same time imposes fewer signaling costs on the network. This, however, is

achieved at the expense of requiring changes to be made to allRSVP-capable nodes

in the network.

Finally, Table 6.1 compares MARSVP and RSVP-HoA with the surveyed Qos

mechanisms from Chapter 2. In order to identify the most suitable protocol for a
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head-to-head comparison with MARSVP and RSVP-HoA, an elimination approach

is used: Since both proposed protocols do not introduce any additional nodes, pro-

tocols that do require the installation of new nodes are eliminated (MRSVP, RSVP-

MP, and QoS-Aware Handoff). Furthermore, both proposal do not introduce any

new messages and hence SMRP, WLRP and ARSVP are also eliminated. This

leaves QoS-Conditionalised Handoff (QoS-CH) as the nominated proposal for com-

parison.

As outlined in Section 2.6.3, QoS-CH performs mobility and QoS signaling as

a single functional block, thus resulting in a similar theoretical reduction in TIQoS

to that of MARSVP. Having said that, MARSVP still represents a more appealing

choice due to the following features:

1. MARSVP provides a similar improvement in TIQoS to that of QoS-CH, while

limiting modifications to the end nodes.

2. QoS-CH explicitly assumes that the coverage areas of wireless subnets over-

lap, while MARSVP does not .

3. QoS-CH is designed over a HMIPv6 network; while MARSVP can operate

over a MIPv6, HMIPv6 or a FMIPv6 network.

On the other hand, when comparing RSVP-HoA to QoS-CH, a similarnumber of

modifications is required (MN and all routers). Nonetheless, RSVP-HoA has the ad-

vantage of confining QoS signaling to the changed portion while QoS-CH confines

it to the MAP. When considering multiple-hierarchy levels ina HMIPv6 network

(Table 5.2), RSVP-HoA delivers superior application level performance with a re-

duced network signaling cost. Furthermore, RSVP-HoA (like MARSVP) neither

assumes overlapping wireless subnets, nor does it assume a HMIPv6 network.

6.2 Thesis Contributions

This section recaps the major contributions of the work presented in this thesis.
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Chapter 2 presented a critical review of the research community’s related work

in the area of QoS provisioning mechanisms in wireless IP networks. Chapter 3

introduced a performance analysis study to investigate theinteraction of RSVP and

Mobile IPv6 (including its extensions). The analysis framework was comprised of a

simulation-based section to measure application-level performance, and a signaling

cost analysis section to measure network-level performance.

Chapter 4 presented a mechanism for enhancing RSVP performance over Mo-

bile IPv6 and its extensions, called Mobility Aware ResourceReservation Protocol

(MARSVP). The key concept of MARSVP is to convey mobility-specific informa-

tion using newly defined RSVP objects embedded in existing RSVPmessages. This

allows a single message exchange to establish both IP-levelconnectivity as well as

QoS guarantees on the new link. The appealing attribute of MARSVP is that it

requires minimal changes to end nodes and is hence compatible with the current

RSVP standard.

Finally, a new packet classification mechanism for RSVP (called RSVP-HoA)

was proposed in Chapter 5. According to RSVP-HoA, routers are configured to

classify flows based on the home address option in the MIPv6 destination options

header. Through this approach, intermediate RSVP routers are able to correctly

identify an RSVP flow, even after a MN changes its CoA. Moreover,a crossover

router (COR) using this mechanism can detect the changed portion of the end-to-

end RSVP session and confine RSVP signaling to the changed nodes.

These mechanisms will improve the QoS provisioning in next-generation wire-

less networks. Efficient QoS provision remains a crucial factor in enabling future

4G mobile technology which will be based on an all-IP core network. This thesis

presented a detailed outline of the major issues encountered in such an environ-

ment and conducted studies provided feasible solutions towards a fully integrated,

efficient multi-service network.
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6.3 Recommendations for Future Work

Throughout the course of this thesis various limitations and opportunities for im-

provement were encountered, some of which had to be overlooked due to time re-

strictions. This section presents these observations as recommendations for future

research work.

6.3.1 Simulation Accuracy

Links

The link between nodes N1 and N4 (Figure 3.1) was configured tomodel the Inter-

net by introducing an 80ms delay. Although this simple approach provides viable

results, an Internet topology generator such as Inet [WJCJ] should be used for more

realistic results. The Inet generator creates random network topologies with char-

acteristics similar to those of the Internet from November 1997 and beyond. A

drawback however is that it generates a minimum of 3037 nodes. This would con-

sume significant processing power and may make each individual simulation run

last for a considerably long time.

Mobility

Each simulated RSVP session consists of a mobile end node (MN)communicating

with its respective fixed node (CN). It would be interesting ifboth end nodes were

mobile, undergoing random handoffs. This would not only provide more realistic

results (since we expect to place mobile to mobile calls in real life) but also test the

robustness of the proposed models.

Data Traffic

A VoIP traffic generator was used to simulate voice calls overthe Internet. How-

ever, a more realistic approach would be to sample real voiceconversations and use
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them as data traffic in the simulation environment. For VIP traffic on the other hand,

it was noted that the MPEG-4 inter-frame dependencies had a significant impact on

application-level performance (Section 3.2.3). A feasible solution would be to im-

plement a selective packet dropping mechanism at RSVP routers that distinguishes

the different frame types of an MPEG-4 data stream and assigns different levels of

priority accordingly: an I-frame, for example, would be assigned the highest level

of priority and would therefore have a lower probability of being dropped.

6.3.2 Further Research

During the progression of this thesis, the Next Steps In Signaling (NSIS) [HKLdB05]

framework was proposed. NSIS is argued by many researchers to have the potential

of replacing RSVP due to the following reasons [Blo]:

• Transport: RSVP is transmitted over UDP while NSIS can be transmitted

over TCP or UDP.

• Reservation Model: RSVP is initiated by the receiver, while NSIS could be

initiated by either the sender or the receiver.

• Multicasting: Unlike RSVP, NSIS does not support multicasting. This re-

duces the complexity of applications, which mostly consistof unicast com-

munications.

• Two-way Reservations:NSIS enables two-way reservations by performing

bindings to sessions in both directions.

• QoS Models:NSIS can be used within any QoS model signaling model such

as DiffServ [BBC+98] or IntServ [BCS94]. In contrast, RSVP is closely tied

to the IntServ architecture.

• Mobility: RSVP identifies a session using the 5-tuple flow identifier (source

and destination IP addresses, source and destination port numbers, and pro-
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tocol ID). NSIS however, uses a random session identifier andtherefore does

not rely on IP addresses that may change due to mobility. Thismakes mobil-

ity support in NSIS much easier.

• Security: In RSVP, various security issues have been pointed out in the initial

specification, but were later on addressed as extensions. InNSIS however,

security is built-in.

Further research should be conducted for the investigationof the interaction of NSIS

with the different mobility protocols presented in this thesis. Such a work would

provide a quantifiable comparison between RSVP and NSIS; and prove (if it is the

case) that NSIS is a suitable candidate for replacing RSVP in future.
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Appendix A

NS-2 and RSVP Simulation Models

and Modifications

A.1 NS-2 Simulation Package for Performance Anal-

ysis

Performance analysis is considered an integral part of any computer or communica-

tions research undertaking. Researchers develop models to evaluate various aspects

of an actual system. This may range from the investigation ofthe accuracy of the

developed model itself, to analysing the performance of a proposed protocol de-

ployed using the model. This section first presents a comparison of analytical and

simulation models, followed by a brief introduction to the Network Simulator 2

(ns-2).

A.1.1 Analytical and Simulation Models

Performance analysis can be conducted using either analytical or simulation mod-

els. Analytical models consist of a set of mathematical models (with their associated

approximations and assumptions), while simulation modelsconsist of a computer
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Figure A.1:Simulation package usage in MobiHoc survey.

program developed to mimic various aspects of the actual system.

Traditionally, analytical models were used more commonly since simulation

models took a relatively longer time to build and execute. In1978, the prevailing

perception of simulations was lead by Kobayashi:It is quite often found, how-

ever, that a simulation model takes much longer to construct, requires much more

time to execute, and yet provides much less information thanthe model writer ex-

pected[Kob78]. However, as the studied systems became larger and more com-

plex, analytical models require making unrealistic assumptions and approximations

[BGdMK06].

With the phenomenal evolution of computer processing powerand data storage,

performance analysis shifted in favour of today’s accurateand large scale simulation

models. Nowadays researchers have a broad choice of simulation packages, both

commercial and freeware, for modeling complex computer networks. A survey

conducted on the usage of simulation models in the ACM International Symposium

on Mobile and Ad Hoc Networks (MobiHoc) from 2000 to 2004 [KCC05], revealed

that 75.7% of the published papers used simulations to present research results. As
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can be observed from Figure A.1 the most popular simulation package of choice was

NS-2 (44.4%) followed by GloMoSim (11.1%); whereas 24.5% ofauthors opted to

develop their own simulation code.

Upon surveying the various simulation packages available,NS-2 was selected

as the simulator of choice for the experiments presented in this thesis. This decision

was based on the following features:

• NS-2 is open-source1.

• At the time of this research, NS-2 was the only open-source simulation pack-

age with both RSVP and Mobile IP modules readily available.

• NS-2 is used extensively in academia, and is supported by a large group of

researchers.

A.1.2 Network Simulator 2

NS-2 is discrete-event2 for applications in networking. It performs two main tasks,

and is consequently based on two languages: an object oriented simulator, written

in C++, and an interpreter, written in OTcl (Object-orientedTool Command Lan-

guage) to execute user’s command scripts [AJ02].

The compiled C++ code achieves high efficiency, and is therefore best suited

for detailed definition and operation of protocols where run-time speed is critical.

On the other hand, network topologies and parameters are variables that are defined

at the beginning of a simulation run. For these dynamic configurations, a more

friendly command language is more appropriate (OTcl).

The main features of NS-2 can be summarised as follows [BGdMK06]:

1Publicly available source code permitting users to use, change, and improve the software in a
collaborative manner.

2In a discrete-event simulator, the operation of a system is represented as a chronological se-
quence of events.
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• It provides canned sub-models for several network protocols (such as TCP

and UDP), router queue management mechanism (tail-drop, RED, CBQ) and

routing algorithms (Dijkstra).

• It provides several traffic sources (Telnet, FTP, and CBR).

• It implements some MAC protocols for LAN multicast protocols.

• It contains a simulation event scheduler and a large number of network objects

(such as routers and links) which are interconnected to forma network.

• Events can be visualized through a graphical interface and/or data logged in

a file for post-simulation analyses.

A.2 Hierarchical Addressing Problem

When running Marc Greis’ simulation model of “RSVP/ns”[Mur] over Mobile IP

(incorporated in NS-2 simulation package by default) a conflict occurs due to the

type of addressing used. RSVP/ns was developed based on ns-2’s default flat ad-

dressing system in which nodes are assigned integer values for their addresses. For

consistency, these node addresses are assigned according to the nodes’ respective

node numbers (i.e. node 1 is assigned an address of 1, node 2’saddress is 2 and

so on). Mobile IP models however, use a hierarchical addressing system similar to

traditional IP. The number of hierarchical levels can be setto four to resemble IPv4

addresses (e.g. 192.168.0.1) or six for IPv6.

Since most of ns-2’s code assumes the default flat addressingsystem (i.e. node

id = node address), RSVP/ns was developed to pass node id’s (integer values) to all

its methods. However, when Mobile IP’s hierarchical addressing is used, routing

problems occur. For example, in a Mobile IP scenario an RSVP sender might have

a node id of 1 and an IP address of 192.168.0.1. According to the RSVP/ns code,

the sender would record its node id as the sender address in the generated Path mes-
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sage. At the receiving end, the RSVP receiver would reply witha Resv message to

the sender address stored in the Path message. Although thiswould work for flat

addressing (node id = node address = 1), in hierarchical addressing the destination

would be unreachable since the actual sender address would be a hierarchical ad-

dress (e.g. 192.168.0.1) and not the integer value of 1. As a result, no reservations

would be established due to the different addressing systems used by RSVP/ns and

Mobile IP simulation models.

A.2.1 Converting Hierarchical and Flat Addresses

To resolve this issue, two new methods have been added:hier addr (returns a

node’s hierarchical address), andflat addr (returns a node’s flat address).

int RSVPAgent::flat addr(nsaddr t flat) {
Tcl& tcl = Tcl::instance();
tcl.evalf("[Simulator instance] id by addr %d %d",flat, node number );
int n1=atoi(tcl.result());
if (n1==0 && flat != 0)
return flat;
else
return n1;

}

int RSVPAgent::hier addr(int id) {
Tcl& tcl = Tcl::instance();
tcl.evalf("[Simulator instance] addr by id %d %d",id, node number );
int n1=atoi(tcl.result());
if (n1==0 && id != 0)
return id;
else
return n1;

}

The two methods are used as interfaces between RSVP/ns and Mobile IP (Figure

A.2)

• flat addr(): Used to convert a hierarchical address to its flat equivalent

(which is in essence the node’s id) for RSVP/ns’s internal processing, such as

creating or deleting PSB and RSB lists. This is done by adding the method
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Figure A.2:Address conversion using hier addr and flat addr .

nodeid() wheneverhere .addr 3 is called. For example:

if ((p = find psb(s, flat addr(here .addr )))

• hier addr(): Used to convert a flat address to its “actual” hierarchical

address for routing purposes. The flat address is retrieved from the RSVP/ns

code (stored in either a PSB,RSB or session list) and convertedusinghier addr

method to the equivalent hierarchical address. This address can then used to

send packets usingdst .addr 4:

dst .addr = hier addr(s->s->get dest())

A.2.2 Retrieving Node IDs using oTcl

Since node numbers are generated at the beginning of a simulation run (i.e. when

running common/simulator.cc), the hier addr and flat addr methods of

3here .addr : A default ns-2 method that returns a node’s actual address (in Mobile IP’s case,
the hierarchical address).

4dst .addr : A default ns-2 method used to set a packet’s destination address for routing
purposes.
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Appendix A.2.1 can only gain access to node numbers by invoking OTcl scripts.

Two methods, namedid-by-addr andaddr-by-id , have been added accord-

ingly to the simulation code in order to invoke the OTcl commandsnode list []

andnodeid().

if (strcmp(argv[1], "id by addr") == 0) {
int address=atoi(argv[2]);
int num n= atoi(argv[3]);
for (int i=0; i<((num n)+0); i++) {
if(nodelist [i]->address() == address) {
tcl.resultf("%d",nodelist [i]->nodeid());
return TCL OK;
}

}
}

if (strcmp(argv[1], "addr by id") == 0) {
int id=atoi(argv[2]);
int num n= atoi(argv[3]);
for (int i=0; i<((num n)+0); i++) {
if(nodelist [i]->nodeid() == id) {
tcl.resultf("%d",nodelist [i]->address());
return TCL OK;
}

}
}

A.3 Packet Tracing Problem

To allow the user to analyse simulations efficiently, NS simulator stores all net-

work events (trace data) in a file to be post-processed and analysed. In order to

distinguish RSVP messages and log them accordingly (as opposed to logging them

as generic or UDP packets), modifications have to be made to the tracing code

(trace/cmu-trace.cc) .

A.3.1 Tracing RSVP messages

To distinguish the different RSVP messages, switch cases have to be added accord-

ingly in the methodCMUTrace::format() .
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switch(ch->ptype()) {
case PT RSVP PATH:
format ip(p, offset);
break;
case PT RSVP:
format ip(p, offset);
break;
case PT RSVP RESV:
format ip(p, offset);
break;
case PT PATH TEAR:
format ip(p, offset);
break;
case PT RESV TEAR:
format ip(p, offset);
break;
case PT RESV ERR:
format ip(p, offset);
break;
case PT RESV CONF:
format ip(p, offset);
break;

A.4 Validation

To validate the operation of the modified RSVP/ns code, the network topology de-

picted in Figure A.3 is used. The main objective is to create contention in a wireless

environment and use RSVP to reserve sufficient bandwidth for one of the contend-

ing traffic flows.

The network topology is comprised of three sender nodes (N1, N2 andN3)

connected via nodesN4 andN5 to two wireless subnets (serviced byN6 andN7).

Three wireless receiver nodes (MN1 , MN2 andMN3 ) reside in their shared home

subnet. The three sender nodes transmit 500 kbps UDP data streams to their respec-

tive receiving wireless nodes.

All wired links have a link capacity of 1 Mbps, creating a bottleneck at the

N4-N5 link since three 500 kbps data streams contend for a total link capacity of

1 Mbps. An RSVP session is established betweenN1 andMN1 at the beginning of

the simulation run, and at t = 100 s,MN1 moves from its Home Network (HoA =
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Figure A.3:Test Scenario.

1.0.1) and roams into the Foreign Network (CoA = 2.0.1).

Note that the two subnets are deliberately placed further apart in order for their

respective coverage areas not to overlap. This creates an extended period of time

in which MN1 would be temporarily disconnected as it moves from one subnet to

another.

A.4.1 Relinquishing Reservations

The simulation was run for a total of 200 seconds and the received throughput at

each of the mobile nodes was measured. As can be observed fromFigure A.4,MN1

maintains a throughput of about 500 kbps (reserved bandwidth using RSVP) while

MN2 and MN3 share the remaining 500 kbps link capacity amongst themselves

(best-effort traffic) resulting in an average throughput of250 kbps each.
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Figure A.4: Throughput of the three mobile receiving nodes without re-
establishing the reservations for MN1.

At t = 100 s,MN1 starts moving to the foreign subnet (its throughput is effec-

tively zero for about 3 seconds). However,MN2 andMN3 remain stationary at the

home network and therefore continue to receive their respective 250 kbps through-

put. OnceMN1 reconnects at the foreign network, its throughput reduces consider-

ably from its pre-handoff level of 500 kbps to around 166 kbpstemporarily.MN2 ’s

andMN3 ’s respective throughputs are also reduced temporarily to 166 kbps.

The reason for this behaviour has been outlined theoretically in Section 5.2.1

and is now embodied in this simulation scenario as follows: The reservation for

MN1 held at theN4-N5 link was setup usingMN1 ’s home address (1.0.1) whereas

after the handoff,MN1 uses a different IP address (CoA = 2.0.1). As a result,

the 500 kbps would remain allocated forMN1 ’s old IP address (1.0.1) even though

in reality it would not be able to gain access to this bandwidth due to the IP ad-

dress mismatch. Consequently, all the three data streams would share the remaining

bandwidth (500 kbps) amongst themselves (166 kbps each).
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After around 13 seconds,MN1 ’s old reservation is automatically relinquished

since no Path/Resv message pairs are exchanged to refresh thereservation (as out-

lined in Section 2.2). Note that the default value for the reservation refresh timer is

20 s. This means that the last Path/Resv refresh message pair were sent at around 7

seconds before the handoff occurred. Since resources have been freed up at theN4-

N5 link, all three data streams share the 1 Mbps link capacity amongst themselves

(333 kbps each).

A.4.2 Re-establishing Reservations

While the scenario presented in Appendix A.4.1 examined how the simulation mod-

els default RSVP behaviour, the scenario presented in this section tests the simu-

lation’s ability to re-establish reservations for a mobilenode after it completes its

handoff.

In order to perform this,MN1 is configured to explicitly relinquish its old reser-

vations when a handoff occurs by sending a ResvTear message. OnceMN1 recon-

nects at the foreign subnet,CN1 is configured to re-establish reservations at foreign

subnet usingMN1 ’s new CoA (2.0.1) as the destination address (since it is notified

of MN1 ’s CoA through the BU message).

As can be observed from Figure A.5, at t = 100 s,MN1 ’s throughput is reduced

to zero (handoff occurs) whileMN2 ’s andMN3 ’s throughput increases to 500 kbps.

This is due toMN1 explicitly tearing down its old reservation, thereby freeing up

resources at theN4-N5 link.

OnceMN1 reconnects at the foreign subnet, all three mobile nodes share the

available bandwidth (333 kbps each) for a small period of time while the reser-

vations are re-established forMN1 using its new CoA. As soon as resources are

reserved forMN1 , all three mobile nodes return to their respective pre-handoff

throughputs (MN1 = 500 kbps,MN2 = MN2 = 250 kbps).

Note that for the plot presented in Figure A.5, reservation re-establishment has
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Figure A.5: Throughput of the three mobile receiving nodes with re-
establishment of reservations for MN1.

been deliberately delayed for 3 seconds (CN1 waits for 3 s before sending the new

Path message toMN1 ). This is done for testing and visualisation purposes, since the

default behaviour (CN1 immediately send a new Path message once it receives the

BU) would be barely notable in the plot (typically less than 700 ms of best-effort).
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